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The underlying concepts developed in this thesis involve particulate fabrication of known
size using a bottom-up synthesis or a top-down milling process. This bottom-up approach was
used for detection of analytes in water. Conventional UV-Vis spectroscopic based detection
methods require target analytes to be soluble or have enough vapor pressure for analysis in the
gas phase. We achieved an order in magnitude improvement in the detection limit over the
standard molybdenum blue method for phosphate and arsenate by conversion of target analytes
present in solution to a solid for quantification by UV-Vis and IR spectroscopy. Furthermore, by
recording a visible and infrared spectrum on the same membrane, we were able to selectively
determine both phosphate and arsenate. This is not possible using the standard molybdenum
blue method.
We also developed generalized approach involved the precipitation of polyatomic anions
with simple monoatomic cations. We demonstrated this concept with the detection of free and
weak acid dissociative (WAD) cyanide in water. In our method, cyanide ions are precipitated with
silver ions and then captured on an IR transparent membrane. Key to our approach was the use
of an 13CN spiked addition to achieve detection limits below the 0.2 mgL-1 level. Furthermore,

we were able to distinguish between free and WAD cyanide by using a spiked addition of sodium
sulfide. The sulfide freed the cyanide from the WAD compounds enabling detection of this
fraction of cyanide by our method.
Using a tops-down approach we generated bismuth telluride nanoparticles for
thermoelectric power generation. The “as received” bismuth telluride ingots were ball milled in
the presence of the cationic polymer PADAMAc which prevented particle aggregation during the
milling process. By adjusting the milling conditions, we were able to control the particle size of
the particulate to a small as 40 nm in diameter. Sintering pellets of the particulates below the
melting point resulted in voids that scattered the thermal radiation. As a result, we show that
adjusting particle size and sintering temperature could be viable strategies for developing TE
material.
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1. CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview
The overall goal of my research is to develop infrared and UV-vis spectroscopic methods
to detect and quantify chemical species in water matrices. Commercial labs devoted to
measuring chemical species in water use a variety of methods and equipment that are approved
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)[1]. Many of these involve specific chemical
reactions and measurement of a unique response (change in conductivity, pH, color, turbidity,
alkalinity etc.)[2–7]. Methods that provide a wider range of chemical identification and
quantification are typically based on GC/MS for organics, ICP/MS and AAS for metals [8–11].
Despite the rich information content for identification and quantification of both organic and
inorganic species in water, infrared spectroscopic based methods are not used and FTIR
spectrometers are rarely present in commercial labs devoted to water analysis. On the other
hand, this represents a tremendous opportunity to introduce IR spectroscopic methods to this
community. For this to occur, the key will be to develop simple and easy sampling approaches
that circumvent the many hurdles with IR analysis of species in water.
The biggest hurdle for IR spectroscopic detection of chemical species is the opacity of
water. In transmission measurements in water, the entire infrared region of the spectrum is
essentially opaque when the pathlength of the cell exceeds 25 µm. Even for the strongest
absorbing species, this narrow pathlength puts a lower level of detection in the parts per
thousand level which is much higher than the parts per million to parts per trillion required by
most EPA standards. Although attenuated total reflection (ATR) has alleviated much of the
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tedious sample preparation for IR studies in aqueous media, it does not circumvent the
fundamental opacity of water and hence, does not lead to lower detection limits. Thus, any
approach that uses IR spectroscopy will require some extraction of target analytes from water or
concentration of these analytes in water.
Both extraction and concentration methods are standard pre-sampling methods in
analytical methods used for detecting species in water. It is common to use a membrane or
packed column to concentrate the target analyte from water and then elute the analyte from the
membrane or column into a smaller volume of water or into an alternative solvent to present
this to a Gas chromatography- Mass spectrometry (GS-MS) or Inductive coupled plasma- Mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS). An obvious solution would be to apply the same pre-sampling extraction
and concentration methods, elute the analyte and record an IR spectrum. However, this would
offer little advantage and would be, at best, an incremental change to the current GC/MS or
ICP/MS methods.
One of the attributes of IR spectroscopy is its versatility, in that a spectrum can be
obtained for gases, liquids, or solids. It is the ability to record spectra of solids that is key to this
thesis work. Typically, when presented with a solid in analytical chemistry, the first thing one
does is to dissolve the solid into a liquid or convert it to the gas phase for quantification. An
infrared spectroscopic based approach enables the complete opposite approach. In other words,
our idea is: if it is a gas, convert it to a solid; if it is in a liquid, extract and convert it to a solid; if it
is a solid, then extract and record a spectrum. If we now take this to the next level and apply it
to the use of membranes, there are key advantages if one could record a spectrum directly on
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the membrane. This, in turn, requires a membrane that is transparent in the IR spectral region.
Once collected on the membrane, there would be no need to elute the analyte from the
membrane for analysis. This not only simplifies the pre-sampling methods as one avoids
determining extraction efficiencies, but it also opens new avenues for sampling. For example,
in the traditional use of membranes, one requires the target analyte to partition out of the
solution on the membrane but to not bind strongly, as the analyte will need to be extracted later.
This, in turn, involves knowledge of partition functions and other complicating factors. However,
if analysis occurs directly on the membrane, the target analyte could be irreversibly bound
through strong electrostatic bonds, covalent bonds, etc. This opens a variety of new detection
methodologies that we name collectively as “material enabled spectroscopies (MES)”.
The Tripp group first demonstrated MES, with the detection of Fe3+ in seawater, using a
siderophore tethered to a Si wafer[12]. When placed in water containing Fe3+, the siderophore
selectively binds the Fe3+, leading to a change in the IR spectrum, as shown in Figure 1.1. From
the intensity of the Fe-O band at 560 cm-1, they demonstrated a detection level of 2 parts per
trillion Fe3+ with samples taken from the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Alaska. While the preferred
substrate would be a porous membrane, the Si wafer as a platform demonstrated two key
elements; detection of very low levels of a metal ion that itself has no IR bands, and
circumvention of the opacity issue with water. To achieve a low parts per trillion detection level,
the Si wafers were immersed in a beaker containing 1L of ocean water, then the sample was
stirred for 24 hours to ensure complete capture of all Fe 3+ in the 1L sample. The Si wafers were
removed from the water and dried. Then an absorbance spectrum was recorded in transmission
mode through the wafer.
3

Figure 1.1. IR spectra of a siderophore (DFB) attached to a mesoporous silica layer on top of a
silicon wafer and after exposure of the wafer to a solution containing Fe 3+ [12].
Hg2+ was also detected using a Si wafer. However, in this case, the Hg2+ was not captured
by the Si wafer but rather, the Hg2+ catalyzed the conversion of a semicarbizide covalently
attached onto a Si wafer to an oxadiazole via the reaction shown in Figure 1.2[13]. Unique IR
bands were observed for the oxadiazole and detection levels at the low ppb level were achieved.
However, as with the detection of Fe3+, a long incubation time of 24 hours in a stirred beaker
was required to achieve these low detection levels.
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Figure 1.2. Reaction of a thiosemicarbazide with Hg2+ to form an oxadiazole ring. Surface
reactions leading to a thiosemicarbazide, attached to a mesoporous silica film, deposited on a Si
wafer[13].
To overcome the long incubation times, work centered on tethering the siderophore or
semicarbizide to an IR transparent membrane. The IR transparent membranes were obtained
from Orono Spectral Solutions Inc. While this enabled rapid contact of the Fe 3+ and Hg2+ by way
of the torturous pathway of the water passing through the membrane, the amount of Fe 3+ and
Hg2+ bound to the membrane were found to be sensitive to flow rate and varied with the type of
water matrix. This is because of the short contact time of the Fe3+ and Hg2+ with the tethered
moieties to allow for the capture of the Fe3+ by the siderophore or for the Hg2+ to catalyze the
formation of the oxadiazole ring. For example, a fully saturated membrane holds about 30 µL of
water and thus, at the typical flow rates of 2 mL/min[14], the contact time of the Fe3+ or Hg2+
inside the membrane is about 0.9 seconds[14].
For detection of oil and grease in water, as described in the ASTM method D7575
developed by Orono Spectral Solutions[15], or the detection of water in oils as reported by Saleh
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and Tripp[14][16], the short contact times within the membranes were not an issue, as 100% of
the target analyte was captured. In both cases, the target analyte existed as droplets stabilized
in the solvent. When these suspensions were flowed through the membrane, the droplets burst
upon contact with the fibers and the target molecules adsorb onto the membrane.
The challenge remained in how to capture analytes that were soluble in water. Saleh and
Tripp developed two approaches to address this problem. In one case, particulate adsorbates
were added to a stirred suspension containing the target analyte. In the second case, particulate
particles were added that chemically react with the target molecule to form a new compound.
Both concepts were demonstrated with the detection of water in oils. For the adsorbate
approach, particles of CuSO4 were added to the oil. The water adsorbed strongly to the CuSO4
particles, forming the monohydrate, CuSO4.H2O. An IR spectrum of the captured particles on the
membrane produced a unique water bending mode at 1720 cm -1[17]. In the second case,
particles of CaO were added to the oil. Here, the CaO was converted to Ca(OH)2 by reaction with
water. A unique OH band due to Ca(OH)2 was observed at 3645 cm-1[16]. Since particles were
used, the time for adsorption or reaction is avoided because the suspensions were stirred for 30
minutes or longer. After the reaction was complete, a 10 ml aliquot of the stirred suspension
was then passed through the membrane at a flow rate of 2 mL/min. The particles were of
sufficient size (> 0 .5 um diameter) to be captured on the 0.45 µm pore sized membranes.
The work described in this thesis builds on the use of the transparent membranes and
deviates from the previous studies in two key concepts. The first concept involves using
membranes that are transparent in the UV-vis spectral region. We have found that membranes
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used for the IR spectroscopic studies become transparent in the visible spectral region when filled
with water. Thus, the membranes do not have to be dried before measuring a UV-vis spectrum
which has implications for simplifying the sampling approach and improving the detection limits
for many of the current UV-vis based methods. Furthermore, the ability to record UV-Vis and IR
spectra of the same sample provides a route to achieve additional selectivity in our methods.
The second concept involves the use of reactions with target analytes to form precipitates that
then can be captured on the membrane. This differs from our previous work that involved
adsorption or reaction with existing particles, whereas here, we are performing reactions to form
particles.
1.1.1. UV-vis detection of analytes
Figure 1.3 shows essential elements in the classical approach for using UV-vis
spectroscopy in detecting an analyte in water. A water sample containing the target analyte at
concentration c, is placed in a fixed pathlength cell or cuvette of 0.1-10 cm in length. The cuvette
is place in the sample compartment of the spectrometer and a spectrum in transmission mode is
recorded. A reference spectrum is typically prerecorded through the cuvette containing water
or placing a cuvette containing water in the reference beam s when recording a sample spectrum
using a dual beam dispersive spectrometer[18].
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Figure 1.3. UV-Vis spectroscopic measurement in transmission mode using a fixed pathlength
cuvette.
The quantification of the analyte is determined from the Beer-Lambert Law shown in
Equation 1.1.
𝐴= 𝜖𝑐𝑙

1.1

In the Beer-Lambert law, A is absorbance (unitless), ε is the molar absorption coefficient for the
height or area of a band due to the analyte in solution (Mol L-1 cm-1), l is the pathlength of the
cuvette (1-10 cm), and c is the concentration of the analyte or molecule in the solution
(mol/L)[19][20]. For UV-vis spectroscopy, the height of the band is almost exclusively used. The
molar absorption coefficient is a constant, which is the measurement of how efficiently an
analyte absorbs light at a specific wavelength. From Equation 1.1, the concentration of the
analyte in solution is directly proportional to the height of the band in absorbance units. From
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the known molar absorbance coefficient, pathlength of the cuvette, and measurement of the
peak height in absorbance units, the concentration of the analyte is calculated.
When distilling the Beer’s Law relationship down to its essence, it is the number of
molecules in the light beam that determines the absorbance peak height. Increasing the
concentration of the analyte in solution or the pathlength of the cell leads to an increase in the
number of molecules in the light beam and hence, an increase in the band intensity. However, as
shown in Figure 1.2, most of the molecules in the cuvette are not in the beam path and therefore,
do not contribute to the intensity of the absorption peak. Consider a sample size of 1L. Typically,
a 1 cm cuvette holds about 3 mL of the 1L sample or 0.3% of the total molecules in the beaker.
Now the beam diameter in a fiber optic-based UV- Vis spectrometer is about 4 mm in diameter
and thus, only about 4.3% of the molecules in the cuvette are in the beam area. Thus, only about
0.013% of the total molecules in the 1L container are sampled by the light beam.

Figure 1.4. Using a longer pathlength cell increases the peak absorbance value for the analyte in
the UV-Vis spectrum.
9

The primary avenue to improve the detection limit of UV-vis spectroscopy is to increase
the pathlength of the cuvette. However, practical limitations and cost typically limit the
pathlength of cuvettes to 10 cm which is typically not sufficient to detect concentrations in the
low ppb or sub ppb range. Sometimes, even a 10 cm pathlength cell is not sufficient to observe a
peak when the concentration of phosphate is less than 7 µg L-1 [21]. In these cases, approaches
to concentrate the analyte in solution or automated flow injection analysis are used to improve
the detection limit[22][23].
1.1.2. Conversion of liquid analytes into solid precipitates
Our approach is to convert the dissolved analyte to solid particles, collect the particles on
a membrane and record a visible spectrum through the membrane. The advantage of converting
the analyte to a solid is that it is possible to have a higher amount of analyte in the light beam of
the spectrometer. Recall when we estimated that only 0.013% of the entire analyte species in a
1L sample would be probed by the spectrometer light beam using a standard 1 cm cuvette. If we
convert all the analytes in a 1 L sample to particles and process the full liter of the suspension
through a 4 mm diameter membrane, then the light beam would pass through all the particles.
This, in theory, would lower the detection limit by almost 4 orders in magnitude. However, this
improvement is not attainable for a variety of reasons.

First, the Beer’s Law relationship

becomes nonlinear over a large dynamic range. In essence, the absorption of the light beam by
the first layer of particles would lower the light intensity impinging on the next layer of particles
and so on. Furthermore, as we show below, passing the 1 L sample through a 4 mm diameter
membrane is not practical. Typically, a flow rate of 2 mL/min is possible through a 13 mm
diameter membrane. Reducing the diameter to 4 mm would lower the maximum flow rate to
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0.2 mL/min would then require 83 hours to process the entire 1L. Our experience is that the
membrane would become plugged within the first3-5 minutes and certainly long before reaching
the 83-hour mark. Given all the various trade-offs, we find, in general, an improvement of
between 1 and 2 orders in magnitude in the detection limits using a membrane can be achieved.
1.1.3. Quantitation using a membrane and transmission spectroscopy
In the membrane approach, there is no fixed pathlength l. In the thin film approximation,
the peak intensity in absorbance units is proportional to the concentration of the analyte times
the pathlength (c * l), which is the mass of the analyte per area of the membrane and for the
method, has units of mg or µg/cm2. Thus, Equation 1.1 becomes:

𝐴 = 𝜖×(

𝜇𝑔
)
𝑐𝑚2

1.2

The extinction coefficient with units of cm2/µg is used in Equation 1.2 instead of the
standard molar extinction coefficient mol L-1 cm-1 that is used in Equation 1.1. When undersampling the entire membrane surface, the uniformity of the particulate film over the membrane
is important. In our case, the membranes are 13 mm in diameter, and the visible beam is
approximately 4 mm in diameter. Hence, the membrane is under-sampled. It is important to
have a uniform particulate film so that the mass/area measured in the beam area is
representative of the mass collected over the entire area of the membrane.

Using the known extinction coefficient derived from a Beer’s Law plot, the mass of the
analyte Manalyte on the membrane can be determined as shown in Equation 1.3 and 1.4:
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𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒

𝐴 × 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒 (𝑐𝑚2 )
=
𝑐𝑚2
𝜖 ( 𝑢𝑔 )

1.3

From this, the concentration of the analyte in the solution is calculated in terms of mgL -1
or µgL-1 :

𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒 =

𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒(𝑚𝑔 𝑜𝑟 𝜇𝑔)

1.4

𝑉 (𝑚𝐿)

where V is the volume of the sample suspension passed through the membrane.
From Equation 1.3, the absorbance is proportional to Manalyte collected on the membrane
and inversely proportional to the area of the membrane. Thus, the detection limit will depend on
the volume of the sample passed through the membrane and the diameter of the membrane.
1.1.4. Transparent membranes
The major issue with performing transmission spectroscopy results from scattering of the
incident light by the solid analyte particles and the membrane. Figure 1.5 shows that the
membrane is opaque in the visible range but becomes transparent after being wetted with water,
allowing a visible spectrum to be recorded through the membrane in transmission mode.
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Figure 1.5. A dry membrane and a membrane fully saturated with water.
The membrane's transparency is due to a refractive index matching between the
membrane material and the water. The polytetrafluorethylene membrane has a refractive index
of 1.38. The dry membrane is opaque in the visible region of the spectrum because the pores of
the membrane are filled with air which has a refractive index of 1.003. The refractive index
mismatch between the membrane material and pores scatters the radiation, rendering the
membrane opaque in the visible region. However, when the membrane is filled with water
(refractive index = 1.33), the refractive index mismatch is such that the light experiences very
little scattering and the membrane becomes clear. As we show in this thesis, the same effect
occurs with loading particles on the surface. Most inorganic particles have refractive indexes
between 1.35 and 1.5. When the particles cover the surface of the membrane and saturated
with water, the refractive index matching leads to little, if any, scattering of the visible light,
regardless of the particle size.
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1.2.1. Target analytes: Phosphate and arsenate
We selected the detection of phosphate and arsenate to demonstrate the concept of
particulate formation and capture on a transparent membrane for analysis by visible
spectroscopy. Phosphorus is one of the main nutrients for plants and crops, thus, used
extensively in fertilizers. However, agricultural runoff leads to an increase in the growth of algae
and other aquatic plants in the water systems. Continuous presence of such nutrients causes
uncontrollable growth of algae in the ecosystem. At the end of the algae life cycle, they consume
oxygen, which leads to depletion of dissolved oxygen in freshwater bodies. Thus, phosphorus in
the form of phosphates are a key environmental pollutant that contributes to the eutrophication
of water resources, such as rivers, lakes, ponds, and streams. [24][25]. Excess phosphate has
caused a surge of atmospheric, water, and human health complications around the globe, and
controlling nutrient pollution has become a major task for the countries[26]. According to the
EPA, 40% of our nation’s rivers and streams have elevated concentrations of phosphorus. The
main source of such high levels of phosphorus is the fertilizer and animal waste that tends to
leach from the farms[26].
Arsenic, on the other hand, is a toxic element that has been identified as a human
carcinogen [27–30]. It naturally occurs in soil, sediments, surface water, and groundwater.
Arsenic is very mobile and prevalent in organic and inorganic forms with multiple oxidation
states. According to the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), the permissible limit of arsenic in drinking water is 10 µgL-1. Given their
environmental and health impact, the necessity to monitor both phosphate and arsenate
concentrations in water systems has been of paramount importance.
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1.2.1.1.

Phosphorus classification

Phosphorus tends to exist in a variety of forms in water, such as orthophosphate,
metaphosphate, pyrophosphate, particulate phosphate, and organic bound phosphate. Thus, the
detection of the total phosphorus becomes a complex process and, as a result, it is extremely
difficult to monitor the total phosphorus concentration in water[31–33]. Pretreatment
processes, such as digestion or oxidation, are typically used to convert all forms of phosphorus
into orthophosphate for a quantitative detection. Thus, measurement of orthophosphate or
phosphate is the most common approach to monitor the concentration of phosphorus in water
systems [34–36].
Orthophosphate is the dissolved inorganic form and the most available form of
phosphorus

in

water.

Other

dissolved

inorganic

forms

are

polyphosphates

or

metaphosphates[37][38]. There is also dissolved organic phosphate, which mostly comes from
nucleic acids, proteins or organic pesticides[39]. The particulate phosphorus is the fraction that
can be filtered using a 0.2- or 0.45-micron filter. Figure 1.6 shows the various forms of
phosphorus that are found in the natural water systems and the subsequent treatments for
determination of the phosphorus concentration.
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Figure 1.6. Approach for differentiating various phosphorus species in water. Reproduced with
permission from Elsevier[38].
1.2.1.2.

Arsenic classification

Arsenic can be found in both inorganic and organic forms in natural water systems. The
inorganic forms are oxides of the trivalent arsenite, As (III) and the pentavalent arsenate, As (V).
The organic forms of arsenic prevalent in the environment are the monomethylarsinic acid
(MMAA) and the dimethylarsinic acid (DMAA)[40]. However, both of the organic forms can be
converted into the inorganic arsenate (V) under oxidizing conditions[41]. The concentration of
the inorganic arsenics is often much higher than the organic arsenics in natural waters, such as
rivers and lakes. Regarding the two oxides, the concentration of arsenate dominants over
arsenite[42][43]. The arsenite is also oxidized by atmospheric O2 to form arsenate[44].
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As with orthophosphate, arsenate reacts in the molybdenum blue method[38].
Therefore, arsenate is considered as an interference for the detection of molybdenum reactive
phosphate using the molybdenum blue method[45]. Arsenite, on the other hand, does not from
the molybdenum blue complex[46][45].
1.2.2. Molybdenum blue method for detection of phosphate
The molybdenum blue method is the most common and widely used method for the
determination of dissolved reactive phosphate in water[47–49]. However, the molybdenum blue
method is not limited to phosphate ions, as both arsenate and silicate ions also undergo the
molybdenum blue reaction[38]. Phosphate, arsenate and silicate concentrations in fresh
oligotrophic waters are typically in the range of 1-500 µgL-1. However, silicate does not form a
blue molybdate complex in water at concentrations below 5.0 mgL-1. As a result, silicate
interference in the measurement of phosphate levels can be ignored in most samples. However,
the molybdenum blue reaction occurs at phosphate and arsenate concentrations in the µgL -1
range in water. As a result, additional steps are required to isolate the arsenate and phosphate
from the sample before determination of the phosphate concentration.
In the molybdenum blue method, both phosphate and arsenate react with molybdenum
(VI) under the acidic condition to form the Keggin structured 12-molybdophosphoric acid (12MPA, Reaction 1.1) and 12-molydoarsenoric acid (12-MAsA, Reaction 1.2). The 12-MPA and 12MAsA are then reduced to form the blue anionic phosphomolybdenum blue (PMB, Reaction 1.3)
and arsenomolybdenum blue (AsMB, Reaction 1.4) species[50–52]. The sample is then placed in
a cuvette and a visible spectrum is recorded. Depending on the type of reductant used, the blue
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anionic PMB or AsMB produce an intense band in the range of 700-900 nm, and the typical molar
extinction coefficients for PMB and AsMB are between 10000-28000 L mol-1 cm-1 [49][53], as
shown in Figure 1.8.
2−
+
PO3−
4 + 12MoO4 + 27H → H3 PO4 (MoO3 )12 + 12H2 O

1.1

12-MPA
H3 PO4 (MoO3 )12 + Reductant → [H4 PMo(VI)8 Mo(V)4 O40 ]3−

1.2

PMB
2−
+
AsO3−
4 + 12MoO4 + 27H → H3 AsO4 (MoO3 )12 + 12H2 O

1.3

12-MAsA
H3 AsO4 (MoO3 )12 + Reductant → [H4 AsMo(VI)8 Mo(V)4 O40 ]3−

1.4

AsAMB
Acid and molybdate concentrations are critical for the synthesis of heteropoly acid and
subsequent reduction to the blue-colored PMB and AsMB species. Phosphate and arsenate, like
other tetrahedral anions, generate the [Xn+Mo12O40]β- Keggin ions, where X is the heteroatom of
interest. The Keggin species is known as 12-molybdophosphoric acid in the case of phosphate
(12-MPA) and 12-molydoarsenoric acid for arsenate[54]. Figure 1.7 depicts the structure of the
Keggin ion [PMo12O40]3-, which forms in an acidic environment and generates a stable product
for spectroscopic phosphate detection[50].
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Figure 1.7. The Structure of the Keggin ion [PMo12O40]3-. The black, grey, and white spheres show
the phosphorus, molybdenum, and oxygen atoms. Reproduced with permission from the Royal
Society of Chemistry[50].
The d-d electron transfer between the Mo (V) and Mo (VI) species is responsible for the
two bands shown in Figure 1.8. The PMB's strong inter valence charge transfer (IVCT) band, which
appears between 800-900 nm, has a molar extinction coefficient between 26000-34000 L mol -1
cm-1. The shoulder band in the 650-720 nm range has a molar extinction coefficient of 10000 L
mol -1 cm-1.
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Figure 1.8. A visible spectrum of the PMB species recorded using a 1 cm cuvette.
While a variety of chemicals have been used to reduce the MPA and MAsA into PMB and
AsMB, the EPA approved method for the detection of phosphate uses SnCl 2 or ascorbic acid,
coupled with antimony, as a reductant [55–57]. However, ascorbic acid is the most widely used
reductant because the use of antimony as a catalyst accelerates the rate of reduction of 12-MPA
to PMB more quickly than SnCl2[17,18]. When using ascorbic acid, the antimony incorporates
into the PMB structure and is converted into Sb2PMB or PAMB [49]. The use of ascorbic acid with
antimony does not require heating, which is needed when using SnCl 2 as the reductant.

In

addition, formation of the blue-colored PAMB species is achieved within 10 min with ascorbic
20

acid, whereas typical times using SnCl2 are much longer. The formation of a blue anionic AsAMB
species with arsenate shows a similar band at 880-890 nm when ascorbic acid is used as the
reductant, as shown in Figure 1.9.

Figure 1.9. The molar absorptivity as a function of wavelength for PAMB species generated using
three different reductants. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier[49].
The molybdenum blue method, as described in APHA 4500-PE, can achieve a detection
limit of 30 µgL-1 phosphate (10 µgL-1 phosphorus) in freshwater using a 5 cm pathlength cuvette
[59]. Lowering the detection limit below 30 µgL-1 requires alternative sampling methods. Gimbert
et al. have obtained a detection limit of 1 µgL-1 phosphate in water using flow injection equipped
with a 1 m liquid waveguide capillary cell and SnCl2 as a reducing agent[21][22]. Asaoka et al.
have achieved a detection limit of 0.15 µgL-1 phosphate by using high-performance liquid
chromatography coupled with solid-state extraction[60]. In this method, preconcentration of the
PAMB ions was achieved by precipitating PAMB ions with a surfactant and entrapping the
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precipitate on a silane column. The precipitate was then eluted with an acetonitrile/water solvent
and the intensity of the band from the eluent was recorded at 872 nm to determine the
phosphate concentration.
While arsenate (V) and phosphate are indistinguishable by the molybdenum blue method,
arsenite(III) does not produce the blue colored complex. As a result, other techniques are used
to measure arsenic concentrations in water. The standard methods for the detection of total
arsenic (V+III) in water are hydride generation atomic absorption spectroscopy (HG-AAS), as
described in APHA method 3114B, induced coupled plasma- mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS), as
described in APHA method 3125, and the silver diethyldithiocarbamate method, as described in
APHA method 3500-AsB[59,61,62]. The above methods can achieve detection limits of 1-5 µgL-1
arsenic in water. However, the standard methods have their own drawbacks. For example, the
toxic AsH3 is formed when using the silver diethyldithiocarbamate method, whereas the HG-AAS
and ICP-MS methods require expensive instrumentation and a skilled operator. As a result,
developing an approach to measure arsenic using the molybdenum blue method would be an
desirable alternative to the current methods.
There have been efforts to address the selective determination of arsenate (V) in the
presence of phosphate using the molybdenum blue method. One of the most widely used
approaches for the selective detection of arsenate (V), arsenite (III) and phosphate using the
molybdenum blue method was developed by Johnson and Pilson [63]. The key concept of this
approach is that arsenate(V) and phosphate both form a blue heteropolymolybdate complex that
absorbs in the visible region, whereas arsenite (III) shows no absorption with the molybdenum
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blue method. Hence, dissolved total arsenic can be quantified by determining the difference in
absorbance between a sample that is pre-treated to oxidize arsenite (III) into arsenate(V)
(absorbance due to P and total As) and a second sample as arsenate(V) reduced to arsenite (III)
(absorbance from P only). Using this approach, Tsang et al. were able to achieve a detection limit
of 1 µgL-1 of total arsenic in the presence of phosphate using sodium dithionite as a reducing
agent[64]. Other modifications of the molybdenum blue method for the detection of arsenic
involve the preconcentrating of the phosphate or arsenate (V) over a soluble membrane using
organic solvents[65,66]. Okazaki et al. achieved a 10 µgL-1 detection limit for arsenic by
concentrating the arsenate (V) over a soluble membrane and by removing the interfering
phosphate over a calcium carbonate column[67]. Asaoka et al. used a solid-phase membrane
extraction process to obtain a detection limit of 0.80 µgL-1 phosphate in water was reported. This
was achieved by preconcentrating the PAMB species in solution over a soluble membrane [68].
In this approach, PAMB ions were converted into a solid precipitate by charge neutralization with
a cationic surfactant CTAB.
1.3.1. Target analyte: Cyanide
As with Asaoka et al., our work for detecting phosphate and arsenate was done by
forming a precipitate with the large molybdenum clusters.

The reason we required a

molybdenum cluster is because of the need to have formation of a visible color. However, the
concept of a reaction to form a precipitate could be applied to the infrared spectral region and
in this case, the approach could be simplified to forming simple salts with the polyatomic anion
of interest. To demonstrate this concept, we had chosen cyanide as the target analyte because
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the cyanide ion forms precipitates with a number of cations and produces a sharp and intense
infrared band in a region where few other species absorb.
Cyanide (CN-) in water is a highly poisonous blood agent with a maximum allowed
concentration in drinking water in the United States of 0.2 mgL-1 [69]. This limit is lower in the
European Union (0.05 mgL-1). In mineral water, the limit is 0.07 mgL-1 [70][71]; which is also the
limit of cyanide in drinking water established by the World Health Organization [72]. In natural
waters, the acceptable limit for cyanide is lower than the drinking water. The permissible limit of
cyanide in natural water is 0.035 mgL-1 on a 24-hour average and should never exceed 0.052
mgL-1 at any time, as severe toxicity to marine life can occur at 0.03 mgL-1 [73].
The above regulations refer to free cyanide (CN-) in water, as cyanide can form many
complexes with metal ions present in water. Cyanides form strong complexes with cations, such
as Fe3+, Au2+ and Co2+, as well as weak acid dissociate (WAD) cyanides with cations, such as Cu 2+,
Ni2+ and Zn2+. Each of these complexes have their own toxicity, but by far, the most toxic form
of cyanide for humans and aquatic life is the CN- [74]. Even the amount of CN- in water can vary.
For example, the pKa of HCN is 9.2 and thus, loss of the volatile HCN can occur under acidic
conditions.
The complex nature of the cyanide species in water has led to numerous methods to
measure total cyanide, WAD cyanide and CN- and these methods often require elaborate sample
pretreatment steps. For example, in ASTM D7237 (or EPA 4500- CN- methods B and C), HCN gas
is liberated as a continuous stream from a sample at pH 6.0. The CN- is then separated using gas
dialysis at room temperature.

Another pretreatment method involves manual gas reflux
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distillation, where HCN gas is liberated and then absorbed using a NaOH scrubber to separate the
CN- from the HCN, as described in the EPA method 9016 or 4500-CN- method C. Quantification
of the CN- is then accomplished using semi-automated colorimetry, where the CN- is converted
into cyanogen chloride by reacting it with chloramine-T. This cyanogen chloride then reacts with
pyridine and barbituric acid to produce a red-colored complex in the solution with a band at 590610 nm, as described in EPA 4500- CN- method E [75]. The dynamic range of detection for EPA
4500-CN- is from 0.005 to 0.5 mgL-1.
Another approach to measure CN- is EPA-approved method 4500-CN- D. In this case, the
CN- is titrated using silver nitrate to form a stable Ag(CN)2- complex in solution ( see Reaction 1).
Once all the CN- is bound with Ag+, the excess Ag+ then forms a complex with pdimethylaminobenzylidene rhodanine, resulting in a change in color from yellow to light pink.
Before forming the complex, the rhodanine indicator exhibits an absorbance peak at 450 nm, and
after reaching the end point, the band shifts to 490 nm. Thus, from the amount of silver nitrate
added to reach the endpoint, the concentration of the CN- is determined. Further addition of the
Ag+ results in the formation of AgCN precipitate in the solution as shown in Reaction 1.5 and 1.6.
𝐴𝑔+ + 2𝐶𝑁 − → 𝐴𝑔(𝐶𝑁)−
2

1.5

𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝐴𝑔+ + 𝑅ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑒 (𝑌𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤) → 𝐴𝑔+ − 𝑅ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥 (𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑘)
450 𝑛𝑚

490 𝑛𝑚

𝐴𝑔+ + 𝐴𝑔(𝐶𝑁)−
2 → 2𝐴𝑔𝐶𝑁

1.6

The method has a detection limit of 1.0 mgL-1 CN- in water. However, the accuracy of this method
in measuring CN- in an unknown sample is highly matrix specific and vulnerable to interference
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at all pH values. Apart from the interference of cations that complex the CN-, which is a problem
for measuring total cyanide, the method is also susceptible to interference due to the presence
of anions, such as S2- or S2O32-, in a matrix sample. This is because the method relies of the fate
of the Ag+ ion, and both S2- and S2O32- form Ag2S and Ag2S2O32- precipitates with the Ag+ in
solution. Ag2S also is a dark black precipitate which masks the pink color of the Ag +-rhodanine
complex, making it impossible to obtain the band at 490 nm. Similarly, S2O32- reacts with the silver
ions to form an Ag(S2O3)3-2 complex and causes over estimation of cyanide in the samples( see
Reaction 1.7 and 1.8).
2𝐴𝑔+ + 𝑆 2− → 𝐴𝑔2 𝑆(𝑠)

1.7

𝐴𝑔+ + 2𝑆2 𝑂32− → 𝐴𝑔(𝑆2 𝑂3 )3−
2 (𝑎𝑞)

1.8

As a result, CN- solutions must be pre-treated with Pb(II) to remove the S2- or S2O32- ions from
the solution before the rhodanine titration method can be used. Therefore, depending on the
type of ions present in the matrix sample, the use of the AgNO3 titration method can become
ineffective or lead to positive or negative bias of CN- in the sample.
1.4.1. Organization of the thesis
In Chapter 2, we describe a solventless approach that improves on the approach
developed by Asaoka et al. The method shown in Figure 1.10, eliminated the need for solvent
extraction and achieved a lower detection limit. CTAB was added to the PAMB and AsAMB ions
to form PAMB and the AsAMB particles. The particles in the suspension are then collected into a
syringe and a fixed volume of suspension is then passed through a transparent membrane. A
Visible spectrum is recorded in transmission mode with the beam passing through the membrane
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as shown in Figure 1.10. From the intensity of the band at 700 nm, the concentration of the
phosphate and arsenate in the samples were determined.

Figure 1.10. (a) The Aosaki method[30] for detection of phosphate and (b) our method, based
on spectroscopic measurement of PAMB or AsAMB particles deposited on a transparent
membrane in the visible region of the spectrum.
One of the major drawbacks of the molybdenum blue method is its inability to distinguish
between phosphate and arsenate. In Chapter 3, we describe an approach to achieve selective
detection of phosphate and arsenate. The elements of the approach are shown in Figure 1.11.
The key to this method resides in the membrane being transparent in both the visible and
infrared spectral regions. As a result, the same membrane, containing both the PAMB and
AsAMB particles that were used to record a visible spectrum, is simply dried and then used to
record an infrared spectrum in transmission mode. The intensity of an IR band unique to arsenate
and located at 879 cm-1 is used to measure the arsenate concentration in the sample mixture.
Once the arsenate concentration is determined, the contribution of arsenate to the overall
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intensity of the band at 700 nm in the visible spectrum can be calculated. The difference in
intensity of the 700 nm band is then used to compute the concentration of phosphate in the
sample. Thus, by recording a visible and infrared spectrum directly through the same membrane,
we achieve the advantage of lower detection levels by concentrating the phosphate and arsenate
directly in the beam of the spectrometer, as well as obtaining the selective measurement of
phosphate and arsenate concentrations.

Figure 1.11. The Vis/IR method for the selective detection of phosphate and arsenate in water
by the MBM.
The concept of precipitation of a molybdate complex described in Chapters 2 and 3 laid
the foundation for the concept that was investigated in Chapter 4. As described in Chapter 3, the
challenge in detecting arsenate and phosphate by IR spectroscopy was from the strong IR bands
due to CTAB and the molybdate ions obscuring the IR bands due to phosphate and arsenate. The
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idea in Chapter 4 is to eliminate both CTAB and molybdate from the process and to develop a
simpler, and more general approach, involving the precipitation of polyatomic anions with simple
monoatomic cations. In Chapter 4, this concept is demonstrated with the detection of free and
bound cyanide in water. The approach capitalizes on the underlying chemistry of the EPA method
4500-CN- D, used currently to detect cyanide in water. Specifically, our approach is not based on
a titration with Ag+ to reach an endpoint used in method 4500-CN- D, but rather the formation of
an AgCN precipitate with the addition of excess Ag+ ions. The concept is illustrated in Figure 1.12.
In our approach, the AgCN precipitates that form in the beaker are then captured onto an IR
transparent membrane by passing a fixed volume of sample through the membrane filter
assembly. The membrane is then air dried and an infrared spectrum is recorded in transmission
mode. The captured AgCN particles produce a strong and narrow CN stretching mode at 2165
cm-1 and from the intensity this band, the concentration of the CN- in the water is determined.

Figure 1.12. The method recording the IR spectrum of AgCN precipitate through a membrane to
determine and quantify CN- concentration in water using the CN- band intensity at 2165 cm-1.
We note that the methods developed for detection of analytes in water represent a
“proof of concept” and not a full-blown method development that would meet ASTM or EPA
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standards. In order to meet these standards, the methods would have to be extended to more
diverse matrices and involve analysis done by multiple certified labs.
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2. CHAPTER 2: A SOLVENTLESS METHOD FOR DETECTING TRACE LEVEL PHOSPHATE AND
ARSENATE IN WATER USING A TRANSPARENT MEMBRANE AND VISIBLE SPECTROSCOPY
2.1. Introduction
Phosphate is a significant environmental pollutant leading to the eutrophication of
oligotrophic water resources, such as rivers, lakes, ponds, and streams[24][25]. It has been well
established that the presence of an increased amount of phosphate in the ecosystem causes
rapid growth of algae, which subsequently leads to eutrophication or a “dead zone” for aquatic
lives[76]. On the other hand, arsenic is an extremely toxic element and is classified as a human
carcinogenic substance[27–30]. It naturally occurs in soil, sediments, surface water, and
groundwater. Arsenic is very mobile and prevalent in organic and inorganic forms with multiple
oxidation states[77]. The two most common forms of arsenic in water are arsenic (V) and arsenic
(III) oxides. According to the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), the permissible limit of arsenic in drinking water is 10 µgL -1[78][79]. Given their
environmental and health impact, the necessity to monitor both phosphate and arsenate
concentrations in water systems has been of paramount importance.
The most common method for the detection of phosphate in water is the molybdenum
blue method, proposed by Murphy and Riley, which is approved by the APHA1[48][59].
However, the molybdenum blue method is not selective to phosphate ions, as both arsenate
and silicate ions also do the molybdenum blue reaction like phosphate. The typical

1 APHA- American Public Health Association
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concentrations of phosphate, arsenate, and silicate in fresh oligotrophic waters are in the range
of 1-500 µgL-1. However, silicate is not measured below 5.0 mgL-1 in water by the molybdenum
blue reaction and thus, the interference by silicate in the measurement of targeted phosphate
levels can be neglected in most samples. But the molybdenum blue reaction occurs at µgL-1
concentrations for phosphate and arsenate in water. Hence, additional steps are needed to first
isolate the arsenate and phosphate from the sample for detection using the molybdenum blue
method.
In the molybdenum blue method, both phosphate and arsenate react with molybdenum
(VI) under the acidic condition to form the Keggin structured, 12-molybdophosphoric acid (12MPA, Reaction 2.1) and 12-molybdoarsenoric acid (12-MAsA, Reaction 2.2). The 12-MPA and 12MAsA are then reduced to form the blue anionic phosphomolybdenum blue (PMB, Reaction 2.3)
and arsenomolybdenum blue (AsMB, Reaction 2.4) species[49,66,80,81]. The sample is then
placed in a cuvette and a Visible spectrum is recorded. Depending on the type of reductant used,
the blue anionic PMB2 or AsMB3 produce an intense band in the range of 700-900 nm, and the
typical molar extinction coefficients for PMB and AsMB are between 10000-28000 L mol-1 cm-1
[49].

2 PMB- phosphomolybdenum blue
3 AsMB-arsenomolybdenum blue
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2−
+
PO3−
4 + 12MoO4 + 27H → H3 PO4 (MoO3 )12 + 12H2 O

2.1

12-MPA
H3 PO4 (MoO3 )12 + Reductant → [H4 PMo(VI)8 Mo(V)4 O40 ]3−

2.2

PMB
2−
+
AsO3−
4 + 12MoO4 + 27H → H3 AsO4 (MoO3 )12 + 12H2 O

2.3

12-MAsA
H3 AsO4 (MoO3 )12 + Reductant → [H4 AsMo(VI)8 Mo(V)4 O40 ]3−

2.4

AsAMB
While a variety of chemicals have been used to reduce the MPA and MAsA into PMB and
AsMB, the EPA approved method for the detection of phosphate uses SnCl2 or ascorbic acid
coupled with antimony as reductant [55–57]. However, ascorbic acid is the most widely used
reductant because the use of antimony as a catalyst accelerates the rate of reduction of 12-MPA
to PMB more quickly than SnCl2[17,18]. In the ascorbic acid method, the antimony incorporates
into the PMB structure and is converted into Sb2PMB or PAMB4[49]. The use of ascorbic acid
with antimony does not require heating as needed for the SnCl 2 method and the formation of
blue-colored PAMB species is achieved within 10 min. A strong band near 880-890 nm with a
distinct shoulder at 710 nm is observed in the Visible spectrum. The formation of a blue anionic

4 PAMB-phosphoantimonylmolybdenum blue
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AsAMB species with arsenate shows a similar band at 880-890 nm when ascorbic acid is used as
the reductant.
The standard molybdenum blue method, as described in APHA 4500-PE, can achieve a
detection limit of 30 µgL-1 phosphate (10 µgL-1 phosphorus) in freshwater using a 5 cm pathlength
cuvette[59]. Lowering the detection limit below 30 µgL-1 requires alternative sampling methods.
Gimbert et al. have obtained a detection limit of 1 µgL-1 phosphate in water using a flow injection
method equipped with a 1 m liquid waveguide capillary cell and Sncl2 as a reducing agent[21][22].
Asaoka et al. have achieved a detection limit of 0.15 µgL-1 phosphate by using high-performance
liquid chromatography coupled with solid-state extraction[60]. In this method, preconcentration
of the PAMB ions was achieved by precipitating PAMB ions with a surfactant and entrapping the
precipitate on a silane column. The precipitate was then eluted with an acetonitrile/water solvent
and the intensity of the band from the eluent was recorded at 872 nm to determine the
phosphate concentration. Thus, the detection of sub µgL-1 phosphate in water requires complex
techniques and expensive instruments.
Since arsenate(V) and phosphate are indistinguishable by the molybdenum blue method
and arsenite(III) does not produce the blue colored complex with the molybdenum blue method
like arsenate(V). Other techniques are typically used to measure arsenic concentrations in water.
The standard methods for the detection of total arsenic (V+III) in water are hydride generation
atomic absorption spectroscopy (HG-AAS), as described in APHA method 3114B, induced coupled
plasma- mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS), as described in APHA method 3125, and silver
diethyldithiocarbamate method, as described in APHA method 3500-AsB[59,61,62]. The above
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methods can achieve detection limits of 1-5 µgL-1 arsenic in water. However, the application of
these methods can be limited due to the formation of toxic AsH3, as in the silver
diethyldithiocarbamate method. The HG-AAS

and ICP-MS both

require expensive

instrumentation and a skilled operator, which makes it difficult to do on-site testing. Therefore,
the simple, cost-effective nature of the molybdenum blue method has attracted a lot of attention
for the detection of arsenate in water.
Given the ease of the molybdenum blue chemistry for the detection of arsenate, there
have been efforts to address the selective determination of arsenate (V) in the presence of
phosphate using the molybdenum blue method. However, the selective detection of arsenate (V)
requires solving the problem of insufficient sensitivity and phosphate interference. One of the
most widely used approaches for the selective detection of arsenate (V), arsenite (III), and
phosphate using the molybdenum blue method is a scheme described by Johnson and Pilson [63].
The key concept of this scheme is that arsenate(V) and phosphate both form a blue
heteropolymolybdate complex that absorbs in the Visible region, whereas, arsenite (III) shows no
absorption with the molybdenum blue method. Hence, dissolved total arsenic can be quantified
by determining the difference in absorbance between a sample that is pre-treated to oxidize
arsenite into arsenate(V) (absorbance due to P and total As) and a second sample as arsenate(V)
reduced to arsenite(III) (absorbance from P only). Using this scheme, Tsang et al. were able to
achieve a detection limit of 1 µgL-1 of total arsenic in the presence of phosphate using sodium
dithionite as a reducing agent[64]. Other modifications of the molybdenum blue method for the
detection of arsenic involve the preconcentrating of the phosphate or arsenate (V) over a soluble
membrane using organic solvents[65,66]. Okazaki et al. achieved a 10 µgL-1 detection limit for
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arsenic by concentrating the arsenate(V) over a soluble membrane and by removing the
interfering phosphate over a calcium carbonate column [67].
Recently, using this solid-phase membrane extraction process, a detection limit of 0.80
µgL-1 phosphate in water was reported. This was achieved by preconcentrating the PAMB
species in solution over a soluble membrane[68]. In this approach, PAMB ions were converted
into a solid precipitate by charge neutralization with a cationic surfactant CTAB. (Reaction 2.5).
[Sb2H4 PMo(VI)8 Mo(V)4 O40 ]3− + 3[H3 C(CH2 )15 N+ (CH3 )3 ]Br − → PAMB particles

PAMB ions

2.5

CTAB

The solid PAMB particles in suspension were captured by passing 50-100 mL of the
suspension through a membrane. The PAMB precipitate was then dissolved from the membrane
by using 10-20 mL of solvent, such as methanol, ethanol, and acetonitrile. Hence, the PAMB was
concentrated by a factor of 10, as the volume of solvent used to dissolve the precipitate was 10
times lower than the volume of the suspension passed through the membrane. This, in turn, led
to 10 times increase in the intensity of the band at 690 nm when recording a Visible spectrum
through a cuvette. However, this method required the use of organic solvents, and calibration
was required to determine the extraction efficiency for the solvent.
The approach we developed builds on the concept of forming a precipitate but has the
advantage that a solvent is not needed to dissolve the blue precipitate. The differences in the
approach described in the work of Asaoka et al and the transparent membrane method are
shown in Figure 2.1 [30]. In our method, the CTAB was dissolved in water and added to the
volumetric flasks containing the PAMB ions to form PAMB particles. The PAMB particles in the
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suspension are then collected into a syringe and passed through a transparent membrane. There
is no need to extract and dissolve the particles back into the solution as a visible spectrum is
recorded directly through the membrane in transmission mode. Thus, by recording a spectrum
directly on a transparent membrane, we achieve the advantage of lower detection levels by
concentrating the phosphate directly in the beam of the spectrometer. The method is
quantitative, providing concentration values of phosphate in water equal to the standard
molybdenum blue method with a lower detection limit of 0.64 µgL -1 phosphate in water (n=4).
Furthermore, we show that this method could be used for arsenate detection down to 4.8 µgL -1
in water.

Figure 2.1. (a) The formation and the capture of the PAMB or AsAMB particles over a membrane,
followed by extraction and post concentrating, to record the Visible spectrum using a 5-10 cm
cuvette; (b) The proposed method of collecting the Visible spectrum of the PAMB or AsAMB
particles directly through the membrane for quantification.
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2.2. Experimental
2.2.1. Materials
All glassware was first washed with phosphate-free (Tergajet) detergent powder in
deionized water (18 MΩ), then acid washed with a warm 10% HCl solution and dried in the oven
at 105 °C for 1 hour before use. Reagent grade ammonium molybdate heptahydrate
(NH4)6Mo7O24),

potassium

antimonyl

tartrate

(C8H10K2O15Sb2),

L-ascorbic

acid,

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) (364.45 g/mol), analytical grade monopotassium
dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4), and sodium arsenate dibasic heptahydrate (Na2HAsO4. 7H2O)
were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The Visible transparent membranes and the membrane
housings (0.10 µm /13 mm and 0.45 µm/13 mm) were obtained from Orono Spectral Solutions
Inc. The details of the membrane assembly are described elsewhere [82].
2.2.2. Standard solutions
Polyethylene volumetric flasks were used to prepare the phosphate and arsenate
standard solutions. The volumetric flasks were washed using the same protocol as the glassware
and were dried at room temperature before use. The stock solutions of 100 mgL-1 phosphate and
arsenate were prepared by dissolving 0.144±0.005 g of monobasic potassium dihydrogen
phosphate and 0.224±0.005 g of sodium arsenate dibasic heptahydrate into 1000 mL of deionized
water in a volumetric flask. Standard phosphate and arsenate solutions of 0.25-500 µgL-1 were
freshly prepared by serial dilution of the stock solution. A 1 mL sample of the stock solution was
transferred to a 100 mL volumetric flask and was filled up to the mark with water to make the 1
mgL-1 phosphate and arsenate stock solutions. Then 0.25 mL of the 1 mgL-1 solutions were
transferred to a 25 mL polyethylene volumetric flask and brought to the mark with deionized
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water to make the 10 µgL-1 standard solutions. Similarly, 25-50 mL standard solutions of 0.5, 1,
5, and 25, 50, and 100 µgL-1 were prepared. All the standard solutions were made at room
temperature and stored at 21°C.
2.2.3. Formation of the molybdenum reagent
The experimental procedures for the standard molybdenum blue method (APHA 4500PE) to generate the PAMB solution with phosphate were followed[59]. In brief, a greenish-yellow
reagent solution was prepared by mixing 50 mL of 2.5 M H2SO4 with 5 mL of potassium antimonyl
tartrate (C8H10K2O15Sb2) for 45 seconds and then adding 0.60 g ammonium molybdate
heptahydrate (NH4)6Mo7O24) dissolved in 15 mL of water. This was followed by the addition of 30
mL of 0.10 M L-ascorbic acid. The solution was stored at room temperature and was stable for 4
hours[59]. The formation of the PAMB solution was carried out by adding 2 mL of the greenishyellow reagent to 25 mL samples of the freshly prepared phosphate solution. The combined
solution was stirred at 21°C for 20 min, leading to the formation of the PAMB anionic species, as
shown in Reactions 1.1 and 1.2. 2 mL of that greenish-yellow reagent was also added to 25 mL of
DI water to make a reference blank.
2.2.4. Formation of the PAMB suspension with the CTAB
This PAMB solution was used to measure the amount of phosphate, as described in
method APHA 4500-PE and a Visible spectrum of the PAMB solution was recorded with a 1 cm
cuvette with a blank solution as a reference. The same PAMB solution was also used for the
membrane-based method. The first step was to form the PAMB particles with the PAMB ions in
the solution by the addition of the cationic surfactant, CTAB. A 0.1 w/v % CTAB in water solution
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was made by dissolving 0.1 g CTAB in 100 mL of water. The amount of CTAB solution added to
the PAMB solution was chosen to have a minimum of 10 times CTAB to phosphate mole ratio to
ensure complete precipitation of the PAMB ions from the solution. A volume of 0.25, 0.5, and 1
mL of the 0.1 w/v % CTAB solution was added to the 25 mL PAMB solution for phosphate
concentrations less than 25 µgL-1, 25 to 100 µgL-1, and greater than 100 µgL-1. Similarly, 0.25 to
1.0 mL of a 0.10 w/v% CTAB solution was added to 25 mL of a blank solution to form the blank
suspension (no PAMB) for use in recording the reference spectrum. The PAMB particles in
suspension were sonicated for 20 min and diluted 10-fold to measure the average particle size
on a Malvern 3000 HSA zeta sizer.
2.2.5. Recording the visible spectra through the membrane
The Visible spectra of the captured particles on the membrane were recorded using an
Ocean Optics USB 2000+ UV-Vis spectrometer equipped with an ocean optics DH-2000 NIR
Halogen light source. The spectra were recorded in transmission mode through the wetted
membrane containing the PAMB particles to maintain the transparency of the light beam through
the membrane. A fully wetted membrane containing reference blank particles was used as a
reference spectrum for samples containing 50-500 µgL-1 phosphate. For phosphate
concentrations of 0.5-50 µgL-1, the peak intensity at 700 nm PAMB particles was determined by
subtracting the peak intensity recorded from the spectrum of the blank particles recorded
directly through the membrane.
Formation of the PAMB suspension often resulted in the settling of the PAMB particles to
the bottom of the beaker. However, the particles do not stick to the surface beaker and can be
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easily re-dispersed by re-stirring the suspension. There was no trace of blue-colored precipitate
observed on the sidewall of the glass beaker or polyethylene volumetric flask, even after 36 h of
stirring. The suspension was re-dispersed using a magnetic stir bar at 400 rpm as shown in Figure
2.2.

Figure 2.2. (a) The formation of blue colloidal PAMB particles in the beaker after the addition of
the CTAB to the PAMB solution. (b) The PAMB suspension was stirred at 400 rpm to make a
uniform distribution of the particles and disperse the aggregates before collecting 3-12 mL
suspension with the syringe to pass it through the membrane.
A 3-12 mL sample was extracted from a continuously stirred PAMB suspension using a
Luer™ lock syringe. The syringe was then connected to the Luer™ lock of the membrane
assembly. The assembly was held vertically, and the suspension was pushed by hand through the
assembly at a rate of 1-2 mL/min. Pushing the suspension vertically through the membrane from
below resulted in a uniform distribution of the PAMB particles on the membrane. While passing
the PAMB suspension through the membrane, blue particles were not observed on the sidewall
of the syringe. However, particles could be trapped in the tip area. The following control
experiment was performed to confirm that there were no particles deposited on the syringe wall
or trapped in the tip area. First, 3 mL of a PAMB suspension generated from a 500 µgL-1
phosphate solution was drawn into a 3 mL new disposable syringe, and the suspension was then
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passed through a 13 mm membrane. Once fully discharged, the same syringe was then filled
with 3 mL of DI water. The syringe was shaken and then the water was passed through a new 13
mm membrane. This rinsing step was repeated 3 times. Using these multiple washing steps would
result in the collection of any PAMB particles deposited on the wall and around the tip area of
the syringe. A visible spectrum was then recorded through the membrane and no band at 700
nm was observed, indicating that little, if any PAMB particles are deposited in the syringe.
Nevertheless, in an abundance of caution to avoid any cross-contamination, we used a
new disposable syringe for each measurement. However, the membrane assembly, O-rings, and
metal screens were reused and, although we did not detect any residual particles trapped on
these components, they were cleaned after each measurement with DI water and wiped with
Kim wipes to remove any trace of precipitated particles on the assembly.
2.2.6. Formation of the AsAMB suspension
Formation of the blue AsAMB particles using 5-100 µgL-1 of 25 mL arsenate solution was
carried out following the same procedures used for generating PAMB suspensions. A sample
containing 6-12 mL of the AsAMB suspension was passed through the membrane and a Visible
spectrum was recorded. Similarly, 6-12 mL of the blank suspension was passed through a
membrane and a blank spectrum was recorded. A wetted membrane was used as the reference
spectrum for recording the visible spectrum of the AsAMB particles and the blank. The spectrum
obtained for the blank was then subtracted from the AsAMB spectrum and then the intensity of
the band at 700 nm was measured.
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2.2.7. Environmental sample analysis
Water samples were collected from the Orono municipal tap water and the shallows of
the Stillwater River, Orono, Maine during June, July, and August. The collected samples were
passed through a 0.45 µm pore size polyvinylidene membrane to remove the undissolved
particulate phosphate or arsenate from the water samples. All samples were processed using the
procedures described above to form the suspensions using the tap and river water and Visible
spectra were recorded after passing 3-12 mL of the suspensions through a membrane and
similarly, a blank spectrum was subtracted to measure the intensity of the band at 700 nm for
the matrices.
2.3. Results and discussion
2.3.1. Qualitative aspects of the method
Figure 2.3a and Figure 2.3b show the Visible spectra of the membrane before and after
wetting with water. The reference spectrum for these two curves was an open beam.
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Figure 2.3: The Visible spectra of the membranes were recorded (a) before and (b) after wetting
with water. (c) The spectrum of the PAMB ions of 500 µgL-1 phosphate solution was measured
with a 1 cm cuvette, following the standard molybdenum blue method. (d) The visible spectrum
of the precipitated PAMB particles captured on a membrane by passing 3 mL of the PAMB
suspension generated using the same 500 µgL-1 phosphate solution.
In Figure 2.3a, the Visible spectrum of the non-wetted membrane has a background
absorbance value of about 1.78 at 700 nm (1.6% transmittance). This low transmission is due to
the scattering of the light as the membrane is white and not transparent by the eye. When wetted
with water as shown in Figure 2.3b, the membrane becomes clear, and the Visible spectrum has
an absorbance value of 0.01 at 700 nm (98 % transmittance). This increase in throughput from
1.6% to 98% transmittance is due to refractive index matching between the water-filled pores
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and the membrane which demonstrates that for recording spectra the membrane must remain
wetted with the water.
Figure 2.3c shows the baseline-corrected spectrum obtained for a 500 µgL-1 phosphate
solution using the standard molybdenum blue method and a 1 cm cuvette. Figure 2.3d shows the
baseline-corrected spectrum obtained for the same 500 µgL-1 phosphate solution, as measured
using the membrane-based method. In this case, the volume of the PAMB suspension passed
through the membrane was 3 mL. Note that the peak is located at 700 nm in Figure 2.3d,
compared to 880 nm found in Figure 2.3c. This observation is consistent with the spectra
obtained by Asaoka[30] and this blue shift is likely due to the charge neutralization of the PAMB
ions with CTAB. This shift to 700 nm is desirable, as it enables the use of low-cost Visible
spectrometers that have a cutoff at 900 nm. Also, note that the intensity of the band at 700 nm
in Figure 2.3d is a factor of 4.5 times higher than the band at 880 nm in Figure 2.3c. This aspect
will be discussed in the sub section 2.3.2.2. entitled “Detection limit”.
We were concerned that transparency through the membrane will be reduced after
collecting the PAMB and AsAMB particles, as the particles could lead to scattering of the light.
We anticipated that the level of scattering would be dependent on the size of the PAMB and
AsAMB particles. However, we found that the level of scattering observed when the particles are
deposited on the membrane surface had little if any dependence on the particle size. The
background slope underneath the peak at 700 nm shows little if any change for the collection of
particles that are 5 µm in diameter, compared to particles of 0.5 µm diameter as shown in Figure
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2.4. Once adsorbed on the membrane, the particles form a uniform film that is independent of
particle size, and it is the formation of that film that leads to a low level of light scattering.

Figure 2.4: The visible spectra of two different sized PAMB particles (a) 0.5 µm and (b) 5.0 µm
recorded directly through the membrane surface showing no light scattering under the 700 nm
band. No baseline correction was used for either spectrum.
While the particle size of 5 µm or smaller does not lead to scattering issues, there is a
lower limit imposed on the particle size due to the pore size of the membrane. We anticipated
that some of the particles having an average size of 0.5 µm would pass through the membrane
size of 0.45 µm used in this work. However, we found that the effluent was clear, which indicated
otherwise. A Visible spectrum of the effluent was measured in a 1 cm path length cuvette using
the blank reagent as the reference. No band between 600-900 nm was observed as shown in
Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5. (a) Visible spectrum of a 400 µgL-1 phosphate solution measured using the standard
molybdenum blue method with a 1 cm cuvette. (b) The visible spectrum of the effluent was
recorded using a 1 cm cuvette, collected after passing 6 mL of PAMB suspension through the
membrane generated using the same 400 µgL-1 phosphate solution.
This was further confirmed by passing 3-12 mL of PAMB suspension generated from 0.550 µgL-1 phosphate solution through 13 mm diameter 0.1 µm and 0.45 µm pore size membranes.
The intensity of the 700 nm band was plotted against the captured mass of phosphate per area
of the membrane as shown in Figure 2.6. The intensity of the 700 nm band was consistent on
both pore size membranes for a captured mass of phosphate per membrane area, which shows
that both membranes captured an equal number of PAMB particles. However, a 0.45 µm pore
membrane is preferred over a 0.1 µm pore membrane, as it can tolerate higher flow rates of 1-2
mL/min versus 0.5 mL/min for the 0.1 µm membrane. Therefore, only 0.45 µm membranes were
used during the development of the method.
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Figure 2.6. The plot of the intensity of the 700 nm band against the mass of phosphate was
captured per area of the 0.10 and 0.45 µm pore membranes. This was obtained by passing 3-12
mL of the PAMB suspensions through the membrane generated from 0.5-50 µgL-1 phosphate
solution.
Even though the 0.45 µm pore membrane captured particles ranging from 0.5 to 5 µm with
flow rates of 1-2 mL/min, the smaller 0.5 µm particles were preferred, as the size of the PAMB
particles impacts the volume of suspension that can be processed. When the particle size is in
the range of 0.50-2 µm, we have found that up to 12-18 mL of the PAMB particulate suspension
can be passed through the membrane with uniform distribution of the particles on the
membrane. Whereas, when the particle diameters are around 5 µm, a maximum of 3-9 mL of the
PAMB suspension can be passed through the membrane. Above this volume, a non-uniform
distribution of the PAMB particles on the membrane occurs as shown in Figure 2.7. This is due to
the blockage of the pores on the membrane by the larger particles, leading to the nonuniform
passage of the fluid through the membrane. Also, the average flow rate of the PAMB suspension
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through the membrane decreases from 2 mL/min to 0.5 mL/min, with an increase in particle size
from 0.5 to 5 um.

Figure 2.7. The photograph image of the (a) Non-uniform distribution of PAMB particles obtained
after passing 12 mL of PAMB suspension of 100 µgL-1 phosphate solution through a 0.45 µm pore
membrane. (b) Uniform distribution of PAMB particles was obtained over the membrane after
passing 6 mL PAMB suspension of the same 100 ppb phosphate solution through a 0.45 µm pore
membrane.
The size of the PAMB particles is important to achieve a uniform layer over the membrane and
hence, the next step was to determine the parameters that control the particle size. The
formation of the particles in the PAMB solution is due to the addition of the CTAB, as the cationic
CTAB charge neutralizes the anionic PAMB ions in the solution. Therefore, the change in particle
size from 0.50 µm to 5 µm is dependent on the amount of CTAB added to the PAMB solution.
When 0.25, 0.50, and 1 mL of a 0.1% w/v CTAB in water was added to a standard 25 mL PAMB
solution of 10 µgL-1 phosphate, the size of the PAMB particles in the suspension increased from
0.50 µm to 5 µm shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8. Average PAMB particle size distribution for different volumes of 0.1% w/v CTAB in
water added to a 25 mL PAMB solution of 10 µgL-1 phosphate and measured followed by
sonicating for 20 min. The error bars indicate the standard deviation. (n=3).
The increase in the particle size with increasing CTAB concentration is caused by the
aggregation of the smaller PAMB particles. As the added CTAB volume in the PAMB solution was
increased from 0.25 mL to 1 mL of 0.1% w/v CTAB, the time to form visible particles in the
suspension was also reduced to 10 min from 30 min. However, lowering the CTAB amount to less
than 0.25 mL resulted in a particle size smaller than 0. 45 µm and thus, a portion of the particles
passed through the membrane. Therefore, to ensure a 100% capture of the particles on the
membrane, the minimum volume of CTAB was maintained at 0.25 mL. We selected this amount
of CTAB so that a minimum phosphate/CTAB mole ratio of 10:1 was maintained, to ensure
complete neutralization and precipitation of the PAMB present in the solution. For the 500 µgL-1
phosphate sample, this ratio was 5:1.
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2.3.2. Quantitative aspects of the transparent membrane method
In transmission spectroscopy, the peak intensity in absorbance units is proportional to the
concentration of the sample analyte in solution, as described by the Beer- Lambert’s relationship:
𝐴= 𝜖𝑐𝑙

2.1

where A is the absorbance of the analyte at λmax, ϵ is the molar extinction coefficient in mol L-1
cm-1, c is the concentration of the analyte in the solution in mol/L, and l is the path length or the
cuvette length in cm.
In the membrane approach, there is no fixed path length l. The peak intensity in absorbance units
is proportional to the concentration of the analyte times the pathlength (c * l), which is the mass
of the analyte per area of the membrane and for the work in this paper, has units of µg/ cm 2.
Thus, Equation.2.1 is then rewritten as:

𝐴 = 𝜖×(

𝜇𝑔
)
𝑐𝑚2

2.2

Thus, the extinction coefficient with units of cm2/µg is used in Equation.2 instead of the standard
molar extinction coefficient mol L-1 cm-1 that is used in Equation. 1.
Thus, the extinction coefficient for the band at 700 nm was determined for the PAMB particles.
Suspensions of the PAMB particles using standard 0.5-500 µgL-1 phosphate solutions were
prepared and 3-12 mL of the PAMB suspension were passed through the 13 mm diameter
membranes. Then a Visible spectrum was recorded, and the Beer’s Law plot of band intensity at
700 nm versus the captured mass of phosphate/per area of the membrane was constructed for
0.5-500 µgL-1 phosphate as shown in Figure 2.9.
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The intensity of the band at 700 nm for each phosphate concentration was measured 4
different times with 4 different membranes. A linear Beer’s Law relationship provides the slope
as the extinction coefficient and has a value of 0.223±0.007 cm2/µg. The calibration curve shows
linearity with the R2 value of 0.997 over the range of 0.5 µgL-1 to 500 µgL-1 phosphate. The plotted
error bars are the standard deviation (n=4). The average % relative standard deviation (%RSD) of
6 different concentrations for the regression model was found to be 10%.
It is common in most analytical methods to generate a calibration plot where a signal is
calibrated using known concentrations of sample analytes. In our case, we are not using a
calibration plot but rather a Beer’s law plot because the amount of phosphate captured on the
membrane is close to 100%. The effluent, after passing each suspension through a membrane,
was clear, devoid of any particulates. Furthermore, the Visible spectrum of the effluent showed
no presence of PAMB ions as shown in Figure 2.5. Hence, the slope is a measure of the extinction
coefficient and not a calibration constant.
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Figure 2.9. Beer’s law plot of the 700 nm band intensity as a function of the mass of the PAMB
particles captured per area of a 13 mm membrane. The error bars are plotted as the standard
deviation where n= 4. The secondary x-axis is the concentration of phosphate defined by passing
3-12 mL of PAMB suspension generated from 0.5-500 µgL-1 phosphate solution through the 13
mm membranes.
Therefore, the uniformity of the particulate film over the membrane is very crucial. Since the
Visible beam is approximately 4 mm in diameter, the membrane is under-sampled. Thus, it is
important to have a uniform particulate film so that the mass/area measured in the beam area
is representative of the mass/area across the entire membrane. We note that during the method
development, multiple spectra were collected for each sample by rotating and changing the
position of the wet membrane in the light beam to ascertain the uniformity of the PAMB particles
over the membrane surface. The spot to spot the difference in intensity was about 5%. We also
note that a non-uniform film would result in lower precision and as shown in Figure 2.7, the
average relative standard deviation was 10%. Hence, the uniformity of the particulate film was
not an issue.
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Thus, using the known extinction coefficient derived from Figure 2.9, the mass of the phosphate
Mphosphate on the membrane can be calculated:

𝑀𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝐴 × 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒 (𝑐𝑚2 )
=
𝑐𝑚2
𝜖 ( 𝑢𝑔 )

2.3

Then, the concentration of the phosphate in the solution is calculated in terms of µgL -1 :

𝐶𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝑀𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝜇𝑔)

2.4

𝑉 (𝑚𝐿)

where V is the volume of the PAMB suspension passed through the membrane.
From Equation.3, the intensity of the 700 nm band is proportional to M phosphate collected on the
membrane and inversely proportional to the area of the membrane. Thus, the detection limit will
depend on the volume of the sample passed through the membrane and the diameter of the
membrane. In this work, we use a 13 mm diameter membrane, and the active diameter was
found to be 10 mm due to the use of a Teflon™ O-ring as a seal inside the membrane holder.
Thus, the active area was calculated to be 0.785 cm2.
Then we compared the accuracy of the membrane method with the standard
molybdenum blue method. Phosphate concentrations over the range of 100-500 µgL-1 were
determined using the standard molybdenum blue method (APHA 4500-PE) and the membrane
method. Separate samples of 100-500 µgL-1 phosphate are measured 3 times with a 1 cm cuvette
for the standard method. The same samples are used to form PAMB particles for measurement
by the membrane method with the 13 mm membranes. A weighted least square regression for
the comparison gave a slope of 0.977±0.017 with an R2 value of 0.997 as shown in Figure 2.10.
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The error in the slope is the standard deviation (n=5). The slope value near 1 shows that the
values obtained for the concentration of phosphate from the two methods are the same and that
the membrane captured the PAMB particles formed in solution. The highest %RSD is 11% for the
100 µgL-1 sample and the average %RSD of all samples is 7%. The low %RSD obtained shows that
the mass per unit area of the membrane is uniform from the membrane to the membrane. Thus,
we obtained both high precision and accuracy for the membrane-based method.

Figure 2.10: The plot of concentration of phosphate measured using the standard molybdenum
blue method (1 cm cuvette) versus the transparent membrane method with a 13 mm membrane
and passing 3-6 mL of the suspension volume generated using 100-500 µgL-1 phosphate solution.
The error bars represent the standard deviation, (n=4).
2.3.2.1. Analysis of the environmental samples
The concentration of phosphate in the shallows of the Stillwater River, Orono, and in the Orono
Municipal tap water was determined using the membrane method. Hoi wever, the
concentrations were not determined using the standard molybdenum blue method because the
concentration of phosphate in river water and tap water was below the 100 µgL-1 detection limit
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using a 1 cm cuvette. Thus, a matrix spike test was performed with the Stillwater River and Orono
Municipal tap samples. Visible spectra for both the membrane and standard method (high
concentration spike) were recorded using the spiked samples. A 5 times dilution of the river and
the tap water was done for the low concentration spike analysis (10 µgL-1 phosphate). The
amount of phosphate in the diluted river and tap water was determined only using the
membrane method. The concentration of the phosphate in all the spiked samples was measured
using the membrane method and the % recovery of phosphate in spiked samples was
determined. The measured concentrations and % recovery of phosphate in the spiked samples
are given in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Matrix spike analysis of the water samples collected from the Stillwater River and
Orono Municipal tap.
5

Membrane
Method
(µgL-1)

% Recovery
(membrane
method)

SD, membrane
method (µgL-1)

10

17± 2 (5
times
dilution)

-

26

86

5

Tap water

10

17± 2 (5
times
dilution)

-

25

83

2

Stillwater
river

50

58±5

-

108

99

7

Tap water

50

60±2

-

110

103

10

Stillwater
river

200

58

244

247

94

14

Tap water

200

60

258

252

96

12

Stillwater
river

500

58

545

541

97

14

Tap water

500

60

563

553

99

10

Stillwater
river

River and
tap water
(µgL-1)

6

Standard
Method
(µgL-1)

Samples

Matrix
Spike
(µgL-1)

From Table 2.1 it can be observed that the membrane method showed an average of 95%
phosphate recovery, compared to the standard method. This high percent recovery validates the
method to use for detecting phosphate in the rivers, lakes, and ponds where the concentration
of phosphate is in the range of 1- 500 µgL-1. Thus, the good precision and accuracy of the spiked
samples validate the method for use with environmental samples.

5
6

Measured using the membrane method (n=3)
With a 1cm cuvette
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2.3.2.2. Detection limit
The detection limit for the membrane method was found to be 0.64 µgL -1 phosphate for
4 replicates with a 98% confidence interval. In the standard molybdenum blue method, the
amount of molybdenum reagent is typically 500-50000 times in excess of the phosphate
concentration of 0.5-500 µgL-1. This is to ensure that all the phosphate in the solution is
converted into PAMB ions. However, the excess molybdenum also results in the formation of the
blank polymolybdate clusters. Depending on the pH and the extent of reduction, the clusters are
referred to as the ‘big wheel cluster’ [Mo154O462H14(H2O)70]14− or ‘blue lemon cluster’
[HxMo368O1032(H2O)240(SO4)48]48− and are much larger than the Keggin structure (PMo12O3−
40 ) that
forms with phosphate [51,83,84] These large blank clusters also produce a broad band centered
at 870-890 nm (referred to as the blank) that is identical to the peak obtained with PAMB ions.
Thus, the contribution to the overall intensity of the band at 870-890 nm from the blank needs
to be determined. Failure to account for the clusters can lead to an overestimation of the
phosphate concentration in the water sample as mentioned by several authors [22,34,60,85]. In
the standard method, the signal from the blank at 870-890 nm is corrected by using a blank
solution to record the reference spectrum. Moreover, The signal from the blank solutions also
has an important effect on the detection limit. As the phosphate concentration approaches the
detection limit, the difference in signal from the blank reference decreases, and extracting this
difference with enough precision becomes difficult.
However, this level of excess molybdenum regent is also used in our membrane method.
When the CTAB solution is added to the PAMB solution, the polymolybdate clusters also
precipitate and are captured on the membrane along with the PAMB particles. The
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polymolybdate clusters have an absorption band around 700 nm and thus, the contribution to
the overall intensity of the band at 700 nm from the blank polymolybdate particles must also be
accounted for in our membrane method. We showed earlier that the concentration of CTAB is
an important factor to control particle size. We also find that the CTAB concentration affects the
intensity of the band around 670-700 nm obtained from the captured blank polymolybdate
particles.

Figure 2.11. Visible spectra of the blank polymolybdate particles were recorded directly through
the 13 mm membrane. The particles were captured by passing 12 mL of blank suspension formed
by adding (a) 0.25 mL, (b) 0.50 mL and (c) 1.0 mL of 0.1% w/v CTAB in water to the 25 mL blank
solutions.
Figure 2.11. shows the Visible spectra of the blank polymolybdate particles recorded
directly through the membrane by varying the amounts of 0.1% w/v CTAB solution from 0.25-1
mL, added to a 25 mL blank solution, and passing 12 mL of that suspension. In all cases, the blank
polymolybdate particles show a peak around-700 nm with a shoulder around 820 nm. As the
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volume of CTAB increased from 0.25 mL to 1 mL, the intensity of the 700 bands also increased
from 0.007 to 0.062 absorbance units. Further increase of the CTAB volume to 1.5 mL did not
cause any increase in the intensity of the 700 nm band. Thus, a fraction of the excess big wheel
clusters is precipitated at 0.25 mL and 0.50 mL of 0.1% w/v CTAB in water. However, with 1 mL
of CTAB, all the clusters present were precipitated from the solution phase.
Even though the addition of 0.25 and 0.50 mL of 0.1% w/v CTAB resulted in a fraction of
the polymolybdate ions to precipitate, these volumes precipitated all PAMB ions for the
phosphate solutions. In Figure 2.9, the linearity across the entire concentration range of 0.5 to
500 µgL-1 phosphate was achieved, even though the volume of CTAB solution used below 50 µgL1

phosphate was not enough to precipitate all the blank polymolybdate ions. The blank

polymolybdate clusters, such as the big wheel [Mo154O462H14(H2O)70]14− or the blue lemon
[HxMo368O1032(H2O)240(SO4)48]48−, possess a large negative charge. Therefore, they require more
CTAB for complete neutralization of negative charge to precipitate the ions from the solution,
compared to the PAMB Sb2[H4PMo(VI)8Mo(V)4O40]3- ions, which have a 3- charge and are
neutralized with lower amounts of CTAB. Thus, this leads to an improvement in the detection
limit because, at low CTAB (0.25 mL of 0.1% w/v CTAB) concentrations, only a small fraction of
the large blank polymolybdate ions are precipitated from the solution, compared to the full
precipitation of the PAMB ions. Therefore, as the concentration of the CTAB goes down the
contrast between the signal from the PAMB particles and the blank polymolybdate particles
captured over the membrane increases, allowing to record a Visible spectrum.
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However, the question remains as, how much CTAB should be added to precipitate all the
PAMB from the solution, as this could differ from the amount needed to form submicron-sized
particulates. At sub µgL-1 levels, the amount of molybdenum blue reagent is almost 4.0 x 104 fold
excess, compared to the phosphate concentration in solution. At this level of excess reagent, the
band at 700 nm arising from the blank is about 10-20% in intensity to that obtained for the
phosphate. We did not explore the idea of using a lower amount of molybdenum reagent, as the
detection of sub µgL-1 levels phosphate is well below the 20-30 µgL-1 range of the EPA approved
detection limit of phosphate in water. Also, as the blank intensity varies from sample to sample,
the error in subtracting the blank leads to lower precision. At sub µgL -1 concentration, the
corresponding blank intensity can show a 10-20% change from sample to sample. Thus, the main
source of error at sub µgL-1 phosphate concentration arises from the subtraction of the spectrum
obtained for the blank particulates. Therefore, multiple spectra were recorded for each blank
sample to obtain an average blank intensity for subtraction.
To further lower the detection limit, more than 12 mL of suspension could be passed
through the membrane to increase the mass loading of the PAMB particles. However, there are
practical limitations with the number of particulates that can be loaded onto the membrane
while retaining uniform distribution as shown in Figure 2.7. Using a larger diameter membrane
would increase the membrane area, which would allow more than 12 mL PAMB suspension to
pass through the membrane while maintaining a uniform particle distribution. However,
increasing the membrane area to process a larger volume of PAMB suspension does not lead to
a lower detection limit, as the mass per area of the membrane also decreases while the area of
the membrane increases. For example, if the diameter of the membrane is doubled to 25 mm
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instead of 13 mm, the processed volume of suspension will have to be 4 times more to obtain
the same intensity for 700 nm (Equation 2.2). Thus, we did not use larger diameter membranes
for this study.
For the standard molybdenum blue method, detection in the range of 10-100 µgL-1
phosphate requires the use of 5-10 cm pathlength cuvettes. Asaoka et al. achieved a lower
detection limit of 0.80 µgL-1 by using solvent extraction and post concentrating method in
combination with 5-10 cm pathlength cuvette[68]. In our approach, we achieve the same
detection limit as Asaoka et al, without the need for an extraction process or long pathlength
cuvettes[68]. On average, a 4-5 times more intense band at 700 nm is obtained for the membrane
method compared to the standard method using a 1 cm cuvette ( see Figure 2.3C and d). Thus,
using a 1 cm pathlength, the molar extinction coefficient for the band at 880 nm is determined
to be equal to 0.203±0.006 cm2/µg which is within 91% of the value of the extinction coefficient
for the 700 nm band used in the membrane method. Therefore, the higher absorbance obtained
for the membrane method is because we have 4-5 times more PAMB particles per area of the
beam compared to the standard method.
2.3.2.3. Detection of arsenate using the membrane method
For the detection of arsenate, similarly, a Beer’s law plot of band intensity at 700 nm
versus the captured mass of arsenate/per area of the membrane was constructed for 5-100 µgL1 arsenate

in water as shown in Figure 2.12. The slope of the linear regression gave the extinction

coefficient, which is 0.198±0.009 cm2/µg. The corresponding R2 value of the least square
regression was 0.998. The average relative standard deviation %RSD of the regression was 13%.
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Figure 2.12. Beer’s law plot of the 700 nm band intensity as a function of the mass of arsenate
captured per area of a 13 mm membrane. The error bars are plotted as the standard deviation
where n= 4. The secondary x-axis is the concentration of arsenate determined from the
processed 6-12 mL of AsAMB suspension volume generated from 5-100 µgL-1 arsenate solution
through the 13 mm membranes.
The concentration of arsenate in the Stillwater River and tap water was not measurable
using the membrane method due to the phosphate interference. However, to determine the
accuracy of the method for arsenate detection, a similar matrix spike analysis was performed
using the River and tap water. The measured arsenate concentrations and arsenate % recovery
in the matrices is given in Table 2.2. In Table 2.2 the average arsenate % recovery for the
membrane method in the spiked samples is 104%. This high % recovery of arsenate validates the
accuracy of the membrane method for the detection of arsenate in the real matrices. The
detection of 10 µgL-1 of arsenate (low concentration spike) in the River and tap water fulfills the
EPA limit of arsenic in drinking water.
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Table 2.2 : Matrix spike analysis of the water samples collected from the Stillwater River and
Orono Municipal tap.
Samples

Matrix Spike
(µgL-1)

Membrane method
(µgL-1)

%
recovery

SD, membrane
method (µgL-1)

Stillwater river

10

11

111

2

Tap water

10

12

115

2

Stillwater river

50

46

91

7

Tap water

50

51

103

6

Stillwater river

200

208

104

15

Tap water

200

206

103

5

For arsenate, the extinction coefficient of the membrane method was found to be
0.198±0.010 cm2/µg. which is about 13% lower than the measured extinction coefficient of 0.223
cm2/µg for the phosphate. The detection limit for arsenate using the membrane method was 4.8
µgL-1 arsenate for 4 replicates with a 98% confidence interval. This detection limit for arsenate
using the membrane method is calculated from the measured standard error of 4 replicates of
6 mL of a 15 µgL-1 AsAMB suspension passed through a 13 mm membrane. Processing a larger
volume of suspension could lower the detection limit further but, as with phosphate, the blank
intensity was subtracted for the arsenate to determine the band and it is the error in the blank
subtraction that controlled the precision, and hence, the detection limit of the method was 4.8
µgL-1.
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Similarly, the method was tested for the detection of silicate in water, as well. Silicate is
an interferent and, when present during the standard molybdenum blue method, the silicate
forms blue sillicomolybdate ions that have a band at 880-890 nm. However, the formation of
these blue ions was not observed at silicate concentrations below 5 mgL-1. Furthermore, at
concentrations below 5 mgL-1, the addition of CTAB leads to the formation of solid white CTAB
particles, instead of blue particles. Therefore, the interference due to the silicate has no effect
over the detection range below 100 µgL-1 phosphate or arsenate for both the standard and the
membrane method.
2.4. Method robustness
2.4.1. Effect of temperature
The method, as reported, was designed for laboratory-based use, and thus, we did not
fully explore sample temperature as a parameter. However, we recognize that the membranebased method could potentially be used for field-based operation where ambient temperatures
would vary, and therefore, the effect of the reaction temperature on particulate formation
warrants investigation. For field-based detection of phosphate in freshwaters using the
membrane method, the PAMB solutions should form particles with CTAB in the ambient (1030°C) temperature range.
The reaction temperature is also an important factor to consider when using the standard
molybdenum method. In the standard method, the development of the blue color of the PAMB
solution varies from 10-60 min, depending on the temperature and the concentration of the
phosphate in the solution[37]. Below 15⁰C, the development of the blue color requires more than
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10 minutes to occur for all phosphate concentrations. The slow rate of PAMB formation could
lead to underestimation of phosphate at a low temperature (10-20°C) if a Visible spectrum is
recorded after the recommended development time of 5-10 min.
The question remains as to what effect does reaction temperature has on the formation
of the PAMB particles. Thus, the formation of PAMB particles at two concentrations of phosphate
(10 and 100 µgL-1) and two temperatures of 15 and 35⁰C was investigated and compared to the
results obtained at room temperature, 21 ⁰C. The formation of the PAMB ions was carried out at
room temperature following the standard method and then, the solutions were transferred into
an ice-water bath (15°C) and heated on a hot plate (35°C) before adding the CTAB solution. The
suspensions were made by adding 0.25 mL and 1 mL 0.1 w/v% CTAB in water to a 25 mL PAMB
solution of 10 µgL-1 and 100 µgL-1 phosphate. After the addition of CTAB at 15, 21, and 35°C,
PAMB particles in the suspension were observed after stirring for 30-35, 15-20, and 10-15 min,
respectively. After stirring a total time of 45 min from the addition of the CTAB to the solution to
ensure complete particulate formation, 3-6 mL of the suspensions were then extracted into
syringes and passed through membranes to collect the PAMB particles. Then a Visible spectrum
was recorded through the membrane at room temperature. As shown in Figure 2.13, the
intensity of the 700 nm band for PAMB particles generated at 15°C and 35°C were equal in
absorbance value to those obtained at 21°C. Thus, while an increase in reaction temperature
reduces the time for formation and aggregation of the PAMB particles in the suspension, it did
not change the quantification of the amount of phosphate in the solution. In general, we
recommend for field-use at temperatures in the 15-20°C range, recording of a Visible spectrum
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should be performed at least 45 min after the addition of CTAB to the PAMB solutions to ensure
that all PAMB ions form particles with CTAB.

Figure 2.13. The intensity of the 700 nm band recorded directly through the membrane by
passing 3-6 mL of PAMB suspension made at 15°C, 21°C, and 35°C. The spectra were recorded at
room temperature.
2.4.2. Particle stability
In the standard molybdenum blue method, the PAMB solution is stable for several hours
[13][38][39]. However, when the PAMB solution does not contain an excessive amount of
reductant, the dissolved oxygen present in the solution oxidizes the PAMB species and thus, a
Visible spectrum should be recorded as soon as possible [40]. As the oxidation can lead to an
underestimation of the amount of phosphate present in the sample. This contrasts with the
PAMB particles generated in this work. Therefore, we investigated the stability of the blue color
of the PAMB particles in suspension by collecting the particles on the membrane and recording
the Visible spectra to determine the band intensity at numerous intervals for 36 h.
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Figure 2.14, shows the intensity of the 700 nm band of the PAMB particles on the
membrane as a function of time, recorded at room temperature. Suspension of the PAMB
particles was prepared by adding 0.5 mL 0.1 w/v% CTAB in water into multiple 50 mL of 10 µgL-1
phosphate solutions. Then 6 mL of suspension was extracted from the continuous stirred solution
using a syringe and passed through the membrane to collect the particles on the membrane. A
Visible spectrum was then recorded 30 min after the addition of CTAB to measure the intensity
of the 700 nm band. Similarly, 6 mL samples were extracted at various intervals (0.5-14 h later)
up to 36 h and then collected on a membrane where a Visible spectrum was recorded directly
through the membrane. As shown in Figure 2.14, the intensity measured at 700 nm did not
change for 36 h after the addition of CTAB to the PAMB solution. Thus, the charge-neutral PAMB
particles are not readily oxidized, and thus, measuring a Visible spectrum is not under a time
constraint as found for the standard molybdenum method.

Figure 2.14. The intensity of the 700 nm band as a function of time recorded directly through the
membrane, starting from 0.5 h to 36 h after the addition of CTAB to the PAMB solution. The error
bars represent the standard deviation (n=5).
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2.5. Conclusion
In this work, we have demonstrated a new, fast, and inexpensive method of detecting
trace level phosphate and arsenate in water based on the molybdenum blue method. Using this
method, we achieved a detection limit of 0.64 µgL-1 phosphate and 4.8 µgL-1 of arsenate in water
with a 98% confidence interval. When compared to the standard molybdenum blue method for
phosphate detection, the membrane method showed exceptional linearity (R2= 0.997) from 100
µgL-1 to 500 µgL-1 and a slope of 0.997, showing that equivalent values to the standard method
were achieved. Furthermore, matrix spikes with the environmental sample, such as the Stillwater
River, Orono, Maine, and the Orono Municipal tap water, showed an average 95% recovery of
phosphate and 104% recovery of arsenate. The high percent recovery of the method in the matrix
spike test shows that the method can successfully be applied for environmental sample analysis.
The method is also robust in the ambient temperature range (15-35 ⁰C) for the detection of
phosphate and arsenate even up to 36 h.
Another advantage of our method is that it enables the use of Visible spectrometers that
do not require extended wavelength ranges. In the standard method, the band appears at 880890 nm, close to the cutoff of 900 nm at a low cost.
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3. CHAPTER 3: A SIMPLE SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF SELECTIVE DETECTION OF
PHOSPHATE AND ARSENATE BY THE MOLYBDENUM BLUE METHOD
3.1. Introduction
The molybdenum blue method (MBM) is the standard APHA (APHA 4500 PE) approved
method for the detection of phosphate in drinking and freshwater [59]. Since the first use of the
MBM in 1962 [48], it has been the subject of many improvements in the detection limits,
increasing reaction rates, and simplifying the methodology [22,60,64]. However, the
fundamental limitation of the MBM continues to be the interference from arsenate for the
detection of phosphate.
In the MBM, the phosphate and arsenate react with a solution of molybdenum (VI) under
acidic

conditions

to

form

the

Keggin

structured

heteropoly

acid

complexes

12-molybdophosphoric acid (12-MPA, Reaction 3.1) and 12-molybdoarsenoric acid (12-MAsA,
Reaction 3.2). Both 12-MPA and 12-MAsA are then reduced to a phosphomolybdenum blue
(PMB, Reaction 3.3) and an arsenomolybdenum blue (AsMB, Reaction 3.4) species. The blue
colored solution is then transferred to a 1 or 5 cm pathlength cuvette, and a visible spectrum is
recorded. Based on the type of reductant, the PMB or AsMB gives rise to an intense IVCT band
in the range of 700-900 nm, with a molar extinction coefficient for the PMB and AsMB reported
in the range of 10000-28000 L mol-1 cm-1 [49].
2−
+
PO3−
4 + 12MoO4 + 27H → H3 PO4 (MoO3 )12 + 12H2 O

12 − MPA
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3.1

H3 PO4 (MoO3 )12 + Reductant → [H4 PMo(VI)8 Mo(V)4 O40 ]3−

3.2

PMB
2−
+
AsO3−
4 + 12MoO4 + 27H → H3 AsO4 (MoO3 )12 + 12H2 O

3.3

12 − MAsA
H3 AsO4 (MoO3 )12 + Reductant → [H4 AsMo(VI)8 Mo(V)4 O40 ]3−

3.4

AsAMB
The standard MBM has a detection limit of 30 µg L-1 phosphate (10 µg L-1 phosphorus) in
freshwater when using a 5 cm cuvette. Thus, the main hurdles to overcome for the MBM are to
develop approaches to achieve selectivity between arsenate and phosphate and to lower the
detection limit for arsenate [63,64,86,87].
A widely used approach for differentiating between phosphate and arsenic is to reduce
the arsenate to arsenite [88]. The arsenite does not form a blue heteropolymolybdate complex
and thus, does not produce a band in the visible region of the spectrum. In this approach, the
total dissolved arsenic is quantified by determining the difference in intensity of the band at
700-900 nm from a spectrum of a sample where arsenite is oxidized into arsenate (absorbance
due to P and total As) and a second spectrum for a sample where arsenate was reduced to
(absorbance from P only) arsenite. While this approach enables selective detection of phosphate
and arsenate, a pre-concentration step of the phosphate and arsenate is required to achieve the
required APHA detection limit of phosphate and arsenic in water.
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A second common approach to achieve selectivity by the MBM is to first remove the
phosphate by passing the sample through an ion exchange column of calcium carbonate. For
example, Kuramitz et al. developed an onsite testing method where a portable device equipped
with a CaCO3 column was used to remove phosphate interference [67]. To then improve the
arsenate detection limit, the AsAMB ions were converted into a solid precipitate with a cationic
surfactant and captured over a membrane for visual detection of the blue-colored AsAMB
precipitates. While quantification by inspection by eye was imprecise, Kuramitz et al. reported a
detection limit of 10 µg L-1 arsenate in water. Okazaki et al. also improved the detection limits
for both phosphate and arsenate by precipitating the AsAMB and PAMB ions and collecting the
particles onto a membrane. The particles were then extracted into an organic solvent and a
spectrum was recorded through the solution measured, using a cuvette. Using this method,
Okazaki et al. achieved a detection limit of 10 µg L-1 arsenic in water [89].
Recently, we developed a simple, fast, and solvent-free method that matches the
accuracy of the standard APHA method for the detection of phosphate [82]. As with the Asaoka
et al. method, the PAMB and AsAMB ions in solution form blue particles by charge neutralizing
with CTAB, and the particles are then captured on a membrane [68]. However, in our case, the
membrane is transparent in the visible region of the spectrum and thus, a visible spectrum can
be recorded directly through the membrane in transmission mode [82]. This method eliminates
the need for extraction of the particles from the membrane using an organic solvent, as is the
case with the Asoaka et al. method [68]. Furthermore, the intensity of the band is due to the
mass loading of the PAMB and the AsAMB particles on the membrane and hence, the detection
limit is dictated by the volume passed through the membrane. Using this approach, we have
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achieved a detection limit of 0.64 µg L-1 phosphate and 4.8 µg L-1 arsenate in water. While this
approach provided a simple approach for achieving the APHA detection limit of 10 µg L-1
phosphate and arsenate without the need for long pathlength cuvettes, it did not address the
fundamental limitation of the selective detection of phosphate and arsenate by the MBM [82].
In this chapter, we report a very simple extension of our method to achieve selective
detection of arsenate and phosphate in water. The method does not involve the laborious and
established pretreatment procedures of passing a sample through an ion exchange column or
using oxidation/reduction of the arsenate or any additional sample pretreatment steps. The
elements of the approach are shown in Figure 3.1. The key to this method resides in the
membrane being transparent in both the visible and infrared spectral regions. As a result, the
same membrane, containing both the PAMB and AsAMB particles that were used to record a
visible spectrum, is simply dried and then used to record an infrared spectrum in transmission
mode. The intensity of an IR band unique to arsenate is used to measure the arsenate
concentration in the sample mixture. Once the arsenate concentration is determined, the
contribution of arsenate to the overall intensity of the band at 700 nm in the visible spectrum
can be calculated. The difference in intensity of the 700 nm band is then used to compute the
concentration of phosphate in the sample. Thus, by recording a visible and infrared spectrum
directly through the same membrane, we achieve the advantage of lower detection levels by
concentrating the phosphate and arsenate directly in the beam of the spectrometer, as well as
obtaining the selective measurement of phosphate and arsenate concentrations.
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Figure 3.1. The Vis/IR method for the selective detection of phosphate and arsenate in water by
the MBM.
3.2. Experimental section
3.2.1. Materials
All glassware and polyethylene volumetric flasks were washed with phosphate-free
(Tergajet) detergent powder and deionized water (18 MΩ), then acid-washed with a warm 10%
HCl solution and dried in the oven at 105°C for 20 minutes before use. Reagent grade ammonium
molybdate heptahydrate (NH4)6Mo7O24, potassium antimonyl tartrate (C8H10K2O15Sb2),
L-ascorbic acid, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) (364.45 g/mol), analytical grade
≥99.0% monopotassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4), and 99.99% sodium arsenate dibasic
heptahydrate (Na2HAsO4•7H2O) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The membranes (0.45
µm/13 mm) used were transparent across the infrared and visible regions of the spectrum and
were obtained from Orono Spectral Solutions Inc.
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3.2.2. Standard phosphate and arsenate solutions
Polyethylene volumetric flasks were used to prepare the phosphate and arsenate
standard solutions. Stock solutions of 100±3 mgL-1 phosphate and arsenate were prepared by
dissolving 0.143±0.005 g of monobasic potassium dihydrogen phosphate and 0.221±0.005 g of
sodium arsenate dibasic heptahydrate into 1000±3 mL of deionized water in a volumetric glass
flask. A 1.00±0.006 mL aliquot of the stock solution was drawn using a micropipette and
transferred to a 100.0±0.8 mL volumetric flask and then filled up to the mark with DI water to
obtain a 1.00±0.03 mgL-1 stock solution. Then, 50.00±0.50 mL of 10.0±0.4-500.0±3.3 µg L-1
phosphate and arsenate solutions were prepared by serial dilution of the 1 mgL-1 stock solution.
All solutions were stored at room temperature.
3.2.3. Formation of PAMB and AsAMB ions in the solution
The experimental procedures to generate the PAMB and AsAMB ions are given elsewhere
[82]. In brief, a greenish-yellow reagent solution was prepared by mixing 50 mL of 2.5 M H2SO4
with 5 mL of potassium antimonyl tartrate (C8H10K2O15Sb2) for 45 seconds and then adding 0.60
g of ammonium molybdate heptahydrate (NH4)6Mo7O24) dissolved in 15 mL of water. This was
followed by the addition of 30 mL of 0.10 M L-ascorbic acid. The solution was stored at room
temperature and stable for 4 hours [59]. The formation of the PAMB and AsAMB suspension was
carried out by adding 2 mL of the greenish-yellow reagent to the freshly prepared 50 mL standard
phosphate and arsenate solutions. The combined solution was stirred at 21°C for 20 minutes,
leading to the formation of the PAMB and AsAMB anionic species. Likewise, a blank solution was
prepared by adding 2 mL of the greenish-yellow reagent into 50 mL DI water. Formation of PAMB
and AsAMB particles.
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3.2.4. Formation of PAMB and AsAMB particles
The formation of the PAMB and the AsAMB particles in solution was carried out by the
addition of CTAB to the PAMB and AsAMB solutions of known concentrations of phosphate and
arsenate [82]. A 0.025 w/v% CTAB solution was made by adding 0.025 g of CTAB in 100 mL of DI
water. Then, 1.0 mL of the 0.025 % w/v CTAB solution was added to 50 mL of PAMB, AsAMB,
mixtures of AsAMB and PAMB, and blank solutions. The blank suspension was required for
recording the reference in the visible spectrum. The PAMB and the AsAMB particles in
suspension were sonicated for 20 min and diluted 10-fold for measuring the average particle size
on a Malvern 3000 HSA Zetasizer.
3.2.5. Environmental sample preparation
Water samples were collected from the Orono municipal tap water and the shallows of
the Stillwater River, Orono, Maine from June to September 2020. The samples were passed
through a 47 mm dia. (0.45 µm pore size) polyvinylidene membrane to remove any undissolved
particulate matter from the water. A 2 mL aliquot of the greenish yellow solution was added to
50±0.5 mL of the tap and river water samples to form the blue PAMB and AsAMB ions in the
solution. This was followed by the formation of blue colloidal particles by adding 1 mL of 0.025
w/v% CTAB to the water, followed by 20 minutes of sonication at room temperature. Matrix
spikes were also performed with the river and tap water samples. These include spiking 25±0.2550±0.50 mL of the water with 50 µg L-1 phosphate and 100 µg L-1 arsenate, 50±0.5 mL of the water
with 50 µg L-1 phosphate and 25 µg L-1 arsenate, and 50±0.5 mL of the water with 50 µg L-1
phosphate and 50 µg L-1 arsenate.
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3.2.6. Recording a visible spectrum through the membrane
The factors controlling particle size, collection of the PAMB and AsAMB particles on the
transparent membranes, and the procedures for recording a visible spectrum in transmission
mode are described in detail in Chapter 2[82]. In brief, a 3-12 mL sample was extracted from a
stirred PAMB or AsAMB suspension using a Luer lock syringe. The syringe was then connected
to the Luer lock of the membrane filter assembly. The assembly was held vertically and the
suspension in the syringe was pushed upward by hand through the assembly at a rate of 1-2
mL/min. Pushing the suspension vertically through the membrane from below resulted in a
uniform distribution of the PAMB and AsAMB particles on the fully wetted membrane surface. A
visible spectrum in transmission mode was then recorded through the Luer lock of the membrane
assembly [14]. The reference spectrum was recorded through a fully wetted membrane
containing a uniform distribution of blank particles [82].
3.2.7. Recording an IR spectrum through the membrane
After recording the visible spectrum, the membrane was air-dried by blowing dry air
through the Luer lock of the membrane assembly. Typically, 2-3 min of gentle airflow led to a
uniformly distributed layer of dried particles on the membrane. The IR spectra were recorded in
transmission mode through the assembly following established procedures [14]. The spectra of
the PAMB, AsAMB, and blank particles were recorded using a membrane as a reference. All the
spectra were recorded at 8 cm-1 resolution using an ABB-Bomem FTLA 2000 FTIR spectrometer
equipped with a DTGS detector.
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3.3. Results and discussion
3.3.1. Qualitative aspects of the method
The visible spectra of the PAMB, AsAMB, and polymolybdate particles (known as the
blank) captured on separate membranes are shown in Figure 3.2. All three spectra show the
same band centered at 700 nm with a shoulder near 850-870 nm. The rising slope around 400500 nm is not a band but a continuous increasing background due to the scattering of the visible
light by the solid particles. The spectra in Figure 3.2 highlight the selectivity issue between
phosphate and arsenate with the MBM, as it is not possible to delineate the contribution of PAMB
and AsAMB to the overall intensity of the peak at 700 nm. Even the combined total amount of
arsenate and phosphate cannot be determined because the extinction coefficient at 700 nm for
arsenate is different from that of phosphate [82]. The selectivity is further complicated because
the polymolybdate clusters also produce the same band at 700 nm. In the MBM, the number of
molybdenum ions added is typically 500-45000 times higher than the total phosphate and
arsenate ions present in the sample. This excess is to ensure that all the phosphate and arsenate
in the solution are converted into PAMB and AsAMB ions. However, the excess molybdenum ions
result in the formation of polymolybdate (blank) clusters in the solution, along with the PAMB
and AsAMB ions. These blank clusters also produce particles when CTAB is added and the visible
spectrum of the blank particles on the membrane shows an identical, albeit much weaker, band
at 700 nm, as in the spectra obtained with the PAMB and AsAMB particles (see Figure 3.2a). Since
the concentration of the blank particles is known, the contribution of the blank to the overall
intensity of the band at 700 nm is typically accounted for by recording a reference of a membrane
containing blank particles [82].
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Figure 3.2. Visible spectra in the transmission mode of (a) blank polymolybdate particles captured
on a membrane by passing 12 mL of a blank suspension generated using 1.0 mL of 0.1% w/v CTAB
in water, (b) PAMB particles captured on a membrane by passing 3 mL of the PAMB suspension
generated from a 500 µg L-1 phosphate solution, and (c) AsAMB particles captured on a
membrane by passing 3 mL of the AsAMB suspension generated from a 500 µg L-1 arsenate
solution.
Figure 3.3 shows the corresponding IR spectra of the samples used to measure the visible
spectra in Figure 3.2. The only processing step was to air dry the membranes after recording the
visible spectra. The IR spectra are opaque in the region between 1130 and 1270 cm-1, due to the
strong C−F modes of the polytetrafluoroethylene-based membrane. Other key bands are the
strong peaks at 2920 and 2850 cm-1, along with multiple peaks in the 1100-800 cm-1 region. The
bands at 2920 and 2850 cm-1 are the −CH2 asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of the
long alkyl tail of the CTAB molecule [90]. The band at 911 cm-1 is the ν(C−N) stretching vibration
mode of the CTAB head group [90]. The νas(Mo−O) mode appears at 1045 cm-1 and the
corresponding symmetric νs (Mo−O) mode has a strong band at 964 cm-1 [91].
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Figure 3.3. The infrared spectra of the same samples used to record the visible spectra are shown
in Figure 3.2. The spectra are for (a) blank polymolybdate particles, (b) PAMB particles, and (c)
AsAMB particles captured on a 13 mm membrane. The ordinate scale is for the curve labeled (a).
Curves (b) and (c) are offset for clarity. A two-point linear baseline correction from 840 to
890 cm-1 has been applied to the spectra shown in the inset.
At first glance, there does not appear to be any difference in the IR spectra obtained after
collecting the PAMB, AsAMB, or blank particulates on a membrane. However, upon closer
inspection, the region between 840-900 cm-1 shows unique bands at 879 and 864 cm-1 in the
spectrum obtained for the AsAMB particles (see inset, Figure 3.3c). These two bands at 879 and
864 cm-1 are As-O stretching modes of arsenate and do not appear in the spectra obtained for
the blank or PAMB particles (see inset, Figure 3.3a, b) [92].
The two arsenate bands are relatively weak and appear in a narrow featureless region,
albeit one that is a sloping background, between 890 to 840 cm-1 and are adjacent to a strong
ν(C–N) headgroup mode of the CTAB at 911 cm-1. As shown in the inset of Figure 3.3, it is this
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featureless background region that is important for performing a baseline correction that enables
measurement of the intensity of the arsenate band at 879 cm-1 which in turn, is used to
determine the arsenate concentration. However, obtaining a featureless background was
problematic during the initial development of the method as a weak broad feature centered
around 864 cm-1 in the background region appeared randomly about 50% of the time (for
example, see Figure 3.4a). This broad feature at 864 cm-1 was not an As-O mode because it was
not accompanied by the stronger peak at 879 cm-1. This was the main hurdle encountered during
the development of our method as the appearance of this broad feature prevented the
measurement of the arsenate bands intensities when they were less than 0.02 absorbance units.
For typical volumes passed through the membrane, this translated to an inability to measure
arsenate concentrations below 100 ug L-1.
When first developing our method, we added a higher amount of the CTAB (1 mL of
0.025%w/v CTAB) to 25 ml of the sample as this amount of CTAB was shown to result in PAMB
and AsAMB particles with an average diameter of 1-5 µm in size [82]. At this size range, 100% of
the particles were captured on the 0.45 µm membranes. In the work reported here, we add a
lower amount of the CTAB (1 mL of 0.025%w/v CTAB) to a 50 mL sample because it resolved the
issue associated with the appearance of a broad feature at 864 cm-1.
Figure 3.4 shows the spectra obtained for 1 mL of 0.1 % w/v CTAB and 1 mL of 0.025%
w/v CTAB added to a 50 mL mixed solution of 25 µg L-1 arsenates and 50 µg L-1 phosphate. When
using 0.1 % w/v CTAB solution, the ν(C–N) band of the CTAB head group at 911 cm-1 was more
intense and accompanied by another weak band at 864 cm-1. When using 0.025% w/v CTAB, the
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band at 911 cm-1 was lower in intensity and the broad band at 864 cm-1 did not appear. In this
case, the intensity of the As-O at 879 cm-1 can be measured. Therefore, it was necessary to
reduce the amount of CTAB added into the mixed solution to obtain a flat background in the
region containing the As−O band at 879 cm-1.
We have traced the origin of the broad feature at 864 cm-1 to a subtle change in the
architecture of the CTAB surrounding the PAMB and AsAMB particles. The appearance of the
broad feature at 864 cm-1 was always accompanied by an increase in the intensity of the ν(C–N)
headgroup mode of CTAB at 911 cm-1 relative to the −CH2 modes of the alkyl tails of CTAB at 2920
and 2850 cm-1. The position and intensity of the −CH2 bands are insensitive to the surrounding
environment and thus, their intensities are solely dependent on the adsorbed amount of CTAB
on the PAMB and AsAMB particles [93][94]. In contrast, the ν(C–N) mode at 911 cm-1 is structure
sensitive and its intensity increases when an opposite change is in the direction of the transition
dipole moment [95]. Thus, the relative increase in the intensity ratio for the 911/2850 cm-1 bands
in Figure 3.4 obtained at the higher CTAB concentration is indicative of a higher fraction of the
CTAB molecules bound more perpendicular to the surface of the anionic PAMB and AsAMB
particles [95]. By lowering the amount of CTAB by a factor of 4 in this work, we reduced the
adsorbed amount of CTAB on the particles (as determined by the intensity of the −CH 2 band at
2920 cm-1) by 10%. By reducing the adsorbed amount of CTAB, the CTAB molecules are less
densely packed on the surface and hence, adopt a flatter configuration leading to a reduction in
the 911 cm-1 band and broad feature at 864 cm-1.
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Figure 3.4. The infrared spectra of the particles captured on a 13 mm membrane by passing 12
mL suspension of an (a) 1 mL 0.1% w/v CTAB and (b) 1 mL 0.025% w/v CTAB added to a mixed
solution of AsAMB and PAMB ions of 25 µg L-1 arsenate+ 50 µg L-1 phosphate.
However, reducing the CTAB concentration from 0.1 %w/v to 0.025 %w/v CTAB is not
without consequences. This resulted in a 40-45% decrease in the intensity of the 700 nm band in
the visible spectrum for the PAMB and AsAMB particles when measured through the membrane.
Hence, we were no longer capturing 100% of the particles. By reducing the CTAB amount to 1
mL of 0.025 %w/v CTAB, we found that the average AsAMB particle size dropped from 1-5 µm to
0.5-1.0 µm. Thus, a fraction of the particles pass through the 0.45 µm membrane. This was
confirmed by measuring the average particle size on the effluent, after passing a 6-12 mL sample
through a 0.45 µm membrane. The average particle size in the effluent was in the range between
0.25- 0.35 µm.
One potential solution to capture a higher fraction of the smaller particle is to use a
smaller pore size membrane. Figure 3.5 shows the results obtained when using a 0.10 µm/13 mm
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membrane to capture the particles, compared to using a 0.45 µm/13 mm membrane. Using the
0.10 um membrane resulted in only a 5-10% increase in particles captured over the 0.45 um
membrane, which translated to about 65-70% capture of the total particles. Since we did not
obtain 100% capture of the particles with the 0.10 um membranes, and the increase in particle
capture was marginal over the 0.45 µm membrane, we used the 0.45 µm/13 mm membrane
throughout this work because the 0.45 µm membrane can tolerate higher flow rates of 3-5
mL/min versus 1-2 mL/min for the 0.10 µm membrane.

Figure 3.5. The plot of the intensity of the 700 nm band versus the mass of arsenate captured per
area for the 0.10 µm and 0.45 µm pore membranes. Spectra were obtained after passing 12 mL
of AsAMB suspensions prepared using 10-100 µg L-1 of arsenate solutions through the 0.10 µm
and 0.45 µm membranes.
Our attempt to identify unique peaks in the infrared spectrum due to the PAMB particles
was not successful. While bands unique to AsAMB appear in a region with a flat featureless
background, the same is not the case for PAMB. P-O stretching vibrations for known salts of
phosphates appear in the 1200-950 cm-1 range and are masked by the stronger Mo−O bands in
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this region [91][92]. Thus, the essential elements of the approach to achieve selective detection
of arsenate and phosphate, using the MBM, involves measuring both the visible and infrared
spectra.
3.3.2. The quantitative aspect of the membrane method
3.3.2.1. Determination of arsenate concentration
Details regarding the quantitative aspects of a membrane-based approach for the visible
region of the spectrum are described elsewhere [82] and are applicable for analysis in the
infrared region. When using a membrane, the peak intensity in absorbance units is
proportional to the concentration of the analyte times the pathlength (c * l), which is the mass
of the analyte per area of the membrane and has units of µg / cm2, as shown in the Equation
3.1.

𝐴𝑏𝑠 = 𝜀 × (

𝜇𝑔
)
𝑐𝑚2

3.1

Thus, the detection range and limit depend on the diameter of the membrane and the
mass deposited, which in turn, depends on the volume of the suspension passed through the
membrane. For example, we recently reported a detection range from 1 to 10,000 ug L -1 for
water in oil, and this 5 orders detection range was achieved by varying the amount of solution
passed through the membrane [14].
In Equation 3.1, ɛ is the extinction coefficient and was applicable when we captured 100%
of the particles. At the reduced CTAB amount used in the work, we do not obtain 100% capture
of the particles, and a calibration curve is generated where the slope is the calibration constant
(k) rather than the extinction coefficient. We note that once the arsenate concentration is
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determined, one could prepare a second sample following the procedures at the higher CTAB
concentrations in Reference [13] and collect 100% of the particles to determine the phosphate
concentration. However, there is an element of elegance with simply measuring arsenate and
phosphate using the same membrane. Hence, calibration plots are required for the detection of
arsenate in both the visible and IR spectra and phosphate in the visible spectrum. These
calibration plots are shown in Figs. 3.5-7. The calibration plots were generated using a minimum
of 4 different membranes for each point in the plots.
Figure 3.6 shows the IR spectra obtained after passing 12 mL of AsAMB suspension
through 13 mm diameter membranes of various AsAMB suspensions prepared using arsenate
solutions ranging from 25 to 250 µg L-1.

Figure 3.6. IR spectra of the AsAMB particles collected on the membrane for arsenate
concentrations ranging from 25 to 250 µg L-1. Baseline corrected from 895 cm-1 to 840 cm-1.
A calibration plot of the peak height of the band at 879 cm-1, versus the mass of
arsenate/per area of the membrane for concentrations used in generating the spectra, in Figure
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3.7. Using a statistically weighted linear regression, we obtain a value for the calibration constant
(k879) of 0.0106±0.0005 cm2/µg with a 95% confidence interval. The curve shows excellent
linearity with an R2 value of 0.996 over the range of 25 to 250 µg L-1 of arsenate. The plotted
error bars are the standard error (n=4) and the average % relative standard deviation (%RSD) of
7 different concentrations was found to be 22%.

Figure 3.7. The plot of the intensity of the band at 879 cm-1 as a function of the captured mass of
arsenate per area of the 13 mm membrane was obtained using the membrane method. The
error bars indicate standard error (SE) where n= 4. The secondary x-axis is the concentration of
arsenate defined by passing 12 mL of the AsAMB suspension, generated from 25-250 µg L-1
arsenate solution, through the membrane.
Using the calibration constant for the IR band at 879 cm-1 (k879) and the intensity of the
band at 879 cm-1 in the IR spectrum (Abs879), the mass of the arsenate (𝑀arsenate ) collected on
the membrane for an unknown sample is calculated as shown in Equation 3.2:
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𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝐴𝑏𝑠879 × 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒 (𝑐𝑚2 )
=
𝑐𝑚2
𝑘879 ( 𝑢𝑔 )

3.2

In our work, we used a 13 mm diameter membrane, and the active diameter is 10 mm
due to the use of a Teflon™ O-ring as a seal inside the membrane housing. Thus, the active area
of the membrane was 0.785 cm2. The concentration of arsenate in the solution is then calculated
in terms of µg L-1, using Equation 3.3:

𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝜇𝑔)

3.3

𝑉 (𝑚𝐿)

where V is the volume of the AsAMB suspension passed through the membrane.
The method detection limit (MDL) of arsenate for the IR method was calculated as 13.9
µg L-1 with a 95% confidence interval. The calculation of the MDL is based on using three 50.00 ±
0.50 mL of 75±2.5 µg L-1 arsenate solutions. Suspensions of the AsAMB particles were generated
and 12 ml of each suspension was passed through 3 different 13 mm membranes. The MDL was
calculated from 3x the standard error (SE) following EPA guidelines. The linearity in detection
from 25-250 µg L-1, combined with a detection limit of 13.9 µg L-1, shows that the
membrane-based IR method could be used to achieve the EPA-required detection limit of
arsenate in drinking water via the MBM without the interference of phosphate.
3.3.2.2. Determination of arsenate and phosphate concentrations
Once the amount of arsenate was determined, using Equation. 3, the contribution of
arsenate to the 700 nm band in the visible was calculated. This required development of the
calibration constant, which was determined from the plot shown in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.8 is the
calibration plot of the peak height of the band at 700 nm versus the mass of arsenate/per area
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of the 13 mm membrane using concentrations of 25 -100 µg L-1 arsenate. The membranes used
to generate this curve were the same membranes used for generating the calibration curve for
the band at 879 cm-1 in the infrared spectrum. Using a statistically weighted linear regression,
we obtain a value of 0.106±0.010 cm2/µg for the calibration constant (k700,As) with a 95%
confidence interval. The curve shows linearity with the R2 value of 0.994 over the range of 10 to
100 µg L-1 arsenate. The plotted error bars are the standard error (n=4) and the %RSD for 6
different concentrations was found to be 8%.

Figure 3.8. The plot of the intensity of the band at 700 nm, as a function of the captured mass of
arsenate per area of the 13 mm membrane, was obtained using the membrane method. The
error bars are the standard error (SE), where n=4. The secondary x-axis is the concentration of
arsenate, defined by passing 12 mL of the AsAMB suspensions through the membrane. The
AsAMB suspensions were generated using 10-100 µg L-1 arsenate solutions.
The final information needed to quantify both arsenate and phosphate is the calibration
constant for phosphate. Figure 3.9 shows the calibration plot using phosphate concentrations of
10-100 µg L-1 to determine the calibration constant (k700, P). A statistically weighted linear
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regression was used to obtain a value of 0.135±0.016 cm2/µg for k700, P, with a 95% confidence
interval. The curve shows excellent linearity with the R2 value of 0.990 over the range of 10 to
100 µg L-1 phosphate. The plotted error bars are the standard error (n=4) and the %RSD for 6
different concentrations was found to be 7%. Using the same protocols for determining the MDL
for arsenate, we obtained an MDL of 0.86 µg L-1 phosphate in water.

Figure 3.9. The plot of the intensity of the band at 700 nm, as a function of the captured mass of
phosphate per area of the 13 mm membrane, was obtained using the membrane method. The
error bars are the standard deviation (SD), where n= 4. The secondary x-axis is the concentration
of phosphate defined by passing 9 mL of the PAMB suspension generated from 10-100 µg L-1
phosphate solution through the membrane.
Once the mass/cm2 of arsenate was determined from Equation 3.2 using k879, the
contribution of arsenate to the band at 700 nm (Abs700, As) was determined using Equation. 3.4:

𝐴𝑏𝑠700,𝐴𝑠

𝑐𝑚2
𝑐700,𝐴𝑠 ( 𝜇𝑔 )
=
× 𝐴𝑏𝑠879
𝑐𝑚2
𝑘879 ( 𝜇𝑔 )
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3.4

The intensity of the peak at 700 nm due to phosphate (𝐴𝑏𝑠700,𝑃 ) is then determined by
subtracting the 𝐴𝑏𝑠700,𝐴𝑆 from the 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑃+𝐴𝑠 of the 700 nm band.
𝐴𝑏𝑠700,𝑃 = 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑃+𝐴𝑠 − 𝐴𝑏𝑠700,𝐴𝑠

3.5

The concentration of phosphate, 𝐶𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒 is then determined using Equations.3. 6 and
3.7.

𝑀𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝐴𝑏𝑠700,𝑃 × 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒 (𝑐𝑚2 )
=
𝑐𝑚2
𝑘700,𝑃 (
)
𝑢𝑔

3.6

𝑀𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝜇𝑔)

3.7

𝐶𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝑉 (𝑚𝐿)

To test the method, samples were prepared with known concentrations of standard
phosphate and arsenate solutions. Volumes ranging from 6 to 12 ml were processed through the
membranes and using the Vis/IR method, the % recovery of arsenate in the spiked samples was
108% over the range of 25-100 µg L-1 arsenate in water and the % recovery for phosphate was
95% (see Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1. Measured values obtained using the Vis/IR method for the water samples containing
both arsenate and phosphate.

Phosphate
(µg L-1)

Arsenate
(µg L-1)

Arsenate
measured by
IR (µg L-1)

Phosphate
measured by
Visible method
(µg L-1)

%
Recovery
Arsenate

%
Recovery
Phosphate

SD, IR
method
(Arsenate)
(µg L-1)

100

25

27

106

107

106

8

100

50

56

95

112

95

12

100

100

108

85

108

85

14

3.3.2.3. Analysis of the environmental samples
The utility of this approach then rests on measurements with real matrices. Using ICP-MS,
the concentrations of arsenate (assuming complete oxidation) were 0.83 ± .02 and 1.04 ± .04 µg
L-1, in the Stillwater River and Orono tap water respectively, and the corresponding concentration
values for phosphate were 23.7 ± 0.9 and 23.0 ±0.6 µg L-1.
The arsenate and phosphate concentrations in the tap and river water samples were then
measured using the Vis/IR method and the values obtained are given in Table 3.2. The arsenate
gave a non-detect (ND) value as the concentrations were below the detection limit whereas, the
phosphate values were within 90-95% of the values obtained by ICP-MS.
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Matrix spikes were then performed on samples collected from the Stillwater River and
Orono municipal tap water to determine the % recovery of phosphate and arsenate using the
method. Three 50 mL samples were spiked with three different spiking concentrations (25, 50,
and 100 µg L-1) of arsenate. The phosphate spike in all the samples was fixed at 50 µg L -1. These
spiking concentrations were selected based on the concentration of arsenate and phosphate in
the natural waters. Table 3.2 shows the results of the matrix spikes of the river and tap water
samples. Excellent recoveries were obtained for all samples. The average % recovery for
phosphate was 106% for the tap water and 101% for the river sample. The corresponding
average % recovery for arsenate was 111% and 105% for the tap and river water samples,
respectively.
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Table 3.2. Measured phosphate and arsenate concentrations in Stillwater River and Orono
municipal tap water (n=3).
Arsenate
Matrix

Total

SD, IR

%

%

method

Recovery

Recovery

arsenate

arsenate

phosphate

22

-

-

93

ND

21

-

-

91

50

29

70

6

112

96

50

50

47

79

8

93

115

100

50

112

68

16

111

91

Tap water

25

50

30

77

8

114

112

Tap water

50

50

54

75

6

105

108

Tap water

100

50

115

70

12

115
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Matrix spike
Samples

measured

spike with

using the IR

phosphate

method (µg

(µg L-1)

L-1)

-

-

ND

-

-

25

with arsenate
(µg

L-1)

phosphate
measured
(µg L-1)

Stillwater
River

Tap water

Stillwater
River

Stillwater
River
Stillwater
River

Because we have reduced the level of CTAB, the maximum concentration exhibiting linear
detection should not exceed 250 µg L-1 of total phosphate, arsenate, or a mixture. Above this
total concentration a lower capture level of phosphate and arsenate on the membrane. This is
because the amount of CTAB is insufficient to precipitation all the AsAMB and PAMB ions as
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particles. As a result, the dynamic range of the Vis/IR method for a mixed phosphate and
arsenate solution is 25-250 µg L-1. If the solution concentration exceeds 250 µg L-1, we
recommend using the higher CTAB concentrations used in our previous work [11].
3.4. Conclusion
We have developed a new and fast method for selective detection of phosphate and
arsenate in water using the MBM in combination with Vis/IR spectroscopy. Using this approach,
we achieved a detection limit of 0.86 µg L-1 phosphate and 13.9 µg L-1 arsenate in water. Using
matrix spikes with samples from the river and tap water showed phosphate and arsenate average
% recovery of 105% and 108%, respectively, over the concentration range of 25 to 250 µg L-1.
The % recovery s for the Vis/IR method in the matrix spike test shows that this method can be
used to detect phosphate and arsenate in environmental samples.
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4. CHAPTER 4: QUANTIFICATION OF FREE AND WEAKLY BOUND CYANIDE IN WATER USING
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
4.1. Introduction
Cyanide is a highly poisonous compound having a maximum allowed concentration of 0.2
mgL-1 in drinking water in the United States and 0.05 mgL-1 in the European Union [69]. In mineral
water, the limit is 0.07 mgL-1[70][71], which is also the limit established by the World Health
Organization [72]. In natural waters, the acceptable limit for cyanide is lower than in drinking
water. The permissible limit of cyanide in freshwater is 0.035 mgL-1 on a 24-hour average and
should never exceed 0.052 mgL-1 at any time[73]. A lower limit in freshwater is because severe
toxicity to marine life can occur when the concentration exceeds 0.03 mgL-1 [73,96,97].
The above regulations refer to free cyanide (CN-) in water as cyanide can form many
complexes with other species present in the water. Cyanides form strong complexes with
cations, such as Fe3+, Au2+, and Co2+ and weak acid dissociate (WAD) cyanides with cations, such
as Cu2+, Ni2+ and Zn2+[98][99]. Thus, the amount of free CN- in water varies with the number and
type of cations present in the matrix. The amount can also vary with pH[100][101]. For example,
the pKa of HCN is 9.2 and thus, loss of the volatile HCN can occur under acidic conditions[102].
Each of these complexes have their own toxicity, but by far, the most toxic form of cyanide for
humans and aquatic life is the CN-[74].
The complex nature of the cyanide species in water have led to numerous methods to
measure total cyanide, WAD cyanide and CN- and these methods often require elaborate sample
pretreatment steps[103–106]. For example, in APHA 4500- CN- method C, HCN gas is liberated
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from a continuous stream of a sample at pH 6.0[103], which is then absorbed using a NaOH
scrubber to separate the CN- from the HCN. In APHA 4500- CN- method E, quantification of the
CN- is accomplished using semi-automated colorimetry, where the CN- is converted into
cyanogen chloride by reacting it with chloramine-T. This cyanogen chloride then reacts with
pyridine and barbituric acid to produce a red-colored complex in the solution with a band at
590-610 nm[75][107]. The dynamic range of detection for EPA 4500- CN- method E is from 0.005
to 0.5 mgL-1[103].
Another common approach to measure CN- is APHA 4500-CN- method D. In this case,
the CN- is titrated using silver nitrate to form a stable Ag(CN)2- complex (a WAD cyanide) in
solution (see Reaction 4.1)[103]. Once all the CN- is bound with Ag+, the excess Ag+ then forms a
complex with p-dimethylaminobenzylidene rhodanine, resulting in a change in color from yellow
to light pink (Reaction 4.2). Before forming the complex, the rhodanine indicator exhibits an
absorbance peak at 450 nm, and after reaching the end point, the band shifts to 490 nm. Thus,
from the amount of silver nitrate added to reach the endpoint, the concentration of the CN - is
determined. Further addition of the Ag+ results in the formation of AgCN precipitate in the
solution as shown Reaction 4.1 and 4.2.
𝐴𝑔+ + 2𝐶𝑁 − → 𝐴𝑔(𝐶𝑁)−
2

4.1

𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝐴𝑔+ + 𝑅ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑒 (𝑌𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤) → 𝐴𝑔+ − 𝑅ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥 (𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑘)
450 𝑛𝑚

490 𝑛𝑚
𝐴𝑔+ + 𝐴𝑔(𝐶𝑁)−
2 → 2𝐴𝑔𝐶𝑁
𝐾𝑠𝑝 = 2 × 10−8 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐿−1
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4.2

The method has a detection limit of 1.0 mgL-1 CN- in water[103]. However, the accuracy
of this method in measuring CN- in an unknown sample is highly matrix specific and vulnerable
to interference at all pH values. Apart from the interference of cations that complex the CN -,
which is a problem for measuring total cyanide, the method is also susceptible to interference
due to the presence of anions. such as S2- and S2O32-, in the sample[108]. This is because the
method relies on the fate of the Ag+ ion and both S2- and S2O32- form Ag2S and
Ag2S2O32- precipitates with the Ag+ in solution. Ag2S is a dark black precipitate which masks the
pink color of the Ag+-Rhodanine complex, making it impossible to obtain the band at 490 nm as
shown in Reaction 4.3 and 4.4.
2𝐴𝑔+ + 𝑆 2− → 𝐴𝑔2 𝑆(𝑠)

4.3

𝐴𝑔+ + 2𝑆2 𝑂32− → 𝐴𝑔(𝑆2 𝑂3 )3−
2 (𝑎𝑞)

4.4

Similarly, S2O32- reacts with the silver ions in the solution to form an Ag(S 2O3)3-2 complex
in the solution and causes over estimation of cyanide in the samples, as shown in Reaction 4.5 .
As a result, cyanide solutions must be pre-treated with Pb(II) to remove the S2- or S2O32- ions from
the solution before the rhodanine titration method can be used[99].
The approach described in this chapter capitalizes on the underlying chemistry of the APHA
method 4500-CN- D (see Figure 4.1). Specifically, our approach is not based on a titration with
Ag+ to reach an endpoint, but rather the formation of an AgCN precipitate with the addition of
excess Ag+ ions. The AgCN precipitates are then captured onto an IR transparent membrane by
passing a fixed volume of sample through a membrane assembly. The membrane is then air dried
and an infrared spectrum is recorded in transmission mode. The captured AgCN particles
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produce a strong and narrow CN stretching mode at 2165 cm-1 and from the intensity this band,
the concentration of the CN- in the water is determined.

Figure 4.1. The method used for determining the free CN- concentration in water using a
membrane and IR spectroscopy.
Reaction 4.5: Formation of silver cyanide precipitate in the solution with silver nitrate.
NaCN(aq) + AgNO3 (aq) → NaNO3 (aq) + AgCN ↓

4.5

One of the major advantages of the membrane method over the APHA method
4500-CN- D is that the chemistry is not predicated on the fate of the Ag+ ion. Thus, it can be used
to analyze samples that contain high concentrations of anions, such as sulfide, sulfite, thiosulfate,
chloride and hydroxide, which form precipitates with Ag+ ions. For example, in the presence of
excess Ag+ ions, formation of the black Ag2S precipitate does not interfere with the formation of
AgCN in the suspension. Both the Ag2S and the AgCN are captured on the membrane. When an
IR spectrum is recorded through the membrane, the Ag2S does not interfere with detection of
the CN band at 2165 cm-1 and hence, determination of the concentration of CN-. Moreover, we
have found that by purposely adding S2- ions to a sample, detection of both the CN- and the WAD
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cyanide fraction is possible. The addition of Na2S to a sample forms a salt with the cations in the
WAD cyanide, releasing the CN- from the WAD cyanide for reaction with the Ag+ ions.
Another important aspect of the membrane method is the use of

13CN- to

improve the

detection limit of CN- in water. At low CN- concentrations (< 0.2 mgL-1), the particles formed in
solution are below 100 nm in diameter and are not captured onto the 0.1 µm membrane. By
adding 5 mgL-1 of 13CN-, the total CN- concentration leads to particles of a sufficient size so that
they are captured on the membrane. Quantification is possible because the Ag12CN and Ag13CN
are distinguished by different IR bands. Using 13CN- enabled a limit of detection (LOD) of 0.036
mgL-1, which is 28 times lower than the reported LOD for APHA method 4500-CN- D and equal to
the detection limit of APHA 4500- CN- method E. Hence, the membrane method meets the
required detection limits for both drinking water and freshwater sources.
4.2. Experimental
4.2.1. Materials
All glassware were washed with deionized water (18 MΩ), then acid washed with warm
10% HCl solution and dried in the oven at 105°C for 20 minutes before use. All chemicals were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich. These include reagent grade sodium cyanide (97% purity),
anhydrous silver nitrate beads (99.998% purity), silver cyanide (99%), sodium hydroxide (ACS
reagent, ≥97.0%), sodium thiosulfate pentahydrate (ACS reagent, ≥99.5%), and reagent grade
disodium sulfide. The infrared transparent membranes (0.45 and 0.1 µm /13 mm diameter) were
obtained from Orono Spectral Solutions Inc.
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4.2.2. Standard solutions of samples
Stock solution of 1000.0±10.3 mgL-1 cyanide CN-and

13CN-

were prepared by dissolving

0.20±0.02 g of sodium cyanide and 0.25±0.03 g of potassium cyanide (K 13CN) in 100 mL
volumetric glass flasks and adjusting the pH 12.0 using 0.25 M NaOH. Then, 100±0.8 mL of 100,
10, 5, 1, 0.5, and 0.2 mgL-1 CN- and 13CN- solutions were prepared by serial dilution of the 1000
mgL-1 stock solution. The pH of the solutions were maintained at pH 12.0 and were reduced to
pH 7.5-8.5 using 0.25 M HCl just prior to use (i.e., addition of the Ag+ solution). A 50±0.5 mL stock
solution of 5.04 gL-1 Ag+ was prepared by dissolving 0.40±0.02 g of AgNO3 in a 50 mL volumetric
flask. A 100 mL stock solution of 1000 mg L-1, S2-, SO32- and S2O32- were prepared by dissolving
0.55 mL of Na2S•9H2O, 0.16±0.05 mg of Na2SO3 and 0.16±0.05 mg of Na2S2O3•5H2O in DI water.
The stock solution of the 1000 mgL-1 S2- was adjusted to pH 9.00 to avoid the formation of H2S in
the solution. All solutions were stored at room temperature (21°C).
4.2.3. Formation of AgCN
A 25-40 times molar excess Ag+ solution was added to each CN-sample of 0.1 mgL-1 to 100
mgL-1. The time required to form a precipitate varied with the concentration of the CN -. Within
1-5 mgL-1 CN-, visible precipitates formed after 2-5 minutes stirring whereas, above 100 mgL-1,
precipitate formation was instantaneous. A brownish white precipitate was observed in the
solution within 2-5 minutes after adding the AgNO3. The average size of the particles in the
suspension were measured using the dynamic light scattering on a Malvern 3000 HSA Zetasizer.
The suspension was diluted 10 times with DI water before the measurements.
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4.2.4. Recording the IR spectrum of the membrane
Details of the membrane, the membrane assembly, and the procedures for recording a
spectrum through the membrane assembly are described in detail in Chapters 2 and 3. In brief,
3-12 mL of the stirred suspension was extracted using a syringe and passed through the Luer™
lock of the membrane assembly. The membrane was then air-dried by attaching Tygon™ tubing
to the Luer™ lock and gently blowing dry air for 2-3 minutes through the assembly. IR spectra
were recorded in transmission mode through the Luer™ lock of the membrane assembly
following an established procedure[12]. A reference spectrum was recorded in transmission
mode through an unused membrane assembly. All the spectra were recorded at 8 cm-1
resolution using an ABB-Bomem FTLA 2000 FTIR spectrometer equipped with a DTGS detector.
4.2.5. Samples containing sulfur compounds
100 mL samples containing S2-, SO32- and S2O32- at concentrations of 0.5-10.0 mgL-1 were
prepared by addition of Na2S, Na2SO3 and Na2S2O3 to 100 ml of DI water adjusted to pH7.5- 8.
The pH of the S2- spiked samples increased to almost 8.2-8.5, due to the presence of excess
OH- ions. However, the pH of the SO32- and the S2O32- remained in the range of 7.5-8.0. The
solutions were stirred for 5 minutes and then spiked with NaCN to prepare solutions with a final
concentration of 1.0 or 5.0 mgL-1 CN-. After addition of the CN-, the pH of all solutions were in
the range of 8.5- 9.0. Then 32-40 times molar excess of Ag+ over the CN- was added to each
sample solution and the beaker was stirred for 20 minutes. The S 2- solutions turned into a dark
black suspension right after the addition of the Ag+ due to formation of the Ag2S particles. The
SO32- and the S2O32- suspensions were brownish in color.
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4.2.6. Environmental samples
Water samples were collected from the Orono municipal tap water and the shallows of
the Stillwater River, Orono, Maine from June to October 2021. To eliminate any undissolved
particulate matter from the water samples, the samples were passed through a 47 mm dia. (0.45
m pore size) polyvinylidene membrane. The pH of these samples was in the range of 7.5 to 7.9
and samples were stored in a dark glass container at room (2°C) temperature. Each of the river
and tap water samples were further split into two samples for a total of 4 samples. One sample
of each matrix was spiked with 10 mgL-1 of S2-. Then all 4 samples were spiked with either 1 or 5
mgL-1 CN- (a total of 8 different samples) and stirred for 5 minutes. Then, 32-40 times molar
excess of Ag+ ions over CN- were added to each solution resulting in a final volume was in the
range of 100-102 mL. The solutions were stirred for 20-30 minutes to ensure sufficient time to
form particulate suspensions. After the addition of the Ag+, the suspensions containing S2- turned
dark black immediately, due to formation of the Ag2S precipitate, whereas, those samples not
containing S2- remained brown due to formation of AgOH. The formation of the Ag 2S showed
that the S2- was added in excess above the concentration of the WAD cyanide in the sample.
Then, a 3-6 mL aliquot was extracted from each stirred suspension using a syringe and passed
through the membrane assemblies containing 13 mm diameter/0.1 µm membranes. The
membranes were air dried and IR spectra were recorded directly through the assembly. Each
S2- treated sample was measured 3 times with 3 different 13mm/0.1 µm membranes. During the
early stages of the method development, we varied the concentration of S2- from 1 to 10 mgL-1
and found that the CN band increased with the amount of S2- added for both river and tap water
samples. Above 10 mgL1, there was no further increase in the band intensity.
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4.3.

Results and discussion

4.1.1. IR spectra of AgCN particles deposited onto the membrane
Figure 4.2 shows the IR spectrum of the collected precipitate onto a membrane recorded
in transmission mode through the membrane assembly. The regions between 1270- 1130 cm-1
and

530-480

cm-1

are

opaque

because

of

the

strong

CF

modes

of

the

polytetrafluoroethylene-based membrane. In the region between 2300-2000 cm-1 (see inset), a
sharp band at 2165 cm-1 was observed, which is the C-N stretching mode of cyanide. This
relatively strong and narrow band appears in a featureless region on a flat background. There is
some effect of dispersion in the shape of this band resulting from recording a transmission
spectrum with micron sized particles. While this manifests in some asymmetry on the low
wavelength side of the CN band, it has a negligible effect in the determination of the
CN- concentration. The low level of dispersion is the result of partial refractive index matching
between the AgCN (n=1.68) particles embedded in the membrane (n=1.31).
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Figure 4.2. IR spectrum of the AgCN precipitate captured on a 13 mm/0.45 µm membrane. The
AgCN suspension was prepared by adding 1.0 mL of a 500 mg L-1 Ag+ solution to 100 mL of a 1.0
mgL-1 cyanide solution and 6 ml of this suspension was passed through the membrane assembly.
4.1.2. Quantification of the CN band
Details regarding the quantitative aspects of the membrane-based approach are
described in Chapters 2 and 3. For CN- detection, the intensity of the 2165 cm-1 band in
absorbance units is directly proportional to the concentration of the cyanide times the
pathlength (c × l), which, for particles captured on a membrane, converts to the mass of the
cyanide per area of the membrane, as shown in Equation 4.1.

𝐴𝑏𝑠 = 𝑘2165 × (

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠
)
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

4.1

Therefore, the dynamic range of detection and the detection limit of the method depend on the
diameter of the membrane and the mass of the cyanide deposited. The latter, in turn, depends
on the volume of the particulate suspension passed through the membrane.
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Using the calibration constant for the IR band at 2165 cm-1 (K2165) and the measured
intensity of the band at 2165 cm-1 in the IR spectrum (Abs2165), the mass of the cyanide (Mcyanide)
collected on the membrane for an unknown sample is then calculated as shown in Equation 4.2:

𝑀𝑐𝑦𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑑𝑒 =

𝐴𝑏𝑠2165 × 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒 (𝑐𝑚2 )
𝑐𝑚2
𝑘2165 ( 𝑚𝑔 )

4.2

In our work, we used a 13 mm diameter membrane, and the active diameter is 10 mm due to the
use of a Teflon™ O-ring as a seal inside the membrane housing [109]. Thus, the active area of the
membrane was 0.785 cm2. The concentration of CN- in the solution is then calculated in terms
of mgL-1, using Equation 4.3:

𝐶𝑐𝑦𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑑𝑒 =

𝑀𝑐𝑦𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑑𝑒(𝑚𝑔)

4.3

𝑉 (𝑚𝐿)

where V is the volume of the 𝐴𝑔𝐶𝑁 suspension passed through the membrane.
4.1.3. Calibration Plot
The first step was to generate a calibration curve to determine K2165. CN- solutions of 100
mL of 0.05-5.0 mgL-1 were prepared and 40-50 times molar excess of Ag+ to the amount of
CN- ions were added to each sample solution to precipitate out the AgCN. After stirring for 2-30
minutes, various amounts (3-12 mL) of the suspension were collected from the stirred beaker
using a syringe and this volume was passed through the membrane assembly containing either a
13 mm/0.45 or 0.1 µm membrane. The membranes were air dried, and IR spectra were then
recorded (see Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.3. IR spectra recorded through a membrane assembly after passing 3-6 mL of 0.2-5
mgL-1 CN- as AgCN suspensions through 13 mm/0.1 µm membranes.
IR spectra were recorded for each cyanide concentration a minimum of 3 times using 3
different membranes. A calibration plot of the peak height of the CN- band at 2165 cm-1 versus
the captured mass of cyanide/per area of the membrane for concentrations of 0.2 -5.0 mgL-1
cyanide is shown in Figure 4.4. A linear Beer’s Law relationship was obtained and the extinction
coefficient, using a statistically weighted linear fit, has a value of 4.74±0.12 cm2/mg. The error in
the extinction coefficient is given as the standard error. The calibration curve shows high linearity
with an R2 value of 0.998 over the range of 0.05 mgL-1 to 5.0 mgL-1 CN-. The average percent
relative standard deviation (%RSD) for the nine different concentrations was 22%.
The statistical analysis above was done in triplicate using three separate beakers spiked
with CN- that were prepared at different times during the day. Since the IR beam passing through
the Luer™ lock of the membrane assembly is about 4 mm in diameter, we are under sampling
the active area of the membrane.
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Figure 4.4. A plot of the intensity of the band at 2165 cm-1 verses the captured mass of cyanide
per area of a 13 mm diameter membrane. The error bars indicate standard error (SE) where n=
3. The secondary x-axis is the concentration of cyanide defined by passing 6-12 mL of the AgCN
suspension through the membrane that were generated using 0.05-5 mg L-1 cyanide solutions.
Figure 4.4 has red and black data points. For concentrations of 0.2 mgL-1 and above (red
data points), a linear relationship with the intensity of the band at 2165 cm -1 and the captured
mass of CN- was obtained. However, when the concentration of CN- was 0.1 mgL-1, we did not
observe a band at 2165 cm-1. This was not dictated by the signal to noise ratio of the infrared
spectrometer but rather by the drop in the percent capture of particles because they are too
small to be collected onto the 0.10 µm membrane. When the concentration of CN- was 0.1 mgL-1,
the average particle size as measured by dynamic light scattering was 90-120 nm. Thus, lowering
the detection limit below 0.2 mgL-1 would require increasing the size of the AgCN particles in the
suspension so that they could be captured using either the 0.1 µm or 0.45 µm membrane.
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A.1. Factors Affecting the size of the AgCN particles in the suspension
The size of the AgCN particles in the suspension are dependent on multiple factors, such as the
dynamics of AgCN formation, concentration of the CN-, amount of Ag+ added to the solution, pH,
the presence of nucleation sites for particles to aggregate, and the concentration of the
interfering counter ions in the matrix sample. For example, when 0.5 mL of 5 mgL-1 of Ag+
solution was added to a 100 mL of 1.0 mgL-1 cyanide solution at pH 8.0, the average size of the
particles obtained was 500-600 nm (see Figure 4.5). Thus, the AgCN particles at 1.0 mgL-1 can be
easily captured using a 0.45 µm membrane and the resulting effluent shows a clear solution with
no particles. However, there still could be some fraction of AgCN particles in the effluent that
are too small to be detected by eye. We then passed the same solution through a 0.1 µm
membrane and obtained the same intensity of the CN band as with a 0.45 µm membrane. This
shows that the 0.45 µm membrane captured nearly 100% of the particles. The relatively large
AgCN particles are due to the high concentration of CN- (1.0 mgL-1) and Ag+ ions in solution.
However, when the concentration of the CN- decreases to the range of 0.10-1.0 mgL-1, the size
of the particles formed are 100-350 nm (see Figure 4.5). As a result, only 60-70% of the AgCN
particles are captured onto the 0.45 µm membrane with the remaining fraction passing through
the membrane. At this concentration range, the 0.10 µm membranes were used to generate the
linear plot in Figure 4.4. Hence, the 0.10 µm membranes were chosen for all quantitative work.
However, this did not solve the problem of lowering the LOD because the particles passed
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through the 0.10 µm membranes when the CN- concentration was below 0.2 mgL-1.

Figure 4.5. The size of the AgCN particles at different cyanide concentrations, measured after
adding 25 times molar excess Ag+ ions in the solution. The error bars are the standard deviation
of 3 measurements.
We tried several approaches to increase the size of the AgCN particles when the
CN- concentration was below 0.2 mgL-1. One approach was to have coprecipitation of simple salts
with the AgCN. In this case, NaCl was first added to the sample before addition of the Ag+
solution. The hypothesis was that the coprecipitation of AgCl and AgCN in the solution would
lead to AgCN embedded in the larger AgCl particles. However, this attempt was unsuccessful.
Even though the average size of the particles in the suspension was 300-400 nm for 0.1 mgL-1
CN- solution, no band at 2165 cm-1 was observed when this suspension was passed through a
membrane. This is because the AgCl and AgCN particles formed independently of each other. In
another approach, we seeded the sample with AgCl particles. Since the Ksp of AgCN is 106 orders
in magnitude lower than AgCl, the hypothesis was that the CN- would displace the Cl and create
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AgCN on the outer crust of the AgCl particle. However, this exchange was slow and did not occur
to a level for detection of CN bands.
The approach we used was to increase the concentration of total free CN - ion in the
solution by spiking the CN- solution with isotopically labeled 13CN-. The amount of 13CN- added
(0.1-1 mg/L) ensured that the minimum overall concentration of CN (13CN- + CN-) exceeded this
value. As shown in Figure 4.6, at this minimum overall concentration, the particle size is sufficient
to be captured on the 0.10 µm membrane. The Ag13CN stretch appears at 2120 cm-1 and thus, is
separate from the AgCN peak at 2165 cm-1 (see Figure 4.6).
DI water was pH adjusted to 7.5-8.0 and spiked with 3 different CN- concentrations (0.70,
0.90 and 0.95 mg L-1) using a 1000 mgL-1 CN- stock solution and, then the solutions were stirred
for 1-2 minutes. Then 13CN- was added to the solution to bring the total concentration of (CN- +
13CN-)
13CN-

to 1 mg L-1. For example, 100 mL of a 0.9 mgL-1 CN- solution was spiked with a 0.1 mgL-1 of

to have the total concentration of the cyanide CN- + 13CN- in the solution equal 1 mgL-1.

During development of the method, we opted to spike low concentration of

13CN-

into higher

concentrations of CN- solutions to preserve the supply of the more costly 13CN. When 0.5 mL of
a 5 mg L-1 Ag+ solution was added to the sample at pH 8-8.5, mixed AgCN /Ag13CN particles formed
in the sample with a measured average diameter of 540 nm. In all cases, the measured size of
the AgCN particles were in the range of 450-600 nm and easily captured on a 0.1 µm membrane.
The spectra obtained after collecting the particles onto membranes are shown in Figure 4.6.
These were obtained by passing 12 mL of the above suspensions through 13 mm/0.1 µm
membranes. The IR spectra shows two distinct C-N peaks at 2165 and 2121 cm-1 which are the
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12CN

and 13CN stretching modes. Also note that the intensity of the band at 2121 cm-1 is linear

with the concentration of the

13CN-

and the appearance of a band at 2121 cm-1 shows that

detection below 0.2 mgL-1 CN- is achieved.

Figure 4.6. Infrared spectra of AgCN and Ag13CN particles collected onto 13 mm/0.1 µm
membranes after passing 12 mL of each suspension.
4.1.4. Detection limit
Following EPA guidelines, the method detection limit (MDL) was 0.036 mgL-1, as
determined by 3 times the standard error (SE) using three separately prepared 0.15 mg L -1
CN- solutions. The DI water samples were pH adjusted in the range of 7.5-8.0 and then spiked
with 0.85 mgL-1 13CN- and 0.15 mgL-1 CN solutions to bring the total (CN- + 13CN-) concentration
to 1 mgL-1. Next, 0.5 mL of 5 mgL-1 of Ag+ solution was added to each solution to bring the final
sample volume to 100 mL. The solutions were stirred for 20 minutes to form the AgCN and
Ag13CN particles in the suspension. Then, 6 mL aliquots were extracted from each stirring
suspension and passed through different 0.1 µm/13 mm diameter membranes to capture the
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particles on the membrane surface. The membranes were then air dried and IR spectra were
recorded in transmission mode.
The amount of 13CN used per sample added <5 cents to the cost of running each sample.
It was the use of 13CN that enabled the two black data points in Figure 4.4, which in turn, led to
the lowering of the detection limit . It is also noted that addition of
simplified the process with analyzing an unknown. By adding

13CN-

13CN-,

to all samples also

we ensure the overall

CN- concentration is in the 1 -5 mgL-1 range, which defines a single amount of Ag+ to add to the
sample, the operating range of pH of 7-9, and the use of the 0.10 µm membrane. It is this
approach we would recommend using a 0.10 µm membrane when running an unknown sample.
4.1.5. pH of the solution.
Under acidic conditions, the CN- forms HCN which evaporates from the solution. Thus, it
is standard practice to maintain the pH of the CN- stock solutions at 11-12 pH to avoid any loss of
CN- ions from the solution. However, at pH 12, the OH- concentration is 10-3 M and addition of
Ag+ ions lead to the immediate formation of particles due to the precipitation of AgOH (see
Reaction 4.6), 𝐾𝑠𝑝 of AgOH is 2* 10-8 mol L-1, see Reaction 4.1). While, in principle, this should
not affect the detection of the AgCN by infrared spectroscopy, the amount of excess Ag+ needed
to react with both the OH and CN- becomes excessive. Moreover, the number of AgOH particles
present clog the pores and limit the total volume that can be passed through the membrane.
NaOH(aq) + NaCN(aq) + 2AgNO3 (aq) → 2NaNO3 (aq) + AgCN ↓ +AgOH ↓

4.6

Thus, to limit the amount of AgOH precipitate while limiting the evaporation of HCN, we
adjust the pH of the sample to 7-8.5 just prior to addition of the Ag+ solution. This lowers the
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amount of AgOH formed to a manageable amount that allows for 20-30 mL of suspension to be
passed through the membrane and at the same time, does not require an excessive amount of
Ag+ to be added to the sample. For example, when 0.5 mL of a 5.0 mgL-1 Ag+ is added to 100 mL
solution of 1.0 mgL-1 CN- at pH 8.5, the amount of Ag+ ions left in solution after forming AgOH is
almost 45 times higher the total concentration of the CN- ions, ensuring complete precipitation
of the CN-.
Spectroscopically, the AgOH precipitate does not pose a problem for the method as AgOH
does have any IR band in the region of interest. Moreover, when the concentration of the CN - is
sufficiently high in the solution (0.5-1 mgL-1), the method requires to pass a small amount of
suspension volume (3-6 mL) through the membrane to obtain a measurable band for the cyanide
at 2165 cm-1. Therefore, the presence of the excess AgOH on the membrane does not interfere
with the method around 0.5-1.0 mgL-1 cyanide in water. However, when the concentration of
the cyanide in the solution is in the range of 0.05-0.5 mgL-1, the formation of the excess AgOH
precipitate in the solution is problematic for practical reasons. For example, at pH 8.0 and 0.2
mgL-1 cyanide in water, 3-6 mL of sample volume can be passed at a rate of 0.3-0.5 mL/min
through a 0.1 µm membrane. When an IR spectrum was recorded, a band at 2165 cm -1 was
observed with an average intensity of 0.01 absorbance unit. But as the concentration of the
cyanide in the solution was further decreased down to 0.1 mgL-1, the additional AgOH precipitate
made it difficult to pass more than 6 mL of sample with a 0.10 µm membrane as the membrane
is plugged with excess AgOH precipitate. As a result, it is not possible to obtain the band at 2165
cm-1 with a sufficient signal to noise ratio for quantification. To circumvent this issue, the 0.45
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µm pore size membrane was used, as it can tolerate a flow rate of 1-2 mL/min which enables
12-24 mL of sample to be easily passed through the membrane.
4.1.6. Concentration of the Ag+ ions in the solution
In principle, the amount of Ag+ added should simply exceed the upper limit of the
CN- detection range. From a thermodynamic perspective, the Ksp for AgCN is 1.2 * 10-16 mol L-1
at 25°C, and thus, to achieve the target detection limit of 0.05 mgL-1, adding 10-fold excess Ag+
(i.e., 0.5 mgL-1) would result in precipitation of essentially all CN- at the detection limit into
particles.

However, the amount of excess Ag+ affects the particle size.

Too high an

excess(100-fold of the concentration at the upper end of the range – 5 mgL-1), leads to many
nucleation sites, resulting in smaller particles that are not captured on the membrane.
Furthermore, at this high Ag+ concentration, other anions in freshwaters, such as Cl- , also form
precipitates. However, at too low an excess(2-3 fold), there is a risk of adding insufficient Ag+ to
account of other anions (OH-, S2-, etc.) that can also form precipitates with Ag+. From our studies,
we find that the use of 20-30 times molar excess Ag+ ions over the CN- concentration range of
0.05-5 mgL-1 is sufficient to capture 100% of the AgCN particles on the membrane. However,
since we also have formation of AgOH along with the AgCN in the solution, we added 40-50 times
molar excess Ag+ ions to the total number of (CN- + OH-) ions in the solution at pH 7.0-8.5. During
the development of the method, we periodically checked that the Ag+ added was in excess by
examining for Ag+ in the effluent. For example, adding 0.5 mL of 5 mgL-1 Ag+ ions into a 100 mL
of 1.0 mgL-1 CN- solution at pH 8.5 results in the formation of a brownish white suspension. After
passing 6 mL of this stirred suspension through a 0.10 µm membrane, the effluent collected into
a separate beaker was clear. When additional CN- ions were added to the clear effluent collected
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in the beaker, again, a brownish white precipitate was formed, indicating that there was excess
Ag+ ions in the effluent.
A.2. Sulfur containing anions
A major advantage of our method is that anions, such as S2- and S2O32-, do not interfere
with CN- detection. Figure 4.7 shows the IR spectra obtained for excess Ag+ added to solutions
containing 1.0 mgL-1 CN- with 0.5-1.0 mgL-1 S2-, SO32- and S2O32-. The intensity of the CN band
without the presence of any of the sulfur containing ions was 0.044 absorbance units. For the
spectra obtained in the presence of the sulfur containing anions, the average intensity of the CN
band for 1.0 mgL-1 CN- samples was 0.042 with a standard deviation of 0.0046 (n=3). Thus, this
shows that the membrane method can be used to quantify the amount of CN - in the presence of
sulfur- based interferents found with the Ag+ titration method, APHA 4500-CN- D.

Figure 4.7. Infrared spectra after passing 6 mL of the AgCN suspensions produced by addition of
excess Ag+ to solutions containing 1.0 mgL-1 CN- with 0.5-1.0 mgL-1 S2-, SO32- and S2O32-.
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A.3. Environmental samples and WAD Cyanide
The general applicability of this approach rests on testing the method with real matrices.
However, the traditional approach of measuring % recoveries of CN- using matrix spikes with real
samples will be negatively biased due to formation of WAD and strongly bound cyanide. Hence,
we compared our values for matrix spiked Stillwater River water and the Orono tap water with
the values obtained from a commercial laboratory, using EPA method OIA 1677-09. Method OIA
1677-09 measures the available cyanide in water which is defined as CN- + WAD cyanide. A ligand
exchange is preformed to release the CN- from the WAD cyanide, followed by flow injection
analysis using amperometric detection. S2- is a known positive interferent in method OIA
1677-09, as it produces a signal at the silver electrode. We selected this method for comparison
because we hypothesized that addition of S2- to our samples would enable the measurement of
the WAD cyanide- fraction.
The approach we have developed to measure the WAD cyanide is by addition of S2- to the
sample to form metal sulfides with those cations that form cyano-complexes with zinc, copper
cadmium, nickel, and silver (i.e, the WAD cyanide). Removal of metal ions from solution occurs
rapidly with addition of S2- over a wide pH range[110][111]. As we showed in Figure 4.7, the
presence of S2- does not interfere with the formation of AgCN and has no effect on the measured
concentration of CN-. Thus, we predicted that a measurement of the sample prior to S2- addition
would yield the CN- and after S2- addition, the CN- + WAD cyanide. From the difference between
these two measurements, the WAD cyanide is determined.
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The results obtained for our membrane method and from the commercial lab using
method OIA 1677-09 are given in Table 4.1 Both methods had non-detect (ND) values for the
river and tap water samples as the CN- + WAD cyanide, if present, was at concentrations below
the detection limits. Next, we performed a matrix spike into the two samples. River and tap
water were spiked with 1 mgL-1 CN-, adjusted to pH 12, and then split into two samples. One
sample was placed into a 100 mL sample bottle (provided by the commercial lab). The
concentration values of available cyanide (CN- + WAD cyanide) measured at the commercial lab
were 0.85± 0.02 and 0.84 ±0.02 µg L-, for river and tap water samples, respectively.
The IR spectra of river samples spiked with 5 mgL-1 are shown in Figure 4.8. The intensity
of the CN band at 2165 cm-1 is 0.06 absorbance units for the sample without any S2- spike which
corresponds to 65% recovery of CN-. This low % recovery is negatively biased due to formation
of the WAD and strongly bound CN- complexes. Evidence to support this point is from the
increase in intensity of the CN band to 0.087 absorbance units in the IR spectrum obtained for
the sample spiked with 10 mgL-1 S2-. This translates to a 92% recovery in the spiked sample and
that 19% of the total cyanide was due to WAD cyanide. This was confirmed from comparison of
the values obtained from our method with those obtained from the commercial lab. For the 1
mgL-1 CN- spiked samples, a 66% and 63% recovery was obtained for the tap and river water
samples, respectively, which is lower than the 84% and 85% recoveries obtained for the
commercial samples. A lower % recovery is expected, given that we measure only the free
CN- and not the WAD cyanide. More importantly, the S2- spiked river and tap water samples gave
95% and 102% recovery of available CN- , which is well in agreement with the available CN-
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measured by the commercial lab. This shows that it is possible to measure both CN - and WAD
cyanide with the membrane-based method.

Figure 4.8. Infrared spectra after passing 3 mL of a suspension containing excess Ag+ added to the
river water sample spiked with 5.0 mgL-1 CN- solution a) prior to addition of S2- and b) with 10
mgL-1 S2-.
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Table 4.1. The Concentration of free and WAD CN- measured in Stillwater river and Orono tap
water sample using APHA method OIA 1677-09 and the membrane method.
Samples
Sources

𝑪𝑵− Spike
mgL-1

𝑪𝑵− Spike
measured
commercially
mgL-1
(Free +WAD)

𝑪𝑵−
without
adding S2mgL-1

𝑪𝑵− after
adding 10
mgL-1 S2mgL-1

Standard
deviation
(SD) n=3
mgL-1

%
Recovery
after
2S spike

tap water

5.0

-

3.33

4.6

0.25

92%

tap water

1.0

0.84

0.66

0.86

0.13

102%

River

5.0

-

2.85

4.4

0.33

88%

1.0

0.85

0.63

0.81

0.11

95%

water
River
water
A.4. Conclusion
We have developed a new and fast method for selective detection of CN - and WAD
cyanide in water using an infrared transparent membrane and IR spectroscopy. The approach
involves precipitating the CN- with Ag+ and capturing the particles on a membrane. The WAD
cyanide is determined by the addition of Na2S to the sample as the S2- liberates the CN- from WAD
metal cyanide complexes. Using this approach, we achieved a detection limit of 0.15 mg L-1 CN- in
water. This detection limit is obtained by seeding the sample with
sufficient size to be captured on the membrane.
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13CN

to obtain particles of

5. CHAPTER 5: A FABRICATION METHOD TO GENERATE P- AND N-TYPE BISMUTH TELLURIDE
NANOPARTICLES FOR USE IN THERMOELECTRIC GENERATORS
5.1. Introduction
5.1.1. Thermoelectric power conversion
Thermoelectric materials (TE) are a class of materials that can be used to build
thermoelectric generators (TEGs) which can directly convert heat energy into electricity or vice
versa[112][113]. These materials are packaged into a compact solid-state device that can work
as refrigerators or heat pumps without the use of any mechanical moving parts. The potential of
this technology as an alternative source of energy has sparked much research in academia and
in industry. However, the application of a temperature differential to generate electricity was
not practical until the development of semiconductor materials that have high electrical and low
thermal conductivity. Since the development of semiconductor materials with these unique
properties, the use of thermoelectric devices to power space stations or for space explorations
has been the norm[114]. There are space probes using thermoelectric power have been
operating for more than 20 years in space, which is a testament to the reliability of this
technology.
The most common application of TEGs is in cooling and temperature control of
semiconductor lasers, as seat coolers in cars, as solid state coolers in compact refrigerators, and
as power sources in wrist watches which run on the heat dissipated from humans [115][116].
More impactful applications have been postulated, such as their use in converting the waste heat
from a car or ship's exhaust into useful energy[117]. However, use of thermoelectric technology
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is still far from being part of everyday life. This is because TEGs have very low efficiency and
generate minimal power output relative to the mechanical cycle. The engineering challenges to
design and construct TEGs with better efficiencies will require advancements in thermoelectric
materials and device fabrication techniques.
5.1.2. Principal of thermoelectric energy conversion
The Seebeck (heating) and Peltier (cooling) effects are at the center of thermoelectricity
and thermoelectric energy conversion. In the case of heating, a thermoelectric device is created
by combining a p-type and an n-type semiconductor in a closed electrical contact. Figure 5.1
shows the principles underlying power generation or active cooling. A voltage difference is
produced when a temperature gradient is established between the hot and cold sides of the
semiconductor material. This voltage is referred to as the Seebeck voltage, and it is proportional
to the temperature gradient. As a result of this Seebeck effect, a proportionality constant known
as the Seebeck coefficient is obtained.
The Peltier cooling is the reverse phenomenon of the Seebeck effect. Here, an electrical
current is passed through the p- and n-type material, which is placed into a closed electrical
contact and a temperature gradient is obtained because of heat absorbed or emitted by the
materials at the junction. The Peltier coefficient measures how much heat is carried by per unit
of charge in the junction.
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Figure 5.1. A thermoelectric device a) Seebeck effect (power generation) and b) Peltier effect
(refrigeration). Q is the heat flow from the hot side of the junction to the cold side and I is flow
of the current through the closed loop. Reproduced with permission from MDPI [118].
The p- and n-type semiconductor materials are created by doping with impurities that
create excess holes or positive charge carriers (p-type) or excess negative electrons (n-type) in
the material, and each pair of p-n type semiconductor material forms a thermoelectric couple.
The heat and charge are carried by free electrons or holes. If the free charges are positive (ptype), a positive charge will accumulate on the cold end, resulting in a positive potential.
Negative free charges (n-type material) will also produce a negative potential at the cold end for
the Seebeck effect, as shown in Figure 5.1a. Likewise, when a DC current is applied, the holes
and the electrons travel to the positive and the negative terminals, carrying heat along to create
a cold side and a hot side (see Figure 5.1b).
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Because the ability of a device to generate power or cool depends on both the thermal
and electrical conductivity of the semiconductor material in use. Thus, in principle, the material
should be of high electrical and low thermal conductivity. As a result, the semiconductor
materials are divided into various classes based on their ability to generate power at various
temperature ranges of applications and the efficiency of the semiconductor materials are
described in terms of a dimensionless unit called the Figure of merit or ZT as shown in Equation
5.1, 5.2, and 5.3[119][117].

𝑍𝑇 =

𝛼 𝑆 2𝑇
𝑘

5.1

𝑆 2𝑇
=
𝑘𝜌

5.2

𝑆 2𝑇
=
(𝑘𝑒 + 𝑘𝑙 )𝜌

5.3

Where, S, σ, T and k are the Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, temperature, and
thermal conductivity, respectively. The thermal conductivity has two parts, lattice thermal
conductivity (kl) and electronic thermal conductivity (Ke).

To obtain high thermoelectric

efficiency, the ZT must be large. The power efficiency of the thermoelectric device can be
described as,
1

𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶
=
[
𝑇𝐻

(1 + 𝑍𝑇)2 − 1
]
1
𝑇
𝐶
(1 + 𝑍𝑇)2 + ( ⁄𝑇 )
𝐻
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5.4

where, Tc and TH are the cold and hot side temperatures. Thus, a large Δ T is necessary
for high efficiency[120].
5.1.3. Bismuth telluride
Bismuth telluride and its related nanocomposites are the most studied thermoelectric
materials [121] and the most commonly used in TEGs for commercial Peltier-cooled thermal
sensors[117][122]. Bismuth telluride is a low temperature thermoelectric material and the
maximum ZT value of bismuth telluride is somewhere between 1-2 at the temperature range of
300 to 500 K [123]. From Equation 5.1., improving the efficiency (i.e., increasing ZT) is achieved
by increasing the electrical conductivity or decreasing the thermal conductivity. It has been
demonstrated that selective doping with sulfur leads to an increase in ZT for bismuth telluride.
Sulfur doping of the bulk n- type bismuth telluride improved the electrical conductivity of the
materials by 20-80% leading to an improvement in the ZT [124]. Wang et al. used amorphous
silicon dioxide as dopant for bulk p- type bismuth telluride and obtained ZT values of 1.12 and
1.27 at 303 K and 363 K, respectively[125].
Another approach to increasing ZT has been to synthesize well-defined porous bismuth
telluride nanoparticles[126–130]. In these nanostructured materials, quantum confinement
leads to an increase in the density of states near the fermi level which increases the
thermoelectric power efficiency[131–133]. It has also been shown that the presence of welldefined pores in the nanostructure can scatter the thermal phonons much more efficiently which
leads to a reduction in the thermal conductivity without compromising carrier mobility and
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electrical conductivity[132]. Thus, nanostructured materials have better thermoelectric
efficiencies than their bulk material counterpart[134].
Both top-down approach and bottom-up approaches have been used to form
nanostructured bismuth telluride nanocomposites. The tops-down approach involves grinding
bulk materials into nanostructured composites whereas, the bottoms-up approach employs the
process of assembling nanostructures. In some cases, both methods are used, which is referred
to as hybrid production.
Several methods, such as solvothermal or hydrothermal reaction, water–based chemical
reduction, chemical oxidation, wet chemical method, and large–scale zone melting have been
used to generate nanostructured materials to improve the thermoelectric efficiencies of TEG
[135–142]. The solvothermal and hydrothermal methods produce bismuth telluride
nanostructured single crystals. However, there are safety concerns with the reaction process as
the aqueous reaction mixtures are heated up above the boiling point of the water under high
pressure which can pose various health risks if not handled with caution. The water–based
chemical reduction process is simple in design but control of the particle size is difficult.
Moreover, it is not possible to obtain the low dimensional grain and crystalline size of the
particles as the particle size is above 300 nm[138]. For the chemical oxidation technique,
obtaining totally oxide- free material is not possible and hence, the electrical properties cannot
be improved by employing this technique[136]. The wet chemical method uses toxic ethylene
glycol to prepare the solution for the disproportionation reaction crucial for the formation of the
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bismuth telluride [143]. Large–scale zone melting is used for production of the bismuth telluride
ingot and not for nanoparticle generation[144].
The tops-down approach has mainly involved classical mechanical ball milling of the bulk
bismuth telluride. Typically, ingots of bismuth telluride are added to steel shot and milled for a
specified time. The resulting particles have wide size distributions that oscillate in size with the
milling time, due to flocculation/deflocculation processes, and range in particle diameters
between 50 nm to several microns [145][146]. The materials are then hot pressed, or plasma
sintered into pellets for making TEG devices. The resulting nanocomposite device has large grain
boundaries that can reduce the lattice thermal conductivity and increase the ZT[147]. The
compacting of bismuth telluride nanoparticles for device fabrication is a low-cost method to
obtain large amount of material needed for the thermoelectric power generation[148][149].
5.1.4. Thermoelectric research program at the university of Maine
Our project to improve the power efficiency of thermoelectric materials began in 2015 at
the Frontier Institute for Research in Sensor Technologies (FIRST) in collaboration with Maine
Maritime Academy (MMA). Because thermoelectric materials can recover waste heat and
convert it into useful electricity, the technology is beneficial to Maine's marine industry. The
thermoelectric research program at MMA began in 2008. Initially, a feasibility study was
conducted to investigate the use of TEGs in marine propulsion systems to generate usable
electricity for on-board lighting. Commercial prototype thermoelectric units were installed on
lobster boats to test the design's mechanical feasibility. The design and implementation of the
TEG’s were successful, and the performance obtained was better than the manufacturer's data.
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When applied to a hybrid vessel, however, the output power was insufficient to be a critical
component of the vessel system. Aside from that, the high thermal conductivity of the material
made it difficult to maintain a thermal gradient between the hot and cold sides of the device.
Aside from waste heat recovery, the marine industry in Maine is facing increased costs
because of the Main International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships
regulations (MARPOL). The marine vessels are required to reduce their emission levels over a
specified time period[150]. There is a need for marine vessels to operate in the affected areas
to reduce the level of NOx, SOx, and the particulate matters to improve the port quality and to
protect the environment[151]. TEG could be used for this purpose, as a portion of the waste heat
from marine diesel engines could be recovered and stored in high power density batteries. This
power could then be used for an electric drive system, reducing the load on the diesel engine and
resulting in lower emissions. As a result, a pilot study to improve the material property of
bismuth telluride was proposed as collaboration work between FIRST and the Marine Engine
Testing & Emissions Laboratory (METEL) at MMA.
One practical challenge in TEG technology is the need to generate sufficient material to
fabricate a device. Typical pile heights of both p- and n- type materials are 0.5 to 1 cm to achieve
a sufficient temperature gradient across the device. While there has been many publications on
fabrication of new exotic materials with high ZT, these typically are very thin films ( <100 nm) and
operate over a narrow temperature range[147]. Thus, our efforts have focused on using the
readily available bismuth telluride found in commercial TEGs. The concept that we pursue in our
research was derived from the bottoms-up fabrication of nanoparticulate bismuth telluride
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particles and the introduction of porosity into the sintered structure to increase scattering of
thermal phonons. However, a bottoms-up approach is challenging because of the need to
generate both p- and n- type materials with a precise control over the level of dopants. In this
regard, only p-type nanoparticles of bismuth telluride, synthesized using a bottoms-up approach,
have been reported.
The specific goal of the project was to develop a top-down ball milling procedure to
generate nano-particulates of both p- and n- type bismuth telluride particles less than 100 nm in
diameter with narrow size distribution. The advantage of the ball milling is that no material
synthesis is required, as commercial ingots of p- and n- type bismuth telluride could be used.
Advanced ball milling procedures were used to create n- and p-type bismuth telluride
nanoparticles which were stabilized in water using a cationic polymer. Adsorption of the polymer
onto the fresh particle surface created during the milling process led to charge stabilization,
preventing reaggregation of the bismuth telluride in suspension.
Using this approach, we have developed methods to achieve particles with diameter less
than 100 nm. Dynamic light scattering was used to measure the average size and size distribution
of the nanoparticles. The surface morphology and size of the crystalline grain were determined
using SEM and XRD, respectively. Electrical resistivity, thermal conductivity and Seebeck
coefficient of the nanomaterials were measured. We also hypothesized that sintering the
particles under pressure at temperatures below the melting point of 586°C would both eliminate
the polymer and lead to partial sintering of the particles. This in turn, would introduce pores of
sufficient size to scatter thermal phonons, leading to TEG devices with higher efficiencies. While
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our fabricated pellets had reduced electrical conductivity, we do observe decrease in thermal
conductivity and hence, this approach could offer a new route to improving efficiencies in the
design of materials for TEGs.
5.2. Experimental
5.2.1. Materials and instruments
Bulk n-type (Bi2Te2.7Se0.3 ,99.99%) and p-type (Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 ,99.99%) of 44 microns in
diameter were purchased from American Elements and were supplied in an airtight container.
The materials were stored inside a nitrogen glove box to avoid the formation of the bismuth
telluride oxide. The glove box was purged with N2 gas initially for five minutes to remove the air.
After 5 minutes of purging, the bulk sample containers were transferred into the glove box and
the door was closed tight. Then the glove box was purged with N 2 gas for 5 more minutes to
make sure that the glove compartment was free of air. We also used bismuth telluride materials
extracted from a commercial module, HZ14, obtained from Hi-Z Technologies. Antimony
triiodide (SbI3 98%) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich and was stored in an airtight bottle at room
temperature. Polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride (PDADMAC) with average Mw of 200,000350,000 supplied as 20 wt.% in H2O was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and stored at room
temperature.
A planetary Micro Mill PULVERISETTE 7 was purchased from FRITSCH Milling and Sizing
Inc. The micro-mill consists of two zirconia oxide sample bowls and zirconia oxide grinding shots
of 0.1 mm or 1.0 mm diameter.
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5.2.2. Ball milling procedure
The ball milling of the p- and n-type bismuth telluride was performed using two separate
zirconia bowls and separate sets of 1.0 mm and 0.1 mm shots to avoid any cross-contamination
between the p- and n-type materials. For grinding purposes, 15-17 g of 1.0 mm zirconia oxide
shot was added to a zirconia oxide bowl. Then, 1-2 g of p-type or n-type bulk bismuth telluride,
weighed inside the glove box under nitrogen purge, was added to a zirconia oxide bowl on top of
the zirconia shot. For the n-type bismuth telluride, 1% w/w antimony triiodide was added to the
zirconia bowl.
Through a series of trial-and-error experiments, we developed protocols for generating
40, 100 and 300 nm diameter particles. For 40 nm particles, 40 %w/w PDADMAC was mixed with
6 mL of deionized water in a separate beaker and stirred for 30 minutes. The polymer-water
mixture was added to each zirconia bowl containing the bulk samples and the bowls were then
loaded into the micro mill for ball milling. The samples were ball-milled for 30 minutes at 1100
rpm to generate the suspension of 40 nm nanoparticles. For 100 and 300 nm particles, 30 %w/w
and 35 %w/w PDADMAC were mixed with 6 mL of deionized water, respectively. The polymerwater mixture was added to the zirconia bowl with the bulk sample and ball milled at 1100 rpm
for 30 minutes. After ball milling, the zirconia shots were filtered out with a 0.45-micron
membrane, and the sample suspension was dried in an oven at 80-100°C for 12-16 hours to
obtain nanoparticles in the form of a powder. The nanoparticles were then stored at room
temperature in an airtight vial located in the glove box.
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5.2.3. X-Ray Diffraction
The powder X-ray diffraction of the bulk and nano particles was performed using a
PANalytical XPert PRO MRD XL #DY2409 instrument with a fixed divergence slit. The target anode
material was Cu, the K-Alpha1 wavelength was 1.5440598 Å and the K-Alpha2 wavelength was
1.544426 Å. The bulk powder was taped onto a glass slide with a single sided tape. The ball
milled samples were pressed into pellets at 300°C and the XRD data was collected along the
direction of hot pressing.
5.2.4. Hot and cold pressing of the nanoparticles into a pellet
The p- and n-type ball-milled nanoparticles were hot pressed into a cylindrical pellet using
a pellet dye and a hydraulic press under 500 psi at 200, 250, and 300⁰C (see Figure 5.2). The
pressed pellets were 5 mm in diameter and had a height of 3 to 4 mm. A barrel jacket heater
surrounding the pellet dye was used to heat the dye up to 300°C without applying any pressure.
To control the temperature ramp, the jacketed pellet dye was attached to a home built PID
controller. The temperature was monitored using a type K thermocouple that was inserted
between the heater and the dye. The jacketed dye was insulated to keep the temperature
constant while hot pressing and a constant nitrogen gas was flowed inside the dye through the
purging hole to prevent the oxidation of the material while hot pressing. A temperature ramp
rate of 5-10°C per minute was used. Once the dye reached the desired temperature, it was held
constant at that temperature for 1 hour to remove the PDADMAC polymer used in ball milling
the material. After 1 hour, the sample was then hot pressed at 500 psi for 5-10 minutes using
the hydraulic press while maintaining the temperature at 300°C. The pressure and temperature
were then gradually released over 20 minutes under constant nitrogen gas flow . Then the pellet
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was removed from the press and stored in an airtight container inside the nitrogen glove box. In
another approach, nanoparticles were cold pressed at 500 psi into a pellet at room temperature
under steady nitrogen flow, then post annealed to 200, 250, 300, and 400°C at a ramp rate of
10°C/min until the hot-pressing temperature was reached. The pressure was reduced slowly,
and the sample was allowed to come down to room temperature naturally under the nitrogen
flow. This second procedure was used to determine if post sintering altered the electrical and
thermal conductivity of the materials, compared to hot pressing.

Figure 5.2. The setup for hot pressing of the bismuth telluride nanoparticles into a pellet using a
heated dye on a hydraulic press, controlled using a home built PID controller.
5.2.5. Electrical resistivity
The electrical resistivity of the bulk and ball milled p-type material was measured for the
cold pressed and hot pressed 13 mm diameter pellets using a four-point probe, as shown in
Figure 5.3. Approach for measuring the electrical conductivity of the p-type bismuth telluride
pellets inside a high-temperature muffle furnace in real-time, using a homebuilt four-point probe
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connected to a multiplexer and a Keithley source measure unit. This setup was used to measure
the sheet resistance to calculate the bulk resistivity of the pellets using a modified 4-point probe
that can be inserted inside a high temperature furnace to measure the resistivity of the samples
at elevated temperatures. As shown in Figure 5.3a, a 13 mm p- type bismuth telluride sample
was mounted on the 4-probe sample holder, such that the tip of the probe holds the sample
mounted on top of the ceramic plate. The probe tips are made of nichrome wires. Two of the
probes measure the current passed across the sample and the other two probes measure the
corresponding voltage across the sample. The probe tips were coated with conductive silver
paint to decrease the ohmic contact resistance. Figure 5.3b shows the end of the probe
connected to a Keithley source measure unit to measure the current and voltage over time. The
multiplexer is also connected to the source meter and hooked up with a computer (not shown in
Figure 5.3) to record the data. Figure 5.3c shows the probe with the sample inserted inside a
narrow glass tube that sits inside the muffle tube furnace. The glass tube has a locking
mechanism on both ends to make sure temperature remains constant over time. The probe head
is positioned in the middle of the furnace to unsure uniform heating. The temperature was
measured using a K type thermocouple inserted in the ceramic material of the tube furnace that
sits below the sample.
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Figure 5.3. Approach for measuring the electrical conductivity of the p-type bismuth telluride
pellets inside a high-temperature muffle furnace in real-time, using a homebuilt four-point probe
connected to a multiplexer and a Keithley source measure unit.
Once the sample was loaded, the glass tube was purged with a 10 mL/min nitrogen gas
flow to remove any trapped oxygen. The sheet resistance of the sample is then measured over
time at room temperature and recorded using a MATLAB data acquisition program. The sheet
resistance was also measured as a function of increasing temperature using a PID controller, as
shown in Figure 5.4. Once a stable resistance reading was obtained, the temperature was
increased in ramp mode (2⁰C/min) up to 400°C while remaining isothermal at 100°C, 200°C, and
300°C for at least 30 minutes to obtain a uniform sheet resistance value.
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Figure 5.4. Output from the MATLAB program showing the sheet resistance of a 13 mm p- type
bulk bismuth telluride, measured in real time as a function of temperature using a 4-point probe.
The pellet was hot pressed at 300°C. The temperature was ramped at a rate of 2°C/min using a
PID controller.
Similarly, the sheet resistance of ball milled p-type nanoparticles was determined using
13 mm diameter hot pellets hot pressed at 300°C. After the data was collected, the sample was
allowed to cool down to room temperature and the sample's sheet resistance was measured
during the cooling process. It required about 8-10 hours to measure the sheet resistance of a
single sample because the ramping and cooling process was slow at 2°C/min.
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5.3. Results and discussion
5.3.1. Characterization of the bismuth telluride bulk and nanoparticles
5.3.1.1. Particle size distribution
After ball milling, a small amount of the suspension from the zirconia bowl was extracted
using a micropipette and diluted 10-fold to measure the average particle size distribution on a
Malvern 3000 HSA Zetasizer. The average size distribution of the “as received” bulk p-type
bismuth telluride powder was 610±103 nm (see Figure 5.5). Once the samples were ball milled
in the presence of 30, 35, and 40 %w/w PDADMAC, the size distribution of the particles was
316±45 nm, 129±23 nm, and 60±15 nm, respectively.

Figure 5.5. Average particle size distribution of the bulk p-type bismuth telluride, before and after
ball milling with different % w/w PDADAMAC in water.
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5.3.1.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The SEM of the ball milled p- and n-type nanoparticles were performed to determine the
size distribution of the ball milled nanoparticles and observe the microscopic void in the
materials. Figure 5.6a and Figure 5.6b shows the SEM images of the p- type bismuth telluride
nanoparticles after ball milling in presence of the 40 %w/w PDADMAC. Figure 5.6c and Figure
5.6d shows the SEM images of the n type bismuth telluride nanoparticles after ball milling in
presence of the 40 %w/w PDADMAC.

Figure 5.6: SEM image of the p-type bismuth telluride (a and b) and n- type bismuth telluride (c
and d) nanoparticles. The images were taken after drying the nanoparticles at 80°C for 12 hours.
Figure 5.6 shows that uniform distribution of the bismuth telluride nanoparticles and
presence of microscopic porosity. In the case of n- type materials, the particles tend to aggregate
into bigger clusters but individual particles with different shapes were observed. While collecting
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the SEM images, different random locations were chosen, and the size of the individual
nanoparticles was measured, as shown in Figure 5.7, and the obtained numbers were consistent
with the DLS measurement results shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.7. SEM image of the p-type bismuth telluride nanoparticles prepared by ball milling in
presence of 40 %w/w PADAMAC, showing the size of the individual nanoparticle measured from
edge to edge.
Figure 5.8a and 5.8b shows the SEM images of the p- type bismuth telluride nanoparticles
after ball milling in presence of 35 and 30 %w/w PDADMAC. The average size of the particles in
the 35 %w/w PDADMAC sample was in the range of 80-130 nm whereas the average size of the
particles in the 30 %w/w PDADMAC sample was in the range of 280-350 nm. Thus, the SEM
images suggest that with increasing %w/w of polymer, the size of the nanoparticles decreased in
the suspension due to the electrostatic stabilization of the negatively charged nanoparticles with
adsorption of opposite charged polymer on their surface[152].
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Figure 5.8. SEM images of the p-type bismuth telluride samples ball milled in presence of a) 35
and b) 30 %w/w PADAMAc in water solution. The images were taken after drying the suspension
at 80°C for 12 hours
The main reason we hot pressed the pellets at 300°C was to ensure that microscopic voids
are present in the hot-pressed samples so that the thermal conductivity would be lowered. The
presence of voids is shown in Figure 5.9 for a pellet made with 40 nm particles hot pressed at
300°C. The SEM images of the pellet cross section shows that the porosity remains even after hot
pressing the sample at 300°C. The shape of the nanoparticles were mostly irregular, as shown in
Figure 5.9, and the particles were partially sintered together while retaining a level of porosity.

Figure 5.9. A cross-section SEM image of a p- type pellet made of 40 nm particles hot pressed at
300°C.
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5.3.1.3. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
TGA of the bulk p- type and the bulk n-type material was performed and compared with
the ball milled nanoparticles to determine the amount of PDADMAC remaining after hot pressing
at 200, 250, and 300⁰C. In Figure 5.10, the TGA plot shows one peak at 220°C due to removal of
the PDADMAC and a second peak at around 320 °C, suggesting the complete oxidation of the
PADAMAC. Figure 5.10c and Figure 5.10d show the TGA curves for the p- type 40 nm particles
hot pressed at 500 psi into a 5 mm pellet at 200, 250 and 300°C. A peak due to PADAMAc is
observed in Figure 5.10c. However, in Figure 5.10d, the TGA shows that the peak due to
PDADMAC removal is not observed when the sample was hot pressed at 300°C. Hence, we
conclude that heating in the range of 300-350°C is sufficient to remove all PDADMAC from the
sample. Similar TGA curves were obtained for the n-type bismuth telluride. Thus, both the p-type
and the n-type nanoparticles were hot-pressed around 300-350⁰C to remove the polymer from
the material surface. Hot pressing at a higher temperature, such as 400⁰C, was not implemented
because this would reduce the micro voids necessary to lower the thermal conductivity of the
material.
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Figure 5.10. TGA of the p-type bismuth telluride a) as received, and 40 nm particles hot pressed
at b) 200, c) 250, and d) 300°C.
Cold pressed 40 nm particle pellets were post annealed at 300, 350, and 400⁰C, and TGA
analysis was performed to investigate if post annealing of the pellets can be used as an alternative
to hot pressing. Cold pressing the samples did reduce the formation of the cracks within the
pellets. However, the TGA of the post annealed sample (see Figure 5.11) shows that the polymer
removal starts around 200⁰C and continues up until 400⁰C.
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Figure 5.11. TGA of the cold pressed bulk p- and n-type bismuth telluride.
5.3.1.4. Powder X-Ray diffraction (XRD)
The XRD pattern of the ball milled p-type materials after hot pressing the nanoparticles
at 300°C is shown in Figure 5.11. All of the ball milled samples had a rhombohedral crystal
structure (R3m), which is consistent with the standard PDF #01-080-6665 for p-type bismuth
telluride.
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Figure 5.12: XRD of p- type bismuth telluride pellets along the perpendicular direction of hot
pressing at 300°C.
The average crystallite size was measured using the Scherrer Equation,
𝑡 = 𝐾λ/(Bcosθ)

5.5

where t denotes the average crystallite size, K is the Scherrer constant, λ is the X-ray
wavelength, and B is the peak FWHH (in radians) found at 2Θ. Using this equation, the average
crystallite size for the 300 nm particles was 183 nm, whereas the average crystallite size for the
100 nm particles was about 38 nm. The average crystallite size of the 40 nm particles was 29 nm.
This shows that the particles are polycrystalline in nature.
5.3.1.5. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
EDS on the ball milled n-type samples were performed before and after hot pressing at
300⁰C ⁰C to determine the fraction of oxygen and carbon present in the samples. The oxidation
of the bismuth telluride reduces electrical conductivity of the bismuth telluride which, in turn,
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lowers the Seebeck voltage, resulting in a lower power output. Furthermore, the presence of the
organic polymer in the ball milled samples can reduce the electrical conductivity of the material.
Figure 5.13 shows the EDS spectrum of the 40 nm n-type bismuth telluride pellet before
and after hot pressing at 300⁰C in which both carbon and oxygen are present in the samples after
ball milling. The wt.% of carbon in the sample was 19.66 % and oxygen was 3.13 %. This means
some of the bismuth telluride oxidized but the oxidized fraction is less than 5 wt.% of the total
sample. After hot pressing the sample at 300⁰C, EDS analysis showed no carbon in the sample.
However, the wt.% oxygen increased from 3.13% to 5.59%. Thus, the hot pressing at 300⁰C leads
to an increase in oxidation of the material but the extent of this oxidation was minimized due to
nitrogen purging of the samples during the hot press.

Figure 5.13. The EDS and the elemental analysis of the ball milled n-type bismuth telluride (a)
before hot press and (b) after hot press at 300°C.
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5.3.1.6. Void fraction
The void fraction formed was calculated before and after annealing a 13 mm diameter
pellet for both the p- and n-type bismuth telluride. The “as received” p- and n- type bismuth
telluride had a measured bulk density of 7.58 and 7.63 g/cm3, respectively. In contrast, when 40
nm p- and n-type particles were pressed into a pellet, the packing densities were 5.02 and 5.33
g/cm3 prior to hot pressing. The difference between the bulk and packing densities is due to the
void fraction. Thus, by measuring the volume of the pellet and its weight, the void fraction is
determined. Therefore, a void fraction of 34% and 30% were obtained for p- and n-type bismuth
telluride for the pressed pellets. After annealing the pellets at 300°C for 1 hour, the packing
density of the same p- and n-type pellet increased to 5.70 g/cm3 and 5.97 g/cm3, resulting in a
drop in the void fraction to 27% and 22%, respectively. This overall 11-12% decrease in the void
fraction is caused by the high temperature surface sintering of the sample at 300°C.
5.3.2. Thermoelectric properties of the p- and n-type nanoparticles
5.3.2.1. Electrical resistivity
The electrical resistivity of the bulk or ball milled bismuth telluride was measured for the
5 mm or 13 mm diameter pellets of the hot and cold pressed p- and n- type bismuth telluride
powders. Different sample preparation conditions and numerous methods and setups were used
to determine the factors that affect the electrical conductivity of the bismuth telluride. Most of
the electrical resistivity measurements were performed using the p-type material because it was
less susceptible to oxidation compared to the n-type material.
𝜌 = 𝑅𝐴⁄𝑙
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The electrical resistivity of the bulk p-type bismuth telluride is shown in Figure 5.14 Figure
5.14a shows the measured electrical resistivity of a 13 mm bulk cold pressed and a 13 mm bulk
hot-pressed sample at 300°C. Figure 5.14b shows the electrical resistivity of the bulk p-type
bismuth telluride measured by 7 different labs to obtain a standard resistivity value of the bulk
bismuth telluride. Thus, we decided to compare the resistivity of our bismuth telluride with those
from different labs.

Figure 5.14. Electrical resistivity of bulk p-type bismuth telluride materials a) measured using our
4 probe point setup and b) measured by seven different labs [153].
The electrical resistivity of the cold pressed and hot pressed (at 300°C) sample were
measured at 25°C and the values were 5.59 and 2.61 mOhm-cm, respectively.25°C Whereas, the
resistivity of the bulk sample measured at other labs (see Figure 5.14b) were in the range of 1.41.5 mOhm-cm at 100°C. Thus, the measured resistivity for the cold pressed sample is almost 4.5
times higher, whereas the resistivity of the hot-pressed sample is only a factor of 1.5 higher than
the bulk values. This high resistivity is caused by the porosity and partly due to contact resistance
between the tips of the probe and the sample.
The probe was designed to measure the sheet resistance of a thin film and not the bulk
resistance of a thick disk. We could not physically attach the tips of the probe to the sample and,
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as a result, resorted to the use of conductive silver paste on the tips of the probe to minimize
contact resistance between the probe and the sample. Nevertheless, the difference in resistance
between the hot and cold pressed samples shows that the presence of voids does lead to a
reduction in the electrical conductivity and that surface sintering increases the contact between
the particulates and hence, lowers the resistance of the pressed disk at 300°C.
We then measured the electrical resistivity of the ball milled p-type samples hot pressed
at 300⁰C and the data is shown in Figure 5.15. The electrical resistivity of the pressed samples
were 7.9, 10.3, and 9.1 mOhm-cm for the 40, 100, and 300 nm particulate disks, respectively.
Comparing these values with literature values (see Figure 5.14b), we find that the resistivity of
the ball milled samples are almost 6-8 times higher than the bulk resistivity. This increase in the
electrical resistivity is expected, as we are creating voids in the material by ball milling and hot
pressing at about half-way to the melting point temperature (586°C).

Figure 5.15. The electrical resistivity of the p-type bismuth telluride pellet as a function of
temperature. The pellets were hot pressed at 300°C.
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Initially, we thought that part of the higher electrical resistance could be due to the
oxidation of the bismuth telluride with the dissolved oxygen present in the DI water. If this
oxidation of the sample during the ball milling can be reduced, then this could lower the resistivity
of the hot-pressed nanoparticles. Thus, we used deoxygenated DI water to ball mill the p-type
bismuth telluride and hot press them at 300°C to measure the resistivity of the sample.

Figure 5.16. Resistivity of the p-type bismuth telluride pellets hot pressed at 300°C measured as
a function of temperature using a four-point probe.
Figure 5.16 shows that ball milling of the sample in deoxygenated water is a minor factor
in the measured resistance of the p-type bismuth telluride. For example, the resistivity of the
100 nm particle size sample was 10.1 mOhm-cm. When the deoxygenated water was used for
ball milling, the resistivity of the 100 nm samples ball milled with deoxygenated water and then
hot pressed at 300°C were 10.2, 10.3, and 11.3 mOhm-cm at 25°C. Furthermore, the resistivity
of the deoxygenated samples is almost 5-10% higher, compared to the samples ball milled in DI
water and hot pressed at 300°C.
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5.3.2.2. Thermal conductivity and Seebeck Coefficient
The thermal conductivity and Seebeck coefficient data were collected at Cornell
University. Figure 5.17 shows that the thermal conductivity of the bulk sample hot pressed at
300°C was 1.21 W/K m at ambient temperature and changed little between 7°C to 107°C. The
bulk material will contain voids since we hot pressed the bulk (as received) material well below
the melting point of bismuth telluride. The reported thermal conductivity of the p type bulk
bismuth telluride pressed into disks after melting above the melting point are between 1.45 to
1.5 W/K m at 50-100°C [154]. Hence, even hot pressing the bulk material at 300°C introduces
void within the material that reduces the thermal conductivity to 1.2 W/K m which is about a
20% reduction in thermal conductivity.
The thermal conductivity obtained for hot pressed pellets varied with the size of the
nanoparticle, with values of 0.8 , 0.59 and 0.22 W/K m for 40, 300 nm and 100 nm particles
measured at 27°C , respectively. Increasing the temperature to 107°C resulted in little change in
the thermal conductivity values of any of the nanoparticle-based pellets. A higher thermal
conductivity for 40 nm particles is most likely due to a “too small a void size” leading to reduced
phonon scattering. However, the thermal conductivity value of the 40 nm particle sample was
almost 2 times lower than the reported bulk values at 100°C. The thermal conductivity of the
300 nm particles was almost 2.5 times lower than the reported bulk values at 100°C. The 100 nm
particles showed the lowest thermal conductivity value out of all four samples. The thermal
conductivity of the 100 nm particles was between 0.20-0.22 W/K m within 27- 107°C, which is
almost 6.7 times lower than the bulk reported values at 50- 100°C range. As a result, we
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concluded that the 100 nm diameter particles lead to the pore structure that best scattered the
thermal phonons.

Figure 5.17. The thermal conductivity of the p- type bismuth telluride material as a function of
measuring temperature. The pellets were hot pressed (HP) into 5 mm diameter pellets under
nitrogen gas flow at 300°C.
Figure 5.18 shows the Seebeck coefficient values for p- type bulk and nanoparticles hot
pressed at 300°C and measured from 280 K to 380 K. The Seebeck values increased with
temperature for all samples. The porous bulk material hot pressed at 300°C had the lowest
Seebeck value of 195 µV/K at ambient temperature and increased to 206 µV/K at 107°C (380 K).
The reported Seebeck coefficient value for bulk p- type bismuth telluride is about 230-240 µV/K
at 100°C and decreases with increase of the temperature[153][154]. A decrease in the Seebeck
coefficient is understandable, as the presence of microscopic void reduces the charge transport
from the hot side to the cold side. The Seebeck values of the hot-pressed nanoparticles were
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slightly higher than those of the porous bulk material. For example, the Seebeck coefficient for
the 40 nm particles was in the range of 210 µV/K at 107°C. For 100 nm particles, the values
ranged between 200 and 220 µV/K and was around 235 µV/K at 107°C for 300 nm particles.
Overall, the ball milling and hot pressing of the nanoparticles only showed a 5-8% decrease in the
Seebeck coefficient value at 107 ° C.

Figure 5.18. The Seebeck coefficient of the p- type bismuth telluride material as a function of
measuring temperature. The pellets were hot pressed (HP) into 5 mm diameter pellets under
nitrogen gas flow at 300°C.
The thermal conductivity and Seebeck coefficient of n-type bismuth telluride bulk and 40
nm particles hot pressed at 300°C are shown in Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20. Due to a problem
with the instrument at Cornel, the thermal conductivity and Seebeck coefficient values at 100 nm
and 300 nm were not measured. The thermal conductivity of the selenium doped bulk n- type
bismuth telluride (Bi2.15Te2.55Se0.3) is 1.65 W/K m at room temperature[155]. A thermal
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conductivity of 2.5 W/K m at 100°C has also been reported by Hegde et al. for the Bi 2Te2.70Se0.3
[156]. Thus, the thermal conductivity of the bulk Bi2.15Te2.55Se0.3 hot pressed at 300°C was
measured to be 2.15 W/K m at 27°C, rising to 2.45 W/K m at 107°C, which is consistent with the
reported values of the n- type material. For the 40 nm particles, the value was 0.45 W/K m at
27°C and increased to 0.79 W/K m, which is nearly 3.2 times lower than the porous bulk material
values obtained at 100°C. As a result, unlike the p-type counterparts, the thermal conductivity
of the porous bulk n- type used showed no improvement. However, when compared to its ptype counterpart, the 40 nm n- type particles decreased more rapidly in thermal conductivity
with increasing temperature. At 107°C, the thermal conductivity of the p- type 40 nm particles
decreased 1.5 times compared to a 3 times reduction for the 40 nm n type nanoparticles.

Figure 5.19. Thermal conductivity of the n type bismuth telluride material as a function of
temperature. The pellets were hot pressed (HP) into 5 mm diameter pellets under nitrogen gas
flow at 300°C.
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Figure 5.20 shows the Seebeck coefficient of the porous bulk and 40 nm n type particles
hot pressed at 300°C. The Seebeck value of the bulk material was -45 µV/K at 25°C and increased
up to -52 µV/K at 107°C. For the 40 nm particles, it was -58 µV/K at 25°C and went up to -68 µV/K
at 105°C The Seebeck coefficient value of the n type bismuth telluride material depends on the
composition and level of selenium dopant present in the material[140]. Addition of selenium
dopant increases the electron concentration of the n- type material, which in turn, increases the
Seebeck coefficient value and contributes to the overall improvement of the ZT[157]. In this
study, we have used Bi2.15Te2.55Se0.3 (99.99%) as n- type material, which has a reported Seebeck
coefficient of -60 to -80 µV/K at 100°C [140]. Thus, our porous bulk material showed a slight
decrease in the Seebeck coefficient at 100°C, compared to the reported bulk values. The Seebeck
coefficient value of the 40 nm particles were similar to reported bulk values at 100°C and
performed better than the porous bulk materials hot pressed at 300°C (see Figure 5.20).

Figure 5.20. Seebeck coefficient of the n- type bismuth telluride material as a function of
temperature. The pellets were hot pressed (HP) into 5 mm diameter pellets under nitrogen gas
flow at 300°C.
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5.3.2.3. Figure of merit, ZT
Figure 5.21 shows the ZT of the p- type porous bulk and nanoparticles hot pressed at
300°C. The ZT was calculated using the values obtained from Figure 5.14Figure 5.15,
Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18. The bulk p- type hot pressed at 300°C had a ZT of 0.37 at
25°C and dropped to 0.34 at 105°C.

Figure 5.21. ZT of the p- type bismuth telluride hot pressed at 300°C as a function of measuring
temperature.
This ZT value is much lower than the ZT value of bulk bismuth telluride material in the
literature[154][153]. For example, p-type Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 synthesized by zone melting has a ZT of 1.0
at room temperature[158][159]. As our bulk material was hot pressed at a temperature well
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below the melting point of bismuth telluride, whereas the reported ZT values are for material
melted into a pellet and do not contain voids.
At 105°C, the ZT of the 40, 100, and 300 nm particles was 0.27, 0.77, and 0.35,
respectively, as shown in Figure 5.21. The 100 nm particles showed the highest ZT value at 105°C
and Figure 5.21 shows that the ZT value is increasing further with the increase of temperature.
A peak ZT for p- type bismuth telluride is reported at 100-110°C for bulk material[154] and a
similar trend is also observed for the nanostructured materials[117]. Above these temperatures,
the ZT decreases. In our case, the ZT of the 100 nm particles is still about 23% lower than the
reported ZT value of 1 for bulk bismuth telluride at 100°C. Even though we lowered the thermal
conductivity of the 100 nm particles by a factor of 6.7 compared to the bulk material, the
electrical resistivity of the 100 nm particles is almost 8 times higher than the reported bulk values
at 100°C[153][154]. One interesting aspect is that the ZT appears to plateau above 100°C for our
nanoparticulate materials, which differs from that reported for nonporous materials which peak
and then decrease at or near this temperature. Since the goal is to work at temperatures of 200
to 300 C with engines, further studies at these higher temperatures are warranted. As a result,
100 nm particles appear to be a promising contender for device development in the future.
We also spent considerable time and effort on device fabrication, Peltier cooling, and
Seebeck power generation. And these studies have been described in the dissertation of Dr.
Travis Wallace. We also published an article on the method of a device fabrication and validation
of the measuring of the Seebeck power output for individual p- and n- type couples of bismuth
telluride. The article is provided in the Appendix to this thesis.
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5.4. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have described a top-down approach of synthesizing different size of
p- and n- type bismuth telluride nanoparticles with well-defined pore structures. The method
involves ball milling the bulk material in presence of a cationic polymer PADAMAC. The cationic
PADAMAC adsorbs on a freshly created surface generated during the ball milling and prevents
reaggregation of the particles. By altering the concentration of the PADAMAC relative to the
bismuth telluride, we were also able to control the size of the nanoparticles in the suspension.
When hot pressed at temperatures of 300°C, the presence of pores scatters more thermal
phonons, compared to their nonporous counterparts.

A maximum thermal conductivity

reduction of 6.7 times at 107°C was achieved for p-type 100 nm particles, compared to the
reported bulk values at 100°C. However, the electrical conductivity of the pressed disks were 8
times lower, leading to an overall decrease in ZT. Nevertheless, we demonstrate that tuning the
particle size and sintering temperature is a potential strategy in the development of TE materials.
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6. CHAPTER 6: FUTURE WORK
The approach described in Chapters 2 and 3 use the standard molybdenum blue method to
detect phosphate and arsenate in water. One possible extension of this work would be to use a
different and much simpler method of detecting both phosphate and arsenate without using the
complex molybdenum blue method. One straightforward approach would be to form phosphate
and arsenate salts via a precipitation reaction using copper chloride instead of molybdenum blue,
as shown in reactions 6.1 and 6.2.
2𝑃𝑂43− + 3𝐶𝑢2+ → 𝐶𝑢3 (𝑃𝑂43− )2 ↓

6.1

2𝐴𝑠𝑂43− + 3𝐶𝑢2+ → 𝐶𝑢3 (𝐴𝑠𝑂43− )2 ↓

6.2

The precipitate then can be captured on the membrane and IR spectra can be recorded through
the membrane as shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1. The IR spectra of copper phosphate and copper arsenate recorded directly through
the membrane showing distinct stretching bands for P-O and As-O at different frequencies.
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In Figure 6.1 The P-O and As-O produce bands at different wavenumbers. As a result, using the
copper chloride precipitation reaction and the protocol described in Chapter 4, a method for
detecting phosphate and arsenate could be developed. The advantage of using the salt formation
method is that both the phosphate and arsenate IR bands can be observed in this method. This
contrasts to the molybdenum blue and CTAB method described in Chapter 3, in which the P-O
band is obscured due to the presence of strong Mo-O located around 1050 cm-1. As a result, the
amount of phosphate was measured indirectly using the combination of the visible and IR
spectroscopy. We hypotheses that copper chloride method would be a more simpler approach
where the amount of phosphate and arsenate both could be measured from the intensity of the
IR bands as shown in Figure 6.1. The kinetics of the precipitation reaction to form the particles
and methods to control the size of the particles in the suspension, as described in Chapter 4,
would have to be developed for the copper chloride method.
The work described in Chapter 4 will be expanded in the future by performing a series of control
experiments to confirm that the CN- ions can be released from the WAD compounds by adding
S2- to the solution. Thus, DI water will be spiked with various concentrations of Cu 2+, Zn2+, Ca2+,
and Ag+. Then the solution will be spiked with 1-5 mgL-1 of CN- so that the WAD cyanide
compounds can form. Then 32-40 times Ag+ will be added to the solution so that any fraction of
unbound Free CN- can form the AgCN precipitate in the solution. Then, in the same manner, a
second solution will be prepared by adding the cations and spiking it with the same concentration
CN- to form the WAD cyanide compounds. After that the solution will be further spiked with 10
mgL-1 S2- so that CN- can be liberated from the WAD compounds. Then Ag+ will be added to the
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solution to form the AgCN particles. Thus, the equation 1 will be used to determine what fraction
of WAD cyanide was released by the addition of the S2- in the solution.
𝐶𝑁 − 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑 (𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1 ) = 𝐶𝑁 − 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑆 2− 𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒(𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1 ) − 𝐶𝑁 − 𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑜ℎ𝑢𝑡 𝑆 2− (𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1 )

6.3

Multiple improvements are suggested for the work described in Chapter 5, which are listed
below.
1. Longer period of ball milling (1-2 hours) to make nanoparticles with well-defined grain
boundaries to further increase the thermal phonon scattering.
2. A robust hot-pressing system is required to avoid the crack formation on the nano pellets.
Thus, for that reason a rectangular shaped dye should be built.
3. Hot press the nanoparticles at elevated temperatures (400 °C) to improve the electrical
properties should be investigated.
4. Approaches to obtain more accurate electrical resistivity values for the p and n type
nanoparticles are needed .
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A.1. Abstract
Development of thermoelectric materials and devices requires performance testing to
assess improvements as compared against known control samples. Traditionally, this has been
done by measuring the figure of merit. However, another important parameter for materials
evaluation is the power output of a single P-N junction pair, typically performed by applying
current to the circuit and measuring the Peltier temperature difference output. This approach
often leads to errors due to contact resistive heating across interfaces within a device. An
alternative approach is to evaluate a thermoelectric couple as a Seebeck generator that requires
expensive meters ($20 k-$30 k) to measure milli-volt and milli-amp outputs. In order to enable
materials evaluation without the need to use full device modules that are costly and time
intensive to fabricate and test, this paper describes the development of low-cost (~$200)
measurement circuit and shows data that validates the milli-volt and milli-amp outputs from a
single thermoelectric couple.
A.2. Introduction
Thermoelectric (TE) devices and modules are a potential enabling technology that will allow
routine extraction of usable energy from temperature gradients associated with any combustible
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fuel source. Whether TE technology is applied to, for example, the shore-side power industry or
the off-shore maritime shipping industry, there are potential cost savings in terms of energy use
for these large-scale operations by reducing the amount of fuel combusted and potentially
reducing the carbon footprint of a plant. In order to demonstrate the utility and costeffectiveness of using a specific TE module, however, measurements must be made to show the
electrical output capabilities, ranges, limitations, and efficiencies. The Seebeck effect manifests
in an electrical power output when a temperature differential is established across a P-N junction
comprised of TE materials. For traditional commercial TE modules, measurements of the power
output from a complete module are performed and provided in specification data sheets. For
researchers developing thermoelectric materials, measuring the Seebeck coefficient from a
single P-N junction pair, known as a couple, is desirable compared to the module level, which is
a combination of electrically connected couples in series. In terms of ease of testing,
measurements at the module level are routine since the magnitudes of the voltage (V) and
current (A) are in the range of 10 1 to 101 and can be measured by standard multi-meters.
However, manufacturing of a complete functioning P-N thermoelectric module is a complex and
costly process, which requires appropriate facilities and trained personnel. Thus, from a materials
development perspective, electrical characterization of a single P-N couple instead of a full
module is preferred. Measurements from a single P-N couple have outputs in the 10-3 to 10-6
range for both voltage (V) and current (A) where most off-the-shelf multimeters fail to precisely
measure the required milli-range outputs due to poor signal-to-noise ratio. Off-the-shelf options
for voltage and current source meters with milli- and nano- range scales are priced > $20 k, which
can put a strain on research budgets. Several different types of measurement systems that can
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determine the current and voltage outputs from TE junctions and modules have been reported
in the literature. Petsagkourakis et al. [1] review a number of thermoelectric applications that
show the importance of comparative testing of device power outputs. El-Genk and Saber [2] used
I-V curves to compare and validate experimental data to a theoretical model for a segmented TE
material couple in which differences between experiment and modeling is attributed to heat
losses and contact resistances. Parveen et al. [3] report a test procedure for applying decreasing
load resistances while increasing the heat source temperature to create a power profile for a
manufactured module. Min et al. [4] used a computer-controlled potentiostat from a commercial
vendor to control the load applied to a thermoelectric module to develop I-V power output
curves. O’Halloran and Rodrigues [5] modified the Min’s approach to use a known resistance and
a rheostat to vary the load applied to a thermoelectric module in order to develop voltage and
power output curves. This last method may be considered to be the lowest cost method, but it is
appropriate only for testing an entire module output. Sarihk et al. [6] discuss the development of
a pulse width modulation loading device using MOSFETs for characterizing photovoltaic devices
that produce up to 8.2A and 30.8 V at maximum power output. For this application, the MOSFETs
are used as a variable resistor to provide the load for the output measurements. The circuit
described in this paper is able to measure smaller voltage and current outputs than the published
measurement capabilities of the circuit described in Sarihk et al. Rivai et al. [7] discuss a low cost
I-V measurement circuit for use in evaluating photovoltaic cells. The circuit described in their
measurement uses a capacitor as the load instead of a resistor bank. Van Dyk et al. [8] uses a
resistor bank with relays to evaluate 100 and 101 range I-V output from an array of PV cells, but
the circuit described in this work employs switches and MOSFETs as resistor triggers, is capable
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of measuring 10-3 to 10-6 range for both voltage (V) and current (A). In this paper, we describe a
I-V testing circuit capable of measuring the output current and voltages from complete TE
modules, as described in Parveen [3], Min [4], and O’Halloran [5], and the low voltage and current
outputs in the milli-volt and milli-amp scale from an individual TE couple. Using this approach,
the I-V curves can be generated at minimal cost. The functionality of the circuit is demonstrated
using a P and N type bismuth telluride based couple and commercially available modules (HZ-2,
Hi-Z Technologies). The cost of the equivalent circuit to the source meter is approximately $200,
depending on test specific customizations.
A.3. Experimental setup
A measurement circuit was designed and constructed with the capability of measuring
millivolt to volt outputs and milliamp to amp output, via an analog voltage data output, from
either a TE module or an individual TE couple. The circuit also has the capability to vary the
amount of electrical load applied to the thermoelectric device to ascertain te optimal power
output from the unit at a given temperature between 20°C and 250°C. The circuit board within
the measurement system shown in Figure A.1 is designed with a variable resistor load bank
containing discrete selectable values. This load bank uses power resistors over a user-defined
range to provide different unique load values to apply to the thermoelectric generator of interest.
Discreet resistors were used in order to provide a consistent, customizable, and repeatable I-V
result.
A potentiometer that provides a variable resistive load was not used because the
potentiometer introduces noise into the measurement due to the potentiometer acting as an
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electromagnetic antenna [7]. The use of a potentiometer would also reduce the precision of the
experiment due to the unreproducablility of resistive values for each repeated experiment. A
rheostat which varies the load in discrete increments was not used because the unique loading
required for differing TE couples would require differently rangedrheostats due to differing TE
internal resistances. The use of individual resistors provided an increased adaptability of the
circuit.
In the circuit shown in Figure A.1, each resistor is selected by the user via a toggle switch.
The toggle switch was used because of its ease of use and implementation for the first generation
circuit. These could easily be upgraded to solid state relays in the next iteration. The toggle switch
triggers a MOSFET device (IRFB7437PBF, Infineon Technologies) connected to each resistor to
close that particular conductor path, thus providing the load connected in parallel with the
thermoelectric generator.
The potential difference for each load setting was measured using two different methods:
(i) directly measuring the potential across the circuit using a data acquisition package or
alternatively by (ii) measuring the linear analog voltage output of a Hall sensor (HLSR 20-P, LEM)
monitoring the current through the load. The circuit was powered by a 60 Hz 120VAC input, 24
VDC output power supply (PW2-24, C-Ton Industries) rated for 1 W linear output, and uses 10
VDC and 5 VDC voltage regulators for the MOSFET and Hall sensor power, respectively.
The thermoelectric test rig, shown in Figure A.1, uses a benchtop 350 W laboratory hot
plate (HP2305BQ, Thermo Scientific) for the heat source. The heat sink uses a 2.5-gallon water
bath at 20°C circulated at 11.67 LPM through an aluminum plate heat exchanger using a water
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pump (Universal Pump 185, Hydor). The thermoelectric materials were placed between the hot
plate and the heat sink heat exchanger. An important component not shown in Figure A.1 is the
boron nitride thermal paste applied between the heat sink and respective copper bar, between
the copper bars and the ceramic plates, and between the ceramic plates and the module or
couple.
Copper blocks, measuring 3.81 cm by 3.81 cm, were used as a base plate for both the hot
side and cold side of the thermoelectric materials to aid temperature stability and to provide
more uniform thermal conductivity across the contact surfaces. A thermocouple wire (K-type,
Omega Engineering) was inserted into the copper pads via holes drilled 0.079 cm from the surface
of the pad in order to measure the heat source and sink temperatures for the thermoelectric
material at the contact surface. Alumina wafers were used to electrically isolate the
thermoelectric couples and modules from the copper baseplates.
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Figure A.1. a) The experimental setup showing the P-N couple inside the test rig, b) The circuit
built for measuring current and voltage output, and c) The data acquisition system.
Thermal paste was applied to thermally conductive contact surfaces to ensure uniform
heat transfer through the system. Microscopic surface roughness creates a non-uniform surface
that only makes contact across asperities, which decreases the thermal conductivity of the
system. This, in turn, decreases the efficiency of the thermoelectric device, as this energy transfer
drives the output of the device. As the amount of thermal energy decreases, the amount of
thermoelectric output decreases. For repeatable measurements in the 10-3 range of voltage and
current output from the TE couples, the thermal paste is of paramount importance.
However, there is no thermal paste between the individual P and N junctions and the
copper contact pads, as boron nitride is an electrical insulator. To ensure good thermal and
electrical conduction through the copper contact pads and the P and N TE junctions, two different
metallic resins of two-part epoxies was used to reduce the contact resistance. The resin was used
without the hardener to allow for the use of the same copper pads. As a result, the TE couples
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were not permanently bonded together. Three studies were conducted to ascertain this contact
resistance impact, one without any epoxy resin, the second with nickel (Ni) epoxy resin (AA-DUCT
903, Atom Adhesives), and the third with silver (Ag) epoxy resin (H20E Epo-Tek, Ted Pella, Inc.).
A data acquisition (DAQ) software package (LabView, National Instruments) was
developed to display the I/V measurements in real-time and record the data for further postprocessing. The voltage signals from the direct potential difference and the Hall sensor voltage
output were transmitted to the DAQ using an analog voltage differential card (NI 9205, National
Instruments). The thermocouple signals were transmitted to the DAQ with a thermocouple
analog card (NI 9213, National Instruments). Both cards were inserted into a common chassis (NI
9174, National Instruments) for data transmission to the DAQ software and computer. The data
rate used was a 3000 measurements per second at 100 averaged samples per measurement. It
was recognized that this data rate is 40 times higher than the published data rate of the NI 9213
card used for thermocouples but was used to capture any dynamic variation of voltage and/or
current output at any given temperature.
The TE measurement system is extremely economical and uses off-the-shelf electronic
components costing ~$200 and an additional ~ $400 for the other parts in the test rig. The heat
source and heat sink equipment are required for any thermoelectric experimentation, therefore
the approximate cost was decoupled from the circuit cost.
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Figure A.2. Measured voltage and power output data points for module #1 shown against the
manufacturer’s published data [9] Error bars are the standard deviation. (n = 3).
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A.4. Device validation
The circuit measurements were validated against published manufacturer performance
data of a commercial module (HZ2, Hi-Z Technologies, Inc). This module was selected as it has
the same P and N type BiTe materials as was used in the contact resistance study and it fit within
the experimental setup. The circuit was set at a known resistance to load match the internal
resistance of the thermoelectric modules. The hot side temperature was raised from 20°C to
150°C at a rate of ~15°C per minute using a hot plate heat source, and the cold side temperature
was maintained at 19°C . Figure A.2 shows the measured voltage and power outputs versus
temperature measured with the circuit as compared to the manufacturer specifications [9].
In Figure A.2, both the measured voltage and power output of the commercial module
track the data trends of the manufacturer data. However, there was an observable difference in
the voltage output data whereas the power output was within one standard deviation. The
standard deviations (n = 3) were calculated to be 0.021 V and 0.015 W. The manufacturer’s value
of 4 Ω for the internal resistance of module #1 was assumed to be a steady-state value and was
used as the load in the circuit. However, the internal resistance of thermoelectric materials does
vary with the increasing temperature differential, therefore the measured data can vary due to
differences between the load resistance and the internal resistance of the module. It was not
known whether the manufacturer used a single constant resistive load or adjusted the load
resistance with temperature.
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A.5. Thermoelectric couple measurement results
The overall goal of our experimental design was to evaluate individual TE couples using a
variety of TE material types. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the setup and circuit, a
baseline control experiment was performed using a single bismuth telluride P-N junction couple
that was extracted from a commercially available module (HZ14, Hi-Z Technologies). This couple
maintained the manufacturer’s structural support and contact pads and was placed into the test
rig with boron nitride thermal paste applied to all surfaces to ensure thermal conduction. All
measurements involving TE couples were compared to the control data set.
The individual P and N junctions were separated from the manufacturer packaging, by
stripping the contact pads and thermoplastic. Copper contact pads were used to bridge between
the two junctions and act as the contacts for the leads. The top copper pad used to electrically
bridge the junctions measured 2.15 mm thick, 18 mm long, and 9.5 mm wide. The bottom copper
pads used for the individual P and N junction was 2.15 mm thick, 14 mm long, and 9.5 mm wide.
A 20 AWG bare copper conductor was attached to each contact pad at the base of each individual
junction using a silver epoxy (H20E Epo-Tek, Ted Pella, Inc.).
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Figure A.3. Circuit voltage (top) and power (bottom) plotted against circuit current at a varying
load for an individual BiTe P-N couple at a temperature differential of 150 ◦C using Ni, Ag, and
no epoxy resin measured against the manufacturer baseline prepackaged couple. Error bars are
the standard deviation. (n = 3).
Figure A.3 shows the measured voltage and power output for the bismuth telluride P-N
junction couple. The test procedure involves holding a constant heat sink temperature of 20°C
and increasing the heat source temperature from 20°C to 170°C at distinct resistive loads. The
resistive load values are given in Table A.1. This range ensures that the data collected spans from
open-circuit voltage, with minimal current flow, to the short-circuit condition, with minimal
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voltage difference. Each experiment was performed three times. The error bars are two times
the standard deviation of the measurements to yield a 95% confidence interval. The data in
Figure A.3 was calibrated using a 0.15 Ω resistance in the circuit and a source meter (2400,
Keithley). The slope of the calibration line was used as a correction factor for the measured data.
Figure A.3, top, shows the measured voltage output for the couple using dry, Ni, and Ag contact
epoxy resins as compared to the control couple. There was no difference in voltage output
between the two epoxy cases (Ni and Ag), and the control sample in the optimal load range from
0.08A to 0.12A. In the dry case where there was no epoxy resin, the current output decreased by
approximately 50% as compared to the control couple. This difference in voltage output can be
attributed to an increase in roughness on the contact surfaces between the individual junctions
in the couple and their respective copper contact pads leading to an increase in contact
resistance. Based on the error bars associated with the voltage and current data, there is no
difference between the two epoxy samples and the control data set.
Table A.1. Load bank resistor values.
Load setting

Resistance [Ω]

Load Setting

Resistance [Ω]

1

0.001

8

0.1

2

0.004

9

0.15

3

0.015

10

0.25

4

0.03

11

0.5

5

0.04

12

1

6

0.05

13

5

7

0.075
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Figure A.3, bottom, shows the power output obtained using the same load settings. The
power output from the two epoxy resin and control lie within a common range of power output
and differ from the dry case. The Ni and Ag cases show an approximate 20% increase in peak
power output in the current range of 0.05A and 0.08A. This difference is attributed to variations
in the sheet contact resistances of the epoxies leading to a different contact resistance, as
compared to the aluminum contact pad of the commercial baseline couple. Outside of this range,
however, there was no statistical difference between the baseline power output and the Ni and
Ag epoxy data The dry epoxy case had an approximate 40% reduction in peak power output as
compared to the control. This reduction can be attributed to the difference in the current output
seen in Figure A.3. To account for the differences in contact resistances, baseline measurement
offsets for voltage, current, and calculated power were measured at room temperature and are
given in Table A.1. A contact resistance difference for the Ag and Ni epoxies from the control
arises from the increased internal resistance of the couple as evidenced by the higher power
output peak of the Ag and Ni epoxy cases at load settings of 11, 12, and 13 from Table A.1 versus
the peak load of the control at load 9. The Ni and Ag cases are shown to be similar in the power
results in Figure A.2, showing no difference for these two epoxies once the contact resistance
offset was taken into account.
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Table A.2. Voltage and current offsets measured at room temperature for Ag and Ni expoxy TE
couple tests.
Epoxy

Voltage Offset [V]

Current Offset [A]

Calculated Power [mW]

Ag

0.0588

-3.021

-177.62

Ni

0.05764

-3.053

-175.95

A.6. Measurement limits
The present setup is limited both in terms of allowed TE couple sizes and operating
temperature. The operating temperature is current-limited to a maximum heat source
temperature of 180°C, which is less than the documented 250°C limit of the TE material. This
temperature limit was chosen to minimize out-gassing of unsafe volatile organic compounds used
as the binding agent in the thermal contact epoxy resins. In addition, this is the temperature limit
for achieving a stable heat sink temperature. As a means to overcome this temperature limit, a
larger water bath volume could be used with an increased coolant flow rate.
A limit on the TE couple height of 1.25 mm is caused by the height of the electrical
conductor width combined with the thickness of the silver epoxy used to cement the conductor
onto the base contact pad. This limit only applies to testing of individual TE couples rather than
modules, as the copper contact pads are not required for module testing.
A.7. Conclusion
This paper describes a versatile TE measurement system with a circuit capable of testing
individual TE couples as well as entire TE modules. The setup is also capable of comparative
testing of contact resistances that occur at the interfaces between the TE materials and the
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conductive pads. The ability of acquiring I/V measurements in both the 0.1 to 10 range as well as
the 10-3 to 10-6 range by changing the resistor load range of the circuit using commercial low-cost
off-the-shelf electronic components makes the testing system unique and beneficial. The
evaluation of the experimental setup and material protocol showed that there was no statistical
difference between the commercially manufactured control couple and the laboratory
manufactured P and N pellets, as they were made of the same BiTe based TE materials.
Possible future upgrades to the system can include better control logic and expanded
capabilities of the experimental setup discussed in the previous section. Automated control of
the load setting for the circuit using solid-state relays and more advanced data acquisition
software would increase the repeatability of the tests. The relays require a control voltage to
trigger the closing of the load circuit, therefore the addition of an analog voltage output card(s)
would be necessary, such as a National Instruments NI-9264 analog voltage output card. This card
has a 16-channel output ability with a range of +/- 10 V output, allowing for the control of all 16
channels of the load circuit with one card. The MOSFETs could also be upgraded to TFETs once
they are commercially available. This would allow for quicker load switching, making the load
sweep more time efficient. The TFETs switch on at lower voltages and the drain current
relationship has a larger slope, potentially making the circuit more electrically efficient as well.
[10] Another obvious upgrade concerns the control of the heat source. It is presently under
manual control, and a control device would maintain a more consistent heat source temperature.
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